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Executive Summary

The New Zealand Transport Agency is proposing to fund a road bridge to separate north‐
south and east‐west traffic at the Basin Reserve. The Agency is preparing to lodge a resource
consent application for this project with the Environmental Protection Agency.
Wellington City Council has yet to determine whether it will support or oppose the resource
consent application. In December 2012, the Council decided to look at possible alternatives
to the ‘Basin Bridge’ proposal.
This paper sets out the results of that analysis.

1.1

The challenge

For many years there have been investigations and reports on options to address transport
problems around the Basin Reserve.
1.1.1

Reducing congestion

The Basin Reserve plays a critical role in Wellington’s city and regional transport network.
Not only does it links the city with southern and eastern suburbs, it also links the state
highway network with regional facilities such as the airport and hospital.
Currently, about 25,000 vehicles enter the Basin Reserve from Kent Terrace every day; about
20,000 enter from the Mount Victoria Tunnel; and more than 11,000 from Adelaide Road.
Congestion causes delays and makes travel times unpredictable, especially at peak times and
weekends. This affects people travelling by private car and by bus, it slows movement of
freight, and it contributes to congestion and delays in other parts of the city. The current
road layout also discourages walking and cycling.
Congestion is forecast to worsen as the city’s population increases, and as economic growth
contributes to greater movement of people and goods.
There are economic, environmental and social costs to having a poorly functioning transport
network. These costs have local, national and regional implications.
1.1.2

Supporting Wellington’s future development

Any decision about the Basin Reserve will not only affect the transport network; it will also
have significant impacts on the Wellington’s future development as a ‘smart, green’ capital
city.
Wellington’s urban development strategy seeks to concentrate future growth and
development in key nodes along a ‘growth spine’, extending from Johnsonville in the north
through the CBD to Adelaide Road/Newtown, Kilbirnie town centre and the airport in the
south. This ‘growth spine’ will be served by a high‐quality public transport network.
Any solution to Basin Reserve transport congestion needs to consider potential impacts on
the city’s ability to deliver on this vision. As long as congestion problems remain at the Basin
Reserve, the development of a high quality public transport spine will be compromised.
Without that high quality public transport spine, the aspirations of greater urban
intensification and encouraging people away from private motor vehicles will remain
unfulfilled.
The longer a decision on resolving the congestion problem at the Basin Reserve is delayed,
the more time will pass before the foundations for the vision outlined in the Towards 2040:
Smart Capital can be laid.
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1.2

What the Council has considered

The Council is concerned not only with the future of Wellington’s transport network, but
with the overall future development and well‐being of the region and its people.
Our assessment has therefore considered possible options for the Basin Reserve against a
wide range of criteria, covering:


Urban form – What impact will the proposals have on the city’s urban form,
including its environment and ecology, culture and heritage, how it looks and feels,
and on connections within communities around the Basin Reserve and between that
area and other parts of the city?



Transport – What impact will the proposal have on traffic volumes, journey times,
queue lengths, public transport, and traffic patterns?



Economic impacts – What impact will the proposal have on growth and economic
development, and on access to the airport for movements of people and freight?



Strategic fit – How does the proposal ‘fit’ with existing strategies, including Towards
2040: Smart Capital Strategy, Wellington’s long‐term urban development strategy,
and regional and national transport strategies?



Potential to mitigate harmful impacts – What can be done to mitigate any harmful
impacts from the proposal?

1.3

The options

1.3.1

The “Do Minimum” option

Under this option, the current Basin Reserve road layout would be retained. However, other
transport network improvements would occur over the next three decades, including
completion of the Memorial Underpass, further development of the bus lane network,
introduction of new speed restrictions, increased lanes between the Ngauranga Gorge and
the Aotea off‐ramp, and building duplicate Mount Victoria and Terrace tunnels.
Under this option, traffic congestion around the Basin Reserve would be likely to worsen
over time. As traffic volumes increase, the economic, social and environmental impacts of
congestion could also be expected to increase. There would also be no improvement in
traffic safety.
This option would not support improvements to public transport links between the city and
southern/eastern suburbs. Nor would it support development along the ‘growth spine’ from
the city to Adelaide Road/Newtown, Kilbirnie town centre and the airport.
1.3.2

Option RR: additional lanes

This option, developed by Richard Reid and Associates, keeps all roads at ground level but
proposes additional lanes around the Basin Reserve, along with changes to traffic signals to
improve traffic flow.
This option is generally neutral or slightly negative in its impact on the urban environment. It
would not improve traffic congestion around the Basin Reserve. Its impact on traffic volumes
and safety, on the public transport network, and on the ‘growth spine’ strategy would be
similar to the “do nothing” option.
1.3.3

Option X: a tunnel

This option, developed by the Wellington Architectural Centre, proposes a tunnel to the
north western edge of the Basin Reserve, for east‐west traffic. It also proposes to redirect all
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southbound traffic along the western side of the Basin Reserve, and establish a landscaped
park on the eastern side.
This option has potential to reduce congestion, and improve journey times. It would also
improve north‐south and east‐west connections within the city, provide opportunities for
improved public transport, and contribute to potential future development along the
‘growth spine’.
However, similar or greater transport improvements could be achieved at lower cost, and
this option may have some negative impacts on local roading network. It also has potentially
significant negative impacts on the urban environment, including (among other things) the
creation of a complex network of roads at different levels north of the Basin Reserve,
compromised access to the schools east of the Basin, and a negative impact on Memorial
Park.
This option would only be part‐funded through the National Land Transport Programme.
1.3.4

Option A: Basin Bridge

The NZ Transport Agency’s option proposes an elevated roadway along the northern edge of
the Basin Reserve, for traffic leaving the Mount Victoria tunnel and heading towards
Memorial Park/the Northern Motorway. At ground level, the existing street network would
largely be retained, with some improvements.
This option has potential to reduce congestion, improve journey times, and improve safety
for all modes of transport. It would also improve north‐south and east‐west connections
within the city, provide opportunities for improved public transport, and contribute to
potential future development along the ‘growth spine’.
Option A does have some negative impacts on the urban environment. These include visual
impacts and impacts on neighbouring land – for example, from shading. However, these can
mostly be mitigated.
Overall, it provides greater benefits and better value for money than Option X.

1.4

Mitigation

Where negative impacts have been identified, those impacts may be reduced or offset by
mitigation measures. NZTA has already identified many potential mitigation measures for
Option A, and these already have Council support. Examples include:


a new grandstand at the Basin Reserve (so that vehicles will not be visible from the
cricket ground)



a new plaza entrance to the Basin Reserve



a new pedestrian and cycle bridge, separate from the vehicle bridge



landscaping around Memorial Park, and

 improvements to shared walkways/cycleways.
In addition, the Council has identified other projects that could reduce or offset impacts. As
part of any consideration about Basin Reserve transport solutions the Council will consider
these options further, in discussion with NZTA and other stakeholders.

1.5

Conclusion

The options that keep all streets at ground level will not improve transport outcomes, and
do not meet the city’s future public transport or urban development objectives.
The two ‘grade separated’ options do deliver improved transport outcomes. However,

6

Option A also has some negative impacts on the neighbouring environment, most of these
can be mitigated.
Of the options considered, Option A – on current information – is the best overall response
to the Basin Reserve’s congestion problems and the city’s future urban development
objectives.
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2
2.1

Introduction
Background

Before determining its final response to the New Zealand Transport Agency’s proposal to
lodge a consent applications for the Option A – Basin Bridge proposal, the Wellington City
Council resolved on 19 December 2012 to take a last look at possible alternatives to this
proposal.
The Council resolved that:
1.
Agree to delegate authority to the Mayor and Transport (Roading and
Public Transport) portfolio leader to request a meeting with the Transport
Minister and the Board of the New Zealand Transport Agency to discuss
Wellington City Council’s continued preference to seek an alternative
option to the proposed Basin Reserve Flyover.
2.
Agree to fund up to $50,000 from existing budgets to further explore
alternative transport solutions around the Basin Reserve.
3.
Agree to request that New Zealand Transport Agency confirm in writing
that it will not proceed with a Notice of Requirement to the relevant
authority for the Ngauranga to Airport corridor plan components without
Wellington City Council support for the flyover.
4.
Note receipt of the letter from Mr Geoff Dangerfield, Chief Executive of
New Zealand Transport Agency, dated 19 December 2012 regarding this
extraordinary meeting as tabled.
5.
Agree that Council decide its support or otherwise for New Zealand
Transport Agency’s proposed Basin Reserve Flyover once the additional
work referred to in recommendation 2 has been done.
6.
Note, without resiling from the position in recommendations 1 to 5, the
Council will continue to work with NZTA on mitigation options and
proposals for the Basin Reserve Flyover.
Subsequently, a meeting was proposed between the New Zealand Transport Agency Board
and the Mayor and the Council’s Transport (Roading and Public Transport) portfolio leader.
This meeting was to be held on 1 March 2013.
The Mayor and the Transport portfolio leader, Councillor Andy Foster, agreed that
assessments of two alternative options should be undertaken and compared against Option
A. The two alternative options are:
1. Option X – grade separated option proposed by the Architectural
Centre
2. Option RR – at‐grade option proposed by Richard Reid and
Associates

2.2

Purpose of this report

This report outlines the methodology used and the results of that assessment. In addition,
the assessment has considered all options against a status quo or “do minimum” approach.
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2.3

Structure of this report

This report is in 12 sections:
1. Executive summary
2. Introduction
3. The challenge – Explanation of the key transport and urban development challenges.
4. Methodology and assessment processes – Explanation of methodology, assessment
processes, and assumptions.
5. The options – This section describes the key features of each option. The four options
are:


the “Do Minimum” option (i.e. the status quo at the Basin Reserve, but with
other improvements such as construction of duplicate Mount Victoria and
Terrace tunnels) – note that assessment of the other options assumes the “do
minimum” work will also proceed
 Option RR (which seeks to improve traffic flows by increasing the number of
lanes around the Basin Reserve and changing traffic signals)
 Option X (an option proposed by the Wellington Architectural Centre, which
proposes a tunnel along the northern edge of the Basin Reserve and other
significant changes to ground‐level street layout)
 Option A (the NZTA’s option, which proposes a bridge along the northern edge
of the Basin Reserve).
6. Strategic assessment – This section contains an assessment of each option against key
national, regional and local transport and urban development strategies and plans.
7. Urban form assessment – This section contains an assessment of each option against
urban design criteria, covering: environment and ecology; culture and heritage; urban
structure; quality of space; connectivity; activity; visual quality; and quality of
experience.
8. Transport assessment – This section contains an assessment of the transport impacts
of each option, including: impacts on active modes (such as walking and cycling); impacts
on public transport; impacts on accessibility and severance (i.e. do the options cause a
disconnection between local communities, or between different parts of the transport
network?); and impacts on traffic volumes, journey times and queue lengths.
9. Economic assessment – Based on the transport assessment, this section assesses the
potential economic impacts of each option.
10. Mitigation options – This section considers options for mitigating any potential
negative impacts of each option.
11. Conclusion
12. Recommendations
Appendices






Appendix A: Key historical studies
Appendix B: Basin Reserve‐related Strategic Aspirations (Urban Development)
Appendix C: Overall Project Objectives
Appendix D: 2040 Goals
Appendix E: Urban Design Criteria
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The Challenge

Options for improving transportation around the Basin Reserve have been considered a
number of times since the 1960s (see Appendix A). 4 In 2001, an investigation aimed at
improving east/west traffic flows around the Basin Reserve was undertaken. That
investigation recommended grade separation. 5
Between 2006 and 2008, the Basin Reserve again came under the spotlight as part of the
Ngauranga to Airport Strategy Study. 6 The Steering Group (NZTA, WCC and GWRC)
undertook public consultation and agreed that an integrated solution would best address
the needs of Wellington City. Scheme Three 7 was chosen. This became the core of the
Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy and the Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan.
Consistent with earlier studies, the common view was that grade separation at the Basin
Reserve was required to resolve the challenge of competing traffic streams.

3.1

Problem Definition

In defining the transport issues at the Basin Reserve, there is a tendency to focus on traffic
congestion without consciously addressing bigger questions. These bigger questions relate
to why congestion may be a problem for the City in terms of meeting its urban development
goals (as set out in the Urban Development Strategy, adopted by Council 2006) and the
aspirations articulated in the Towards 2040: Smart Capital Strategy (adopted by Council
2011).
The problem is therefore best defined in two parts – strategic fit (big picture) and transport
outcomes (enabler of strategic goals).
Connected City
As a connected city, Wellington’s people, places and ideas access networks
– regionally, nationally and globally. Connections will be physical, allowing
for ease of movement of people and goods; virtual, in the form of world‐
class ICT infrastructure; and social, enabling people to feel connected to
each other and their communities.

3.1.1

Strategic Fit

Wellington City Council plans to accommodate future growth and intensification in key
nodes along a ‘growth spine’, extending from Johnsonville in the north, through the CBD, to
Adelaide Road (Newtown) and Kilbirnie in the south and east. One of the major precursors
for growth and intensification to occur is being “Better connected ‐ by strengthening road
and public transport linkages”. 8
Growth brings increased demand for services, along with economies of scale (part of the
agglomeration effect). From a transport perspective, this means that congestion and journey
time variability can become problematic. Eventually, it may undermine the ability for growth
plans to be achieved. This is particularly so for the areas close to the CBD that are ideally
4

See Appendix A of this report.

5

Interim Scheme Assessment, Meritec December 2000 and Basin Reserve Long Term Solution Scheme Assessment Report,
Meritec 2001.

6

Ngauranga to Airport Strategy Study Technical Report 1 OPUS April 2007

7

Ngauranga to Airport Strategy Study Technical Report 3 OPUS May 2008

8

WCC Urban Development Strategy
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suited for development and have potential to reduce dependence on the private car.
State Highway 1 (SH1) around the Basin Reserve forms part of a major arterial road on the
edge of the Wellington central business district (CBD). It provides access to Wellington’s
eastern and southern suburbs, to Wellington International Airport, Wellington Hospital, and
the National War Memorial. This part of the corridor also provides a major north‐south
transport corridor to the southern suburbs, and so has a significant public transport
function. SH1 is subject to congestion, delay and journey time variability, and this in turn
compromises the operation of the north‐south corridor. It also provides a barrier to active
transport modes (such as walking and cycling), and creates a constraint on further growth
and development – both residential and employment.
The Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan proposes a series of transport projects for improving
the transport network within the corridor, with particular emphasis on encouraging the
uptake of public passenger transport, walking and cycling. In this way, the Plan helps to
deliver the Council’s Urban Development Strategy objective of concentrating population and
economic growth along the identified ‘growth spine’. The strategy envisages that the growth
spine will be supported by: a high quality, high frequency public transport corridor; a high
quality state highway network with dependable travel times; and bus priority along
connecting arterial routes.
One of the immediate priorities was to improve passenger transport, walking and cycling by
separating north‐south flows from east‐west; and by implementing complementary bus
priority measures on Adelaide Road and Kent and Cambridge Terraces. The Corridor Plan
states that north‐south traffic will be grade‐separated from east‐west traffic at the Basin in
order to deliver north‐south public transport improvements. Following this, and in the
longer term, the Mount Victoria Tunnel duplication and widening of Ruahine Street to four
lanes is to be undertaken.
3.1.2

Urban Development Challenges

A study completed by OPUS in 2007 for the Council on the likely impacts of growth (housing
infill and intensification) on roading capacity and levels of service concluded that, “under
existing conditions without any additional improvements to the transport network, a large
proportion of the arterial and principal road network will operate at or beyond its theoretical
capacity in 2016. In particular, inbound roading movements during the morning peak period
(and outbound movements in the evening) between the CBD and the Eastern Suburbs…have
a poor level of service while some key pinch points for traffic to and from the south also exist.
The introduction of either the growth spine or multi‐nodal growth concepts will result in
additional pressure being put on the key links channelling traffic to and from the CBD. The
provision of a high quality passenger transport system to connect the growth areas may help
in reducing some congestion issues. However, additional roading capacity can be expected to
be required if the population is expected to continue to increase.” 9
The Adelaide Road Framework 2008 has the objective of improving the Adelaide Road
transport corridor for multiple forms of transport. This framework notes: “Although an
important arterial route connecting the central and northern areas of the city to the southern
and eastern suburbs, the route is heavily dominated by cars and other through‐traffic. The
significant ‘pinch’ points at the Basin Reserve (and John St intersection) suffer from high
levels of congestion at peak times, hindering movement within and through the area,
including emergency vehicle accessibility to the hospital The Framework identifies that the
Basin Reserve improvements signalled in the Corridor Plan to take place within the next ten
years could have significant benefits for Adelaide Road by improving traffic flows at peak
9

UDS Working Paper 14, p27
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times, providing more room for dedicated public transport, and improving the environment
for walking and cycling. Key actions identified in the Framework for addressing the issue
were designed to integrate with the improvements signalled in the Corridor Plan (particularly
for the Basin Reserve), and included enhancing the capacity of Adelaide Road and the PT
function of the corridor by reconfiguring the roadway and key intersections to provide for
improved traffic flow, PT, and pedestrian and cycle movement.”
The Kilbirnie Town Centre Revitalisation Plan 2010 also identifies the importance of the
transport network for revitalising the town centre and for encouraging residential and
employment growth. Improving accessibility (for all modes of transport) and enhancing
connections to key destinations such as the airport, indoor sports centre, regional aquatic
centre and schools, are crucial to achieving the plan’s long‐term vision for a vibrant sub‐
regional centre. The interventions signalled in the Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan for the
Victoria Tunnel, Ruahine Street, and Wellington Road were identified as important to
bringing some capacity relief, which would have positive effects on the town centre.
Recent work by Council staff tracking actual results against the Urban Development Strategy
over the period 2007 to 2011 shows:


Over that period, growth in households has averaged 750 dwellings per year
(slightly lower than projections and likely influenced by weak economic climate).
 78% of all new housing has occurred along the growth spine, with 54% of this
figure comprising high density apartments in the central city.
 There has been more high density/apartment growth (41% compared to UDS
36%) and more medium density/infill than projected (37% compared to UDS
30%).
 There has been less Greenfield/low density development than predicted (22%
compared to the UDS 34%).
Assuming there is a correlation between dwellings and population, the growth projections in
the Urban Development Strategy have been slightly optimistic (during a period that
coincides with a prolonged economic downturn). But the lower projections used for
transport modelling are more in line with these figures, and so may yet prove to be too
conservative. Should this be the case, demands on the transport system will be greater than
forecast.
Transport Challenges

3.1.3

The Basin Reserve operates as a large ‘gyratory’, with a number of capacity constraints
which result in delays and journey time variability for vehicles entering, using and exiting this
part of the road network.
About 25,000 vehicles enter from Kent Terrace each day, with nearly 20,000 heading
towards Mt Victoria Tunnel. About 20,000 vehicles enter the system from Mt Victoria
Tunnel, and 30,000 vehicles travel along Sussex Street. With these volumes of traffic moving
through the current arrangement of intersections, there is conflict between north‐south and
east‐west traffic. This causes very significant variability in travel time, and also poses a very
significant safety risk (over 305 accidents in the period 2006 – 2011).
The Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy has identified State Highway 1 as having
significance to whole of the Wellington Region. The Basin Reserve is the intersection point of
the state highway and a major local (multi‐modal) transport route. These competing
demands impact upon:




Passenger transport journey times and reliability;
Active travel modes (people walking and cycling);
Emergency service access (hospital);
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Access to and severance from local communities, schools and other facilities and
places of employment;
Travel time, journey time variability congestion;
Safety (for all modes of transport);
The environment.





These impacts can be clearly seen by comparing journey times (Figure 1), which shows that
the journey between Willis Street and Evans Bay Parade can take three times as long at peak
times as at inter‐peak periods.
Figure 1: Current Journey Times – Willis Street to Evans Bay Parade
SH1 Journey Times (Willis Street ‐ Evans Bay Parade) Existing Situation, with Variabilty Bars
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Figure 2: Predicted State Highway Journey Times – “Do
Minimum” Scenario

Figure 3: Predicted Local Road Journey Times – “Do
Minimum” Scenario

Without interventions, by 2021 the journey between Cobham Drive and Taranaki Street will
take about 16 minutes longer.
Currently, traffic movements conflict at Dufferin/Paterson Streets and traffic signal timing is
used to balance the access allocated to each vehicle stream. This creates a bottleneck which,
in turn, effectively limits the volume of traffic getting to the already congested Adelaide
Road/Rugby Street intersection. Therefore, any increase in capacity at Dufferin/Paterson
effectively increases the pinch point at Adelaide/Rugby.
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Any increases in traffic will worsen congestion and journey times. This will have a significant
impact on public transport journey times and will affect the viability of the proposed high
quality north/south passenger transport corridor. These increases will also have an adverse
effect on pedestrian and cycle movements.
Both the State Highway and local road networks have the common objectives of moving
people and freight efficiently, effectively and safely. However, they differ in the key respect
that local roads must service a multiplicity of transport and access needs within their
immediate environs, whereas the function of the state highway is to provide more
streamlined and less interrupted “through” travel.
Table 1: “Do Minimum” Option – Estimated Basin Reserve Daily Vehicle Flows 2021 and 2031 10
Current

Estimated 2021

Estimated 2031

Adelaide Road (NB)

11200

14600

14800

Adelaide Road (SB)

7600

11000

10800

Buckle Street

21000

21200

21300

Cambridge Terrace

10900

11500

14300

Dufferin Street

27700

30500

35900

Kent Terrace

25200

28900

34400

Paterson Street (EB)

18500

18700

24300

Paterson Street (WB)

19300

19600

21900

Rugby Street

19400

21900

24300

Sussex Street

30600

33000

35200

Taranaki Street (2way flow ICB Vivian)

17500

20100

22400

Vivian Street (Tory‐ Cambridge)

17900

19100

21200

Table 2 models the outcomes for the whole of the Wellington City network using 2009 as a
base and then projecting forward to 2021 and 2031. For clarification the “Do Minimum”
scenarios for these modelled outcomes are based on:
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5% mode shift from cars to public transport



2021 includes WCC bus lanes, traffic speed restrictions, Ngauranga to Aotea four‐
laning, Inner City Bypass improvements, and Memorial Underpass



2031 includes above plus duplicate Terrace and Mt Victoria Tunnels.

Medium Growth Scenario
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Table 2: “Do Minimum” Option – Wellington City Vehicle Network Performance 2021 and 2031
2009 Base

2021 “Do Minimum”

2031 “Do Minimum”

AM

IP

PM

AM

IP

PM

AM

IP

PM

Total Delay
(vehicles/hr)

575.7

86.8

440.6

655.7

118.1

542.3

679.0

151.4

762.9

Total Travel
time
(vehicles/hr)

6741.6

3339.1

5984.3

7706.2

3849.9

6965.2

8814.9

4429.8

8064.9

Total
Distance
(vehicles/km)

182049.5

129628.7

192243.6

194418.1

142389.3

203882.2

203730.4

158431.7

219320.0

27.0

38.8

32.1

25.2

37.0

29.3

23.1

35.8

27.2

Total Queue
(vehicles/hr)

3050.7

1012.3

2243.9

3691.0

1242.9

2870.2

4641.4

1540.7

3527.6

Fuel
consumption
(l/hr)

20093.9

12256.4

19594.4

22217.3

13774.9

21714.2

24278.5

15638.5

24051.3

Average
Speed
(km/hr)

IP = inter‐peak

While an 86‐second delay at inter‐peak times might not appear to be much for an individual
vehicle, when aggregated across tens of thousands of journeys across the whole city’s
network this adds up to hundreds or thousands of hours of delay for Wellington’s transport
network users.
The table also shows that, despite the improvements planned under the “do minimum”
scenario, the situation will worsen between now and 2021/2031. Although the duplicate
tunnels result in some reductions in 2031, there are still major increases in delay/travel time
etc.
Though not shown in the table above, an ‘optimal‘ solution for the Basin Reserve would
bring about a 9% reduction in 2031 travel delay times.
3.1.4

Road Safety

A total of 304 crashes have been recorded over a 5‐year period on the state highway (both
legs) in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve.
Most (58%) of these crashes occurred at intersections, and 43% of all crashes were rear
end/obstruction types.
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Figure 4: Basin Reserve Crash Sites

Table 3: Basin Reserve – Key Crash Sites
Crash Location

Total Crashes

% of All Crashes

Rugby/Adelaide

46

15%

Rugby/Sussex

32

11%

Patterson/Dufferin

31

10%

The low speed, congested environment means that crashes are unlikely to result in serious
injury. Pedestrians and cyclists account for 13% of mode share and yet are only 6% of all
road users involved in crashes in this area.
3.1.5

Problem definition summary

The traffic problems at the Basin Reserve are at the point where transport congestion and
conflict through this precinct is becoming a barrier to meeting the community aspirations as
articulated in the Council’s Urban Development Strategy and the Towards 2040: Smart
Capital Strategy.

3.2

Urban development and transport data and trends

This section sets out population, transport and land use data with implications for the Basin
Reserve transport options.
3.2.1

Population growth

Based on the 2011 assessment, the current population of Wellington City is estimated at
around 200,000 (Figure 4), up by 42,378 (+27%) from 1996. At the same time, the Wellington
Regional population is estimated at around 488,000. While regional growth rates are
expected to have declined, Wellington City is expected to continue to grow faster than the
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Region as a whole. 11 By 2031 the medium growth scenario predicts a City population of
approximately 240,000 12 .
The significance of the Regional population for the Basin Reserve is that by 2021 it is
predicted that approximately 40% of trips to and from the airport and 4% of trips to and
from the hospital will originate from outside the current Wellington City boundaries.
Figure 5: Statistics NZ Population Figures – Wellington TLAs

3.2.2

Population density

Wellington is also bucking a national trend, in that a greater proportion of new dwellings are
in medium to high density category. This is adding to Wellington’s more compact urban
form. It provides an opportunity to achieve increased mode shift away from the private car
to public transport and active modes, if there is investment in those modes.
The Council’s Urban Development Strategy estimates that approximately 50% of new growth
will be within the CBD (apartments and town houses), 25% brownfield development
(apartments and town houses) in the suburban growth nodes of Johnsonville, Kilbirnie and
Adelaide Road, and 25% lower‐density greenfield development in the northern suburbs.
The Basin Reserve is the nexus of the CBD‐Newtown‐Kilbirnie travel triangle. With residential
and employment growth in these nodes, the need to travel will increase the demand for
passenger transport, walking, cycling and private vehicles through the Basin Reserve
precinct.
3.2.3

Access to and use of motor vehicles

Vehicle ownership in the Wellington region is below the New Zealand per capita average,
largely due to the impact of the Wellington CBD. The peak level of ownership (both
nationally and Wellington region) occurred in the period 2006‐2008; this was followed by a
small decline that has now begun to plateau. Logically, if ratios remain constant as the
population increases, the number of vehicles also increases.

11

GWRC CBD Corridor Study – Pressures & Issues Page 5

12

WCC ID projections have not been rebased and forecast a population of 229,000 in 2030. If growth continued at the current
rate this figure could be exceeded by 25%.
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Table 4: NZ and Wellington Vehicle Ownership per Capita
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

NZ

0.74

0.75

0.75

0.74

0.74

0.73

0.73

Wellington Region

0.61

0.61

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.59

0.59

Table 5: Wellington Region Total Registered Vehicles 13
June 2009

June 2010

June 2011

2,306,921

2,314,098

2,320,319

Motorcycles

57,362

56,473

46,203

Mopeds

20,855

20,075

17,867

3,383,960

3,395,897

3,392,955

Cars

All Vehicle Types

Vehicle kilometres travelled (Table 6) also help inform the debate. Although numbers
peaked for the Wellington Region in 2007/08 and appear to have bottomed out in 2009/10,
they may now be back on the rise. Note also that there are more vehicle kilometres travelled
on local roads than state highways.
Table 6: Wellington Region and Wellington State Highway Network Vehicle Kilometres Travelled 14
(billions)

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

NZ Total

40.1

39.7

39.7

39.8

39.7

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

1,883

2,038

1,991

1,854

1,865

Wellington (SH)

1,634

1,678

1,663

1,634

1,681

Wellington (total)

3,517

3,716

3,575

3,488

3,546

(millions)
Wellington

3.2.4
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(local)

Transport Modes

There are at least three different categories of transport network user to be considered in
any discussion over transport choices.
Firstly, there are people who live near the Basin Reserve. Travel for work or study will
generally involve a commute of less than 4 km, a distance which can be easily walked or
cycled. 16 Public passenger transport and private motor vehicles are still options, but with
lower‐than‐Wellington‐average incomes and lower percentages in full time employment in
the Mt Cook and Adelaide Road areas, active transport modes have the potential to
dominate.
Secondly there are people whose travel through the Basin Reserve area involves a greater
than 4 km commute. These will predominately be people from the eastern and southern
13

http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/motor‐vehicle‐registration‐statistics/docs/2011.pdf

14

http://www.transport.govt.nz/TMIF/Pages/TV001.aspx

15

Wellington Regional Figures

16

Pedestrian Planning Guide and Cycle Network and Route Planning Guide.
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suburbs coming towards the CBD. Fewer will use active transport modes and more are likely
to use public passenger transport or private vehicles. This group represents the greatest
opportunity for mode shift from private motor vehicles into public passenger transport. As is
well understood, their decisions will be influenced by frequency, travel time predictability,
and cost. 17
Thirdly, there are people travelling through the Basin Reserve area for whom active modes
and public transport are not current options. This includes people going to and from the
hospital or airport, whose journey requirements don’t readily coincide with public transport
services. For example, 14,186 people per day travelled to or from the airport in 2012.
The “Wellington Towards 2040 – Smart Capital” document has a strong emphasis on
“connectedness”. This includes both interconnectedness (between Wellington and the wider
region/country/world) and interconnectedness (within the city). In this respect, domestic
and international air transport have important roles to play. Tables 7 and 8 provide data on
growth in air travel and air freight volumes at Wellington’s airport.
Table 7: Wellington Annual Air Travel 18
Domestic
International
Total
Average Daily

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

4,060,313

4,418,381

4,644,505

4,491,402

4,479,664

4,474,000

575,398

603,344

611,002

626,365

654,615

718,000

4,635,711

5,021,725

5,255,507

5,117,767

5,134,278

5,192,000

12700

13720

14399

14,021

14066

14,186

Table 8: Wellington Annual Air Freight 19
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Export (tonnes)

575

408

569

503

456

1,358

Import (tonnes)

1,059

811

712

667

732

698

Total Freight

1634

1219

1281

1170

1188

2056

One of the readily identifiable implications is that high quality active mode and public
passenger transport through the Basin Reserve is essential and is a significant game changer
for mode shift towards public passenger transport.
3.2.5

Land Use

With over 50% of the population growth forecast to occur in the CBD and 25% in the growth
nodes of Johnsonville, Kilbirnie and Adelaide Road, the Basin Reserve becomes a vital
transport/movement link. Residential and employment growth in these areas will result in
increased demands for walking, cycling, public passenger transport and private motor
vehicles through this zone – particular north‐south and east‐west movements.
For these reasons the Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan promoted both a north‐south
public passenger transport spine and the separation of the north‐south, east‐west traffic
flows. The two issues are linked and needed to facilitate high quality services to meet the
needs of the growth and development forecasts.

17

Public Passenger Transport Spine Study investigations (yet to be published)

18

Wellington International Airport ‐ Annual Report 2011/12 page 184

19

Wellington International Airport ‐ Annual Report 2011/12 page 184
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4

Methodology and Assessment Processes

To ensure consistency and enable direct comparisons to be made, this report has drawn
heavily on existing material and has, where possible, used similar methodologies and
assessment processes to those used by NZTA.
The options assessment processes are based upon those described in the Wellington
Northern Corridor Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve – Feasibility
Options Report and its appendices. That report can be found at
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/basin‐reserve/docs/basin‐reserve‐options‐report.pdf
That report, in turn, was based on the NZTA Economic Evaluation Manual which has been
developed to meet the statutory requirements of the Land Transport Management Act. The
Manual can be found at http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/economic‐evaluation‐
manual/volume‐1/
The processes outlined in these documents represent “best practice”.
While this report has attempted to categorise each option into discrete activity assessment
zones, (strategic fit, urban Form, transport & economic benefits, and mitigation) in many
instances they overlap. Therefore, for the sake of completeness, some repetition may occur.

4.1

Strategic Fit Assessment Methodology

A number of the relevant strategy and policy documents are quite holistic in their outlook
and intent. Within the time available it has not been possible to assess each option against
the multiple strategy and policy outcomes that they contain. Rather, it has been necessary to
draw out only those outcomes or measures which relate to transport (either directly or
indirectly).
Each option has been evaluated against how it contributes to the transport outcome within
each strategy. The assessment process has been validated by peer reviewers using a multi‐
disciplinary team process.

4.2

Urban Design Assessment Methodology

The urban design assessments have been undertaken by Anna Harley (WCC Senior Urban
Designer) and validated by external peer review.
The following principles were assessed:








4.2.1

Environment & ecology
Culture & Heritage
Urban Structure
Quality of space
Connectivity
Activity
Visual quality
Quality of experience.
Urban Design Ratings

To provide an overall impact rating, the following method was used:


Each absolute assessment was assigned a rating ranging between ‐4 and +4.
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These were added together to get an overall score for each section.
There are 35 criteria overall, which gives an overall range of scores between ‐
140 and +140. (35 x ‐4 = ‐140 and 35 x +4 = +140)
 There are 9 possible classifications within the range (From severe negative
through to substantial positive)
 The range below is derived by dividing the possible range (280) by the number of
classifications (9).
 Each classification has a range of 31.1
The classification range is:
Severe
Negative

Significant
Negative

Moderate
Negative

Minor
Negative

Insignificant

Minor
Positive

Moderate
Positive

Significant
Positive

Substantial
Positive

‐140 to

‐108.8 to

‐77.7 to

‐46.6 to

‐15.5 to

+15.6 to

+48.9 to

+77.8 to

+108.9 to

‐108.9

‐77.8

‐46.7

‐15.6

+15.5

+48.6

+ 77.7

+108.8

+140

4.3

Transport & Economic Assessment Methodology

Though they are considered separately in this report, transport and economic outcomes are
strongly interlinked and were assessed together.
In general terms, it is not possible to fully evaluate every option. Therefore a filtering
process is utilised from which options advance to successive levels of more detailed
assessment depending on how they perform in the previous round of assessment. Where
detailed assessment for similar options exists, this has been utilised in a form that is
appropriate to assessing the current alternative options.
The transport objectives for the Basin Reserve Roading Improvements are:
a) To improve the resilience, efficiency and reliability of the state highway network:


b)

By providing relief from congestion on State Highway 1 between Paterson Street
and Tory Street; and
 By improving the safety for traffic and persons using this part of the State
Highway 1 corridor; and
 By increasing the capacity of the State highway corridor between Paterson Street
and Tory Street.
To support regional economic growth and productivity:


c)

By contributing to the enhanced movement of people and freight through
Wellington City; and
 By in particular improving access to Wellington’s CBD, employment centres,
airport and hospital.
To support mobility and modal choices within Wellington City:


By providing opportunities for improved public transport, cycling and walking;
and
 By not constraining opportunities for future transport developments.
Therefore the assessment of transportation effects includes:







Pedestrian & cyclist assessment
Passenger transport assessment
Road network (traffic) assessment (Including freight)
Accessibility assessment
Safety assessment
Parking assessment.
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It has not been possible to do all of these assessments for each of the four options
considered in this report. However, sufficient information for similar options exists to enable
fair and reasonable assumptions of impact to be determined.
4.3.1

Traffic assessment

The traffic assessments have been modelled using the SATURN (Simulation and Assignment
of Traffic to Urban Road Networks) model. More detailed modelling has also been done on
some options using the Paramics model, but it hasn’t been possible to do this for each
option within the time available. There is however sufficient information available through
the SATURN modelling to obtain useful comparisons between all options.
Figure 6: Transport Assessment Modelling Hierarchy
WTSM
(Wellington Transport Strategy Model)
Regional

Larger Model Area

SATURN
Wellington City

Increased Level of
Detail

Paramics
Wellington CBD

4.3.2

Transport & Economic Assessment Assumptions

Consistent scenarios including medium growth for demographic and traffic forecasting have
been used across all options. Forecasts for 2012 and 2031 have been run for each alternative
option.
Land use is also based upon scenarios consistent with the Wellington Regional Transport
Strategy Model and where specific additional demands have been identified these have
been added for transport modelling purposes.

4.4

Mitigation Assessment Methodology

Mitigation is aimed at minimising or offsetting the negative or adverse impacts of any
particular option. Sometimes mitigation is as simple as replacing ‘like with like’. However,
more often than not it is about minimising or offsetting the adverse impact in some other
way. Mitigation is always focussed on an activity‐specific impact.
In this report, the mitigations proposed are a mixture of actions aimed at alleviating direct
impacts through to actions that have more strategic and long‐term benefits for the City.

4.5

Assessment of Options

4.5.1

The ”Do Minimum” Option

The changes to Buckle Street through the construction of the tunnel to facilitate the National
War Memorial Park and the resultant changes to the Buckle/Taranaki and Buckle/Tory
intersections have been incorporated into the “do minimum” modelling scenario and, for
the purposes of modelling, are regarded as having been completed. This will be applied
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equally to all alternatives.
All other works under the “Do Minimum” Option – for example, construction of duplicate
Mount Victoria and Terrace tunnels – are assumed to also occur under the other options.
4.5.2

Option RR

From the concept information supplied by Richard Reid and Associates, it was necessary to
interpret and develop a design which could be assessed on the same basis as Option X.
The Council’s interpretation of the Option RR concept was supplied to Richard Reid and
Associates for comment, to ensure correct interpretation. Clarification was received and this
was incorporated into the final traffic modelling.
An additional scenario using this concept but with a dedicated north south “bus only” lane
has been added for analysis purposes.
4.5.3

Option X

Option X underwent a preliminary assessment in 2011, in Transport Improvements around
the Basin Reserve – Preliminary Assessment of Option X. This document can be found at
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/basin‐reserve/docs/prelim‐option‐x‐assessment.pdf.
For the purposes of this report, that initial assessment was used for transport and economic
purposes. However, more refined concept designs were used for urban form assessments.
At the time of preparing this report, NZTA is reviewing Option X to re‐examine costs and
benefits in the light of the construction of the Buckle Street underpass.
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5

The Options

5.1

The “Do Minimum” option

As explained on page 16, the “Do Minimum” Option assumes there will be no changes to the
Basin Reserve street layout. However, this option does include other planned measures that
may affect traffic flows around the Basin Reserve. These measures include:


By 2021 – extension of bus lanes, additional traffic speed restrictions, four‐laning
of SH1 between Ngauranga Gorge and the Aotea off‐ramp, Inner City Bypass
improvements, and the Memorial Underpass
By 2031 – All of the above, plus duplicate Terrace and Mt Victoria Tunnels.



5.2

Option A

5.2.1

Option A Key Drivers


Grade separate northbound arterial traffic from the passenger transport
corridor by providing a finely expressed elevated roadway spanning Kent and
Cambridge Terrace.
Maintain Te Aro grid aligning the roadway parallel to the Street network and
aligning clearly with Buckle Street.
Respect the form of the Basin within the City aligning the road with existing
buildings and reinforcing the edges of the square boundary around the Basin
Reserve.




5.2.2

Option A Description

Alignment



Eastbound SH1 traffic turns left from Kent Terrace onto Ellice Street. Traffic
travels along a new alignment east of Dufferin Street and onto Paterson Street
and the Mount Victoria Tunnel. These movements are all at‐grade.
Westbound SH1 traffic travels on a grade‐separated structure along the
northern side of Ellice Street. Once exiting the Mount Victoria Tunnel traffic
travels above Paterson Street, over Dufferin Street and Ellice Street to meet
Buckle Street at its present alignment.

Signals for vehicles


Retain signalised intersection at corner of Paterson Street and Dufferin Street.

Structures


Elevated, flat structure built from Buckle Street, across Ellice, Dufferin Street and
Paterson Street along northern side of Basin Reserve. Bridge structure is
approximately 260m long, between 11.2m and 16.3m wide and 7.3m high to
underside and up to 10.2m to the top of the guard rail.

Property



Part of two properties may need to be acquired (no demolition is needed) .
Buildings on corner of Ellice Street and Kent Terrace have been removed. This
site will be re‐developed creating an ‘active’ road edge under the bridge
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structure.
Former Home of Compassion Crèche on Buckle Street needs to be relocated
slightly to the north.

Active Modes





New signalised pedestrian crossing installed across slip lane in front of main
entrance to Basin Reserve.
New signalised pedestrian crossing near corner of Paterson and Dufferin Streets
is proposed.
East and westbound cyclists using Mount Victoria Tunnel would use the
proposed pedestrian crossings near Dufferin Street to access the local roads
around the Basin Reserve.
A path for pedestrians and cyclists on the elevated structure used by SH1 traffic.

Figure 7. Option A – Aerial view looking east
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Figure 8: Plan of Option A

Figure 9. Option A –Perspective from Hania Street looking east
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Figure 10. Option A – Perspective from Patterson Street looking north

Figure 11. Option A – Perspective from Cambridge Terrace looking west.
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Figure 12. Option A – Perspective from Cambridge Terrace looking east.

Figure 13. Option A – Perspective of Memorial Park looking east.
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5.2.3

Option A Urban Design Features











Buckle Street runs underground from the east of Tory Street to minimise impact
on proposed Memorial Park.
Requires relocation of Former Home of Compassion Crèche building (registered
Category II with Historic Places
Trust).
Potential for improved connection between proposed Memorial Park and Basin
Reserve.
Allows proposed Memorial Park to extend to Cambridge Terrace.
Option maintains and reinforces outer edge of the Basin area.
Proximity of option to Basin Reserve may have an impact on the amenity of the
Basin Reserve.
Elevated structure has an impact on Kent Terrace view shaft.
Clear alignment to Te Aro grid street pattern.
Some shelter will be provided on the route to schools below elevated structure
on Dufferin Street.
Provide a path for pedestrians and cyclists on a separate elevated structure.
Option A Built Form Integrated with Road Structure

5.2.4

At the corner of Ellice Street and Kent Terrace, a building is to be constructed under the
elevated bridge structure. This building, either forming part of the structure or separate to it,
would offer several important benefits:



Retain existing active edge on Ellice Street/ Kent Terrace
Allows space under the flyover to have active use rather than being left derelict
as an unusable unattractive space.
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Figure 14. Various perspectives of Option A. From top left: 1. From Buckle Street towards Memorial Park, 2.
From Kent terrace towards the Basin Reserve, 3. Birdseye above Memorial Park towards Mt Victoria Tunnel,
4. From Basin Reserve pitch towards Kent Terrace, 5. From Rugby Street towards Sussex Street.
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5.3

Option X

5.3.1

Option X Key Drivers


Grade separate by providing a tunnel for east‐west traffic to the north of the
Basin Reserve underneath Memorial Park and redirecting north‐south traffic
(above ground) to the west of the Basin Reserve.
Direct all traffic movements around the western side of the Basin Reserve, with
‘access only’ arrangements on the eastern side, within a potential landscaped
park.
Introduction of a landscaped pedestrian/cycle bridge from Memorial Park across
to the Basin Reserve.




5.3.2

Option X Description

Alignment




Eastbound SH1 traffic turns left from Kent Terrace onto Ellice Street. Traffic
travels onto Paterson Street and the Mount Victoria Tunnel. These movements
are all at‐grade.
Westbound SH1 traffic travels from Patterson Street, north to Ellice Street and
then ramps into a tunnel near the R A Vance stand.
North and south bound traffic are redirected to use 2 lanes in each direction on
the western side of the Basin Reserve. They join Kent and Cambridge terraces in
alignment with the Northern edge of Memorial Park.

Signals for vehicles


Signalised intersections remain at Rugby Street and Adelaide Road intersection
There are signalised pedestrian crossings on Kent and Cambridge Terraces and
Patterson Street intersections.

Structures



Elevated structure built from Memorial Park across to the Basin Reserve with
ramp and staircase access.
Tunnel to be built with ramping starting approximately at the intersection of
Kent terrace and the Basin Reserve.

Property




Some property acquisition and demolition may be required in the Sussex Street
and Rugby Street locations.
Some acquisition may be required for the pedestrian overbridge on Patterson
Street.
The connection from the pedestrian bridge will impact the access and entry to
Basin Reserve, and the car and coach parking.

Active Modes





Pedestrian and cycle overbridge on Patterson Street.
Landscaped bridge and stair access from Memorial Park to the Basin Reserve.
Pedestrian crossings on Kent and Cambridge are relocated to the new alignment
of streets.
Zebra crossing included at Hania Street, Rugby Street and Dufferin Street.
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Figure 15. Conceptual plan of Option X

Figure 16. Lane layout of Option X
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5.3.3

Option X Artist Sketches

Figure 17. Perspective view of Option X looking towards the Carillon

Figure 18. Perspective view of Option X

5.3.4

Option X Urban Design Features







Buckle Street is undergrounded beneath Memorial Park.
Requires relocation of Former Home of Compassion Crèche building (registered
Category II with Historic Places
Trust).
Pedestrian and cycles will access Basin Reserve via an elevated structure from
Memorial Park.
Dufferin Street will be a landscaped open space with an access road for schools
and Government House.
There will be a number of different ground levels to the north‐west of the Basin
Reserve.
There will be significant overshadowing in the north‐west of the Basin Reserve.
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Figure 19. Various perspectives of Option X. From top left: 1. From Buckle Street towards Memorial Park, 2.
From Kent terrace towards the Basin Reserve, 3. Birdseye above Memorial Park towards Mt Victoria Tunnel,
4. From Basin Reserve pitch towards Kent Terrace, 5. From Rugby Street towards Sussex Street.
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5.4

Option RR

5.4.1

Option RR Key Drivers


At‐grade option using existing road network with additional lanes to
accommodate traffic volumes, and traffic signals to control traffic flows
Focuses on separating local and regional traffic flows
Maintains the Basin Reserve roundabout as the key pivot point and distributor
for the city’s east‐west and north‐south traffic, in the process preserving its
historic function and position in the city’s urban structure.




5.4.2

Option RR Description

Alignment




The reorganisation of the layout of lanes is required.
o The layout envisages a second Mt Victoria Tunnel being built in the long
term and provides:
o 4 lanes on Kent Tce, Ellice St, Paterson St, Rugby St (west), and Sussex St
o 3 lanes on Dufferin St, Cambridge Tce
o 5 lanes on Rugby St (east)
o 1 full lanes and 1 bus/car parking lane on both Adelaide Rd (south) and
(north)
o 2 lanes on Buckle St (west) and Buckle St (east)
o 1 lanes for a school bus stop and 1 lane for private vehicle movement in
the drop‐off zone for St Marks
Church School (both arrangements
have been reorganised from the existing layout)
There is the potential for a cycle lane on Kent Tce in place of the existing inside
car parking bay. This lane will likely need to be removed to accommodate 4 full
traffic lanes anyway. Provision of this cycle lane suggests the other one on
Cambridge Tce, although there is less need there because of the lower traffic
volumes and more generous road space.

Signals for vehicles



Traffic signals at the intersection of Patterson Street and Dufferin Street control
and separate the local and regional flows of traffic.
Traffic signals at the intersection of Adelaide Road and Rugby Street control and
separate the flows of traffic.

Structures



No structures are anticipated to be built or demolished excepting kerbs.
There may be some conflict on Sussex Street to accommodate 4 lanes.

Property




The proposal does not require any land owned by St Josephs Catholic Church.
The proposal does not require the acquisition of properties beyond that which
will be required to implement the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan
for a high quality and frequency passenger transport spine.
The proposal may require the acquisition of properties along Sussex Street.
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Active Modes







Provision of a larger traffic island at the Adelaide Rd/ Rugby St intersection. This
will allow pedestrians and cyclists moving north‐south or east‐west to cross
without mixing paths.
Dedicated bus lanes and bus stops will be integrated over time.
Some bus stops will be located where car parking currently exists.
Follow and strengthen existing walking and cycling routes instead of redirecting
them to where heavy traffic is.
Continue to use the Basin Reserve as an off‐road north‐south walking corridor
Create more space between walking and cycling modes so there is little or no
interference.

Figure 20. Option RR – Richard Reid and Associates proposal for Cobham Drive to Buckle Street.
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Figure 21. Option RR – Transport interpretation of the Option RR proposal for the Basin Reserve Roundabout.

5.4.3

Option RR Urban Design Features
















Retains and strengthens the urban structure of the city
Most efficient use of space within the existing road network
Maintains the Basin Reserve Roundabout as a unique structuring device and
pivot point for the city’s east‐west and north‐south traffic movements
Retains the Basin Reserve Roundabout at‐grade which protects the amenity,
heritage status, test status and other values of the Basin Reserve
Buckle Street is undergrounded to create the proposed Memorial Park, with its
at‐grade connection to Sussex Street not requiring any change to NZTA’s tunnel
design
Former Home of Compassion Crèche building (registered Category II with
Historic Places Trust) is not required to be relocated
Improved connection between proposed Memorial Park and Basin Reserve
Allows proposed Memorial Park to extend to Cambridge Terrace
Access to the main entrance to the Basin Reserve is retained with pedestrians
sharing the road space with the few vehicles using the slip lane
Has no impact on the Kent Terrace view shaft
Maintains and reinforces outer edge of the Basin area
Clear alignment to Te Aro grid street pattern
Enables re‐development of buildings, and active edge, on the corner of Kent
Terrace and Ellice Street, as well as on NZTA owned land on Dufferin Street
No impact on properties on or adjacent to Hania Street
The Museum Stand is not required to be demolished or relocated
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Figure 22. Various perspectives of Option RR. From top left: 1. From Buckle Street towards Memorial Park, 2.
From Kent terrace towards the Basin Reserve, 3. Birdseye above Memorial Park towards Mt Victoria Tunnel,
4. From Basin Reserve pitch towards Kent Terrace, 5. From Rugby Street towards Sussex Street.
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6

Strategic Fit Assessment

The hierarchy of land transport strategy and planning derives from the interaction of the
Land Transport management Act with the Local Government Act and the Resource
Management Act. Through these mechanisms national objectives, local aspirations and land
use planning are brought together.

6.1

National, regional and local strategies and plans

Table 9: National and Regional Strategies and Plans Relevant to Basin Reserve Transport Options
Status

Links to:

Transport Outcome

Non Statutory

Downward to:

A fast and efficient roading network
connecting our regional economies, reducing
congestion, and encouraging business, tourism
and jobs.

National
Business Growth
Agenda 20

National
Infrastructure Plan
Government Policy
Statement on Land
Transport

Government
Policy Statement
on Land
Transport 21

Statutory
(LTMA)

Upward to Business
Growth Agenda
Downward to:
National Land
Transport
Programme

A network of priority roads that will improve
journey time and reliability, and ease severe
congestion, boosting the growth potential of
key economic areas and improving transport
efficiency, road safety and access to markets.

Regional Land
Transport
Programme
Regional Land
Transport Strategy
National Land
Transport
Programme

Statutory
(LTMA)

Upward to
Government Policy
Statement (must give
effect to)

Economic growth and productivity
Value for money
Road safety.

Downward to:
Regional Land
Transport
Programme
Regional Land
Transport Strategy
Regional
Regional Land
Transport
Strategy

Statutory
(LTMA)

Upward to
Government Policy
Statement (must be
consistent with)
Downward to:
Regional Land
Transport

Reduce severe congestion
(Maintain vehicle travel times between
communities and regional destinations;
Improved reliability of the strategic roading
network)
Improved Land Use and Transport Integration

20

http://www.mbie.govt.nz/what‐we‐do/business‐growth‐agenda/pdf‐folder/BGA‐Infrastructure‐report.pdf

21

http://www.transport.govt.nz/ourwork/KeyStrategiesandPlans/GPSonLandTransportFunding/
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Status

Links to:

Transport Outcome

Programme
Regional Land
Transport
Programme

Statutory
(LTMA)

Upward to
Government Policy
Statement (must be
consistent with)

SH1 (RoNS) – Basin Reserve Improvements,
Patterson Street to Tory Street bridge

Contributes to
National Land
Transport
Programme

Ngauranga to
Airport Corridor
Plan

Statutory (as
part of the
Regional land
Transport
Strategy)

Upward to Regional
Land Transport
Strategy

Basin Reserve “...improve passenger transport,
walking and cycling by separating north‐south
flows from east‐west traffic…”

Table 10: Wellington City Strategies and Plans Relevant to Basin Reserve Transport Options
Status

Links to:

Transport Outcome

Towards 2040 :
Smart Capital

Non
Statutory

Influences
Regional Land
Transport Strategy
and Programme

As a connected city, Wellington’s people, places and ideas
access networks – regionally, nationally and globally.
Connections will be physical, allowing for ease of
movement of people and goods; virtual, in the form of
world‐class ICT infrastructure; and social, enabling people
to feel connected to each other and their communities

Urban
Development
Strategy

Non
Statutory

Influences
Regional Land
Transport Strategy
and Programme

1.1 (c) Better connected: Wellington will be easy to get
around, pedestrian‐friendly and offer quality transport
choices on a highly interconnected public transport and
street system.

Local

Good access from homes to shops and services, places of
work and recreational destinations is essential in any
successful city economy. This will be reliant on recognising
the roles of all types of transport (car, bus, train, cable car,
ferries, commercial vehicles, walking and cycling).
Ensuring the city is better connected will mean:
• an increasingly pedestrian‐ and cycle‐friendly city, where
more trips can be made safely using
active modes
• ensuring that local, city‐wide and regional road and
passenger transport systems function
effectively for people and freight.
Public
Transport
Spine Study

Non
Statutory

Gives effect to
Regional Land
Transport Strategy
and Programme

To determine the desirable characteristics of a “high
quality public transport system” in the context of the
Ngauranga to Airport corridor
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6.2

Strategic Fit Analysis

This table explains how each of the four options performs against national, regional and local strategic objectives.
Table 11. Strategic Fit Analysis Against National, Regional and Local Strategic Objectives
Overall Good or favourable but may have some aspects
which are neutral.

are good and offset by others which are not so favourable.

Overall not favourable but may have some aspects which
are neutral and offset by others which are un favourable

Target

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Option RR

Option A

Business Growth
Agenda 22

A fast and efficient roading network
connecting our regional economies,
reducing congestion, and encouraging
business, tourism and jobs.

Congestion continues at
current level and trends
more negative.

Separates
traffic
improves congestion.

and

Congestion continues at
current level and trends
more negative.

Separates
traffic
improves congestion.

Government Policy
Statement

A network of priority roads that will
improve journey time and reliability,
and ease severe congestion, boosting
the growth potential of key economic
areas and improving transport
efficiency, road safety and access to
markets.

Congestion increases and
journey time and reliability
decline.

Journey time, congestion
and reliability improve.

Congestion increases and
journey time and reliability
decline.

Journey time, congestion
and reliability improve.

Economic growth and productivity.

No contribution to economic
growth or productivity.

Journey time, congestion
and reliability improve.

No contribution to economic
growth or productivity.

Journey time, congestion
and reliability improve.

No improvement to road
safety.

But similar/better outcomes
can be delivered at lower
cost.

No improvement to road
safety.

Better value option.

Overall neutral but may have some aspects which

National

National Land
Transport
Programme

Value for money.
Road safety.

Negative impact on access to
airport.

Separation of traffic streams
should improve safety for all
modes.

No improvement to road
safety.

Separation of traffic streams
should improve safety for all
modes.

No improvement to road
safety..

Separation of traffic streams
should improve safety but

22

Negative impact on access to
airport.

and

Separation of traffic streams
should improve safety for all
modes.

http://www.mbie.govt.nz/what‐we‐do/business‐growth‐agenda/pdf‐folder/BGA‐Infrastructure‐report.pdf
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Target

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Option RR

Option A

Congestion increases and
journey time and reliability
decline.

Journey time, congestion
and reliability improve.

introduces new pedestrian
and cycling safety concerns
at Patterson/Ellice and in
Kent/Cambridge.
Regional
Regional land
Transport
Strategy 23

Reduce severe congestion
(Maintain vehicle travel times
between communities and regional
destinations; Improved reliability of
the strategic roading network)

Congestion increases and
journey time and reliability
decline.
Negative impact on access to
airport.

Journey time, congestion
and reliability improve.
Will influence changes in
land use.

Negative impact on access to
airport.

Will influence changes in
land use.

Improved Land Use and Transport
Integration

Doesn’t influence changes in
land use.

Regional Land
Transport
Programme

SH1 (RoNS) – Basin Reserve
Improvements, Patterson Street to
Tory Street bridge

Not in programme.

Not in programme.

Not in programme.

In approved programme.

Ngauranga to
Airport Corridor
Plan 24

Basin Reserve “...improve passenger
transport, walking and cycling by
separating north‐south flows from
east‐west traffic…”

Traffic not separated.

Traffic
separated
–
Separation of traffic streams
should improve safety but
introduces new pedestrian
and cycling safety concerns
at Patterson/Ellice and in
Kent/Cambridge.

Traffic not separated

Traffic
separated
–
improvements for all modes.

Congestion gets worse and
quality
of
connections
declines.

Connectedness north‐south
and east‐west able to
improve.

Doesn’t influence changes in
land use.

Does have negative impact
of local network.
Local
Towards 2040 :
Smart Capital

23
24

As a connected city, Wellington’s
people, places and ideas access
networks – regionally, nationally and
globally. Connections will be physical,

Congestion gets worse and
quality
of
connections
declines.

Connectedness north‐south
and east‐west able to
improve.

See more detailed break down in Table 13
See more detailed break down in Table 13
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Target

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Option RR

Option A

Lack of separation restricts
transport choices. Poor
infrastructure inhibits urban
growth outcomes.

Separation helps facilitate
achievement
of
Urban
Growth Goals but doesn’t
meet
active
mode
aspirations.

Lack of separation restricts
transport choices. Poor
infrastructure inhibits urban
growth outcomes.

Separation helps facilitate
achievement
of
Urban
Growth Goals.

Provides opportunities for
public transport step change
across all options. Design
would need to change to
accommodate LRT.

Inconsistent with Corridor
plan.

allowing for ease of movement of
people and goods; virtual, in the form
of world‐class ICT infrastructure; and
social, enabling people to feel
connected to each other and their
communities
Urban
Development
Strategy

1.1 (c) Better connected: Wellington
will be easy to get around,
pedestrian‐friendly and offer quality
transport choices on a highly
interconnected public transport and
street system.

Efficiency
of
transport
systems does not improve.

Efficiency
of
transport
systems does not improve.

Good access from homes to shops and
services, places of work and
recreational destinations is essential
in any successful city economy. This
will be reliant on recognising the roles
of all types of transport (car, bus,
train, cable car, ferries, commercial
vehicles, walking and cycling).
Ensuring the city is better connected
will mean:
• an increasingly pedestrian‐ and
cycle‐friendly city, where more trips
can be made safely using
active modes
• ensuring that local, city‐wide and
regional
road
and
passenger
transport systems function
effectively for people and freight.
Public Transport
Spine Study

To
determine
the
desirable
characteristics of a “high quality public
transport system” in the context of
the Ngauranga to Airport corridor.

Inconsistent with Corridor
plan.

Provides opportunities for
public transport step change
across all options.
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Table 12. Strategic Fit Analysis Against Funding Options
Comment

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Funding approval implies a
strong strategic fit with
Government
strategic
objectives.

No funding implications but
delivers negative benefits to
national, regional and local
economy
through
congestion, increased travel
time and poor reliability.

Separates
traffic
decreases congestion.

Likelihood
of
funding
through the National land
Transport Programme

Based on current strategic
assessment
criteria
remaining.

Not applicable.

Doesn’t deliver benefits of
some other options. WCC
likely to have to contribute
funding towards local road
component.

Although minor costs project
doesn’t deliver benefits. Not
fundable.

Already approved.

Funding Implications for
Wellington City Council
Ratepayers

This assessment is made on
initial capital cost and whole
of life costs.

No significant direct impact

Potential significant cost
impact to achieve above
grade local road separation
and widen Sussex Street.
Above grade infrastructure
expensive to maintain.

Potential significant cost to
widen Sussex Street.

Maybe modest costs in
achieving
enhanced
mitigation outcomes but not
costs as proposal currently
stands

Currently Funded through
National Land Transport
Programme

and

No construction funding.

Option RR

Option A

Congestion continues at
current level and trends
more negative.

Separates
traffic
decreases congestion.

and

No construction funding.
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Table 13. Strategic Fit Analysis Against Regional Land Transport Strategy and Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Study Outcomes
Strategic target

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Option RR

Option A

Regional Land Transport Strategy 2010
(1.1) Increased
peak period public
transport mode
share

Pubic transport accounts for at least
23 million peak period trips per
annum

Bus priority measures and
intersection improvements
not identified.

Possible to fit bus priority
measures and supporting
road network improvements
including bus lanes and
improved
intersection
operation.

Bus priority measures and
intersection improvements
not identified.

Bus priority measures and
supporting road network
improvements
identified,
including bus lanes and
improved
intersection
operation.

(1.2) Increased off
peak public
transport use &
community
connectedness

Pubic transport accounts for at least
23 million peak period trips per
annum

Bus priority measures and
intersection improvements
not identified.

Possible to fit bus priority
measures and supporting
road network improvements
including bus lanes and
improved
intersection
operation.

Bus priority measures and
intersection improvements
not identified.

Bus priority measures and
supporting road network
improvements including bus
lanes
and
improved
intersection operation.

(1.3) Improved
public transport
accessibility for all
including transport
disadvantaged

75% of people live with 400m and 90%
within 800m of public transport stop
providing service throughout day

No measures identified.

No measures identified.

No measures identified.

Relocating bus stop from
Adelaide to Rugby to
improve disabled access and
improved waiting facilities.

(1.4) Reduced
public transport
journey times
compared to travel
by private car

Continual reduction in peak public
transport journey times for selected
corridors

No change forecast.

Improvements possible.

No change forecast.

Bus
priority
measures
identified and inter‐peak bus
journey times through Basin
forecast to reduce by up to
40%.

(1.5) Increased
public transport
reliability

Continual improvement to bus and
train services running to time

Variability increases.

Decrease in variability.

Variability increases.

Bus priority measures reduce
travel time variability at all
times

(2.1) Increased
mode share for
pedestrians and
cyclists

Continued growth in active mode
share and continued growth in active
mode share for work journeys.

No improvement

Some improvements but
some areas worse than
current. Active modes less
safe and more difficult than
current particularly to the
north of the Basin where
cyclists need to cross

No improvement.

Improved
walking
and
cycling facilities included
grade separated active mode
routes. Improved crossings
and lower traffic volumes on
key routes.
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Strategic target

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Option RR

Option A

No improvement.

Improved
walking
and
cycling facilities included
grade separated active mode
routes. Improved crossings
and lower traffic volumes on
key routes.

multiple trafficked lanes in
order to make any change in
route direction.
The
pedestrian /cycling over
bridge at Sussex corner
provides an option but this is
steep and entails diversions
from more direct routes.
(2.2) Improved
level of service for
pedestrians and
cyclists

70% of people report a good or
neither good nor bad level of service
for the strategic pedestrian network.

No improvement.

Some improvements but
some areas made worse
than current.

(2.3) Increased
safety for
pedestrians and
cyclists

Reduction in pedestrian casualties to
no more than 152 and cyclists to no
more than 110.

No improvement.

Some improvements but
some areas made worse
than current. See above.

No improvement.

Provides new links and
shared off road facilities and
paths

(3.1) Reduced
greenhouse gas
emissions

Transport Co 2 emissions remain below
2001 levels.

No improvements.

Reduction in congestion
through grade separation
reduces localised impacts.

No improvements.

Reduction in congestion
through grade separation
reduces localised impacts

(3.3) Reduced fuel
consumption

Petrol and diesel use remain below
2001 levels.

No improvements.

Reduction in congestion
through grade separation
reduces fuel use.

No improvements.

Reduction in congestion
through grade separation
reduces fuel use

(4.1) Reduced
severe road
congestion

Average congestion remains below
2003 levels despite growth in traffic.

No improvements.

Basin Reserve is key point
which grade separation
addresses.

No improvements.

Basin Reserve is key point
which grade separation
addresses.

(4.2) Maintain
vehicle travel times
between
communities and
regional
destinations

Average vehicle journey speeds shown
in travel time surveys for selector
routes remain at or above 2003 levels.

No improvements

Grade separation provides
for improved travel times
through basin on both north‐
south and east‐west routes.

No improvements.

Grade separation provides
for improved travel times
through basin on both north‐
south and east‐west routes.

See above.
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Strategic target

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Option RR

Option A

(5.1) Improved
regional road
safety

Continued reduction in number killed
or seriously injured on regional roads.

No improvements.

Safety improvements for
walking and cycling as well
as
grade
separation
minimising potential vehicle
conflict points. Walking and
cycling is less safe.

No improvements.

Safety improvements for
walking and cycling as well as
grade separation minimising
potential vehicle conflict
points.

(7.1) Improved
regional freight
efficiency

Improved road journey times for
freight between key destinations.

No improvements.

Improves journey times at
Basin

No improvements.

Improves journey times at
Basin.

No improvements.

Implementation of Basin
Reserve grade separation an
integral part of improving
corridor safety, efficiency
and reliability.

No improvements.

Implementation of Basin
Reserve grade separation an
integral part of improving
corridor safety, efficiency
and reliability.

More passengers carried through this
precinct by public transport.

Bus priority measures and
intersection improvements
not identified.

Possible to fit bus priority
measures and supporting
road network improvements
including bus lanes and
improved
intersection
operation.

Bus priority measures and
intersection improvements
not identified.

Bus priority measures and
supporting road network
improvements including bus
lanes
and
improved
intersection operation

Improved passenger transport journey
times and reliability.

No change forecast.

Improvements possible.

No change forecast.

Bus
priority
measures
identified and inter‐peak bus
journey times through Basin
forecast to reduce by up to
40%.

(8.1) Improved
safety, efficiency
and reliability of
strategic road,
public transport
and freight links to
the north of the
region
Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan 2008
Design & construct
improvements at
the Basin Reserve
to improve
passenger
transport, walking
& cycling by
separating north‐
south flows from
east –west traffic
and implement
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Strategic target

Option “Do Nothing”

Option X

Option RR

Option A

Reduced crash rates.

No improvements.

Grade separation reduces
potential traffic conflict
points. Pedestrian and cyclist
safety compromised.

No improvements.

Grade separation reduces
potential traffic conflict
points and allows for
improved pedestrian and
cyclist safety.

Reduced severe congestion

No improvements.

Grade separation reduces
congestion.

No improvements.

Grade separation reduces
congestion.

Implement Bus
Priority measures
on key arterials,
Airport, Regional
Hospital and key
suburban centres
including Kilbirnie,
Newtown, Hataitai
Miramar.

Faster, more reliable journey times.

No improvements.

Improvements possible.

No change forecast.

Bus
priority
measures
identified and inter‐peak bus
journey times through Basin
forecast to reduce by 29%.

Investigation
cycling and walking
improvements that
provide high
quality facilities
connecting local
networks…

Increased pedestrian volumes.

No improvement.

Some improvements but
northern edge of Basin is
problematic.

No improvement.

Improved
walking
and
cycling facilities included
grade separated active mode
routes. Improved crossings
and lower traffic volumes on
key routes.

…improving
passenger
transport services
to/from the Airport

More people using passenger
transport to get to/from Airport.

No change forecast.

Grade separation improves
reliability and journey time
predictability.

No change forecast.

Grade separation improves
reliability and journey time
predictability.

complimentary bus
priority measures
on Kent Tce,
Cambridge Tce and
Adelaide Rd

Greater passenger satisfaction.
More passengers carried.

Reduced crash rates.
Greater pedestrian satisfaction.
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6.3

Strategic Fit Conclusions

Of the four options, Option A has the best strategic fit when assessed against a range of
strategic and planning outcomes. Construction funding for Option A is approved.
Option X performs reasonably well but does have some critical flaws. While largely delivering
the state highway outcomes, it will have a greater impact on the local road network and
without modification will result in a degradation of current safety for active mode users.
It will cost significantly more than Option A, 25 and may increase future local road
maintenance costs. 26 It is uncertain whether NZTA’s construction funding approval could be
extended to cover the gap.
Both Option RR and the “do minimum” options are similar. Both fail to deliver against
strategic goals and policy outcomes.

25

The current cost estimate for Option A (http://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/tunnel‐to‐tunnel/docs/option‐selection‐
report.pdf) is $90m and a preliminary estimate for Option X (adjusted tunnel cost on pro‐rata basis) is $104m. However, the
tunnel costs can’t be adjusted on this basis alone and for that reason more detailed estimates of cost for Option X are being
developed with initial indications that it will be significantly higher.
26

The bridges carrying both vehicle and active mode traffic are above ground structures requiring higher levels of maintenance.
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7

Urban Design Assessment

7.1

Introduction

This assessment compares the urban design impacts of each of the four options.
In order to assess urban design impacts, some level of detail on transport must also be
considered. Urban design is as much concerned with the functionality of a place as the
experience. Therefore, how well a proposal meets the required performance measures for
transport efficiency must be considered, as this impacts on how well the city is operating.
In addition to the objectives set by NZTA for the proposal (as in Appendix C), the Council
must also consider how well the proposal fits in with the Wellington 2040 Strategy and the
Central City Framework (full objectives in Appendix D). This has been taken into account in
the strategic fit assessment in Part 6 of this report.

7.2

Assessment methodology

A significant amount of work has already been undertaken by the NZTA and others in
assessing all of the available options.
The Feasible Options Report (January 2011) puts forward an approach to evaluate options
that is commensurate with the level of detail we have available for both the Option X and
Option RR. Because of this we have chosen to use the same assessment criteria for this
report.
We have however reassessed Option A and the ”do minimum” option to get a fair
comparison.
7.2.1

Criteria

The established criteria for urban design are:
 Environment and ecology
 Culture and Heritage
 Urban Structure
 Quality of Space
 Connectivity
 Activity
 Visual Quality
 Quality of Experience.
For full principles and criteria see Appendix E.
7.2.2

Effect Ratings

After an initial assessment, we then made an absolute assessment of the impacts of each
option. An absolute assessment makes a comparison between the impact in this situation
against any other project that might occur.
In determining the overall impact value for an option, considerations are:




The importance of the feature in terms of local, regional, national or
international significance
The severity of the effect that the proposed option has on that feature
How the effects vary with time including whether the impacts are temporary or
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permanent
 How the effect varies spatially
 Any cumulative effects
 Part II of the RMA.
The ratings, which range from severe negative through to substantial positive, were then
assigned a numeric value. This value was used to determine an overall effect rating for each
option. This can be found in the Urban Form Assessment Summary.
7.2.3

Refinement Process

In addition to the criteria set out below, we used a “quality rating scale” to determine where
identified issues were resolvable through mitigation or required further thought. An
additional summary statement and effect rating is provided that incorporates the proposals
for mitigation or resolution of issues.

7.3

Urban Form Assumptions and clarifications

As Option A has been progressed as the preferred option by NZTA, there is a greater level of
detail and understanding than other options. This assessment aims to compare this with the
other options. However, to do so, some assumptions have been made. These are explained
below.
7.3.1

Overall assumptions

The criteria, ‘Enhances significant view ‘points’ for the city: Mt Victoria green belt and
ridgeline; National War Memorial; Government House; the Basin Reserve.’ means that the
view from these listed locations is enhanced by the proposal.
7.3.2

Option A assumptions

1. Any wind effect is highly unlikely. Wind effects at ground arise from large flat
surfaces elevated above their context. That does not apply to the bridge which is
much lower than the adjacent buildings, and at about the same height as the trees.
It has a relatively thin edge, and wind hitting that edge will split over and under, and
if under, that’s 8m above ground with I would expect no or negligible effect on
pedestrians.
2. Clarification is required about where the processional route (from parliament to
government house) is intended to go with the introduction of the bridge and tunnel
structures. (Note: in this section and sections 7.3.3 and 7.3.4, italics indicate that
further clarification is needed.)
7.3.3

Option X assumptions

1. There is no change in the amount of vegetated open space based on the following:


The eastern end of Memorial Park is eliminated from the proposal.



Although Dufferin Street is shown as green open space in one drawing, this
area will also include a roundabout and vehicle lane.



The elevated ramp does not present opportunities for large scale planting,
nor is planting likely – a sloping lawn is a poor means of access for large
numbers of people, especially when it’s wet. It can most likely be
discounted.



This also precludes street trees that would be possible along Sussex Street if
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2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

7.3.4

the SH1 traffic is taken off that street – as with option A.
Within the proposed vegetated spaces it would be possible to treat storm water
using low impact design such as rain gardens.
There is no wind impact from the over bridge for pedestrians at ground level.
The crèche would be relocated to a similar position as in Option A.
The pedestrian over bridge brings spectators down into the park, just to the right of
where the sightscreen is. That means spectators wishing to disrupt a person batting
might stand on this slope, outside the ground where they cannot be controlled, and
in the line of peripheral vision of the batter, and distract them.
The four lanes and footpath requirements on Sussex Street will mean encroaching
into private property boundaries. There are large residential buildings on the
western side and the Basin Reserve Museum Stand on the eastern side. Clarification
about where encroachments could go is needed.
Primary access to Wellington College, St Marks School and Government House is
from the proposed cul‐de‐sac in the location of the existing Rugby Street.
Clarification is needed on the built form opportunities within this proposal.
The quality of the public domain cannot be assessed on detailed design proposals,
therefore the spatial qualities defined by the relationship of built form, streets, open
space and the ground plane will be used to assess the type and quality of space
created in this proposal.
Suitable transit stops and ‘drop‐off’ zones are created. Clarification is sort on this
part of the proposal.
The processional route uses the pedestrian over bridge to gain access around the
Basin Reserve to Government House.
The condition of the proposed Dufferin Park would need to be designed to
incorporate high quality landscaping and activity to resolve CPTED issues.
Option RR Assumptions

1. Sensitive storm water treatment could not be incorporated into the streetscape
design as there is not enough space with additional lanes.
2. Sensitive stormwater treatment may be able to be incorporated within any open
space design.
3. Land that is currently vacant or underutilised would be proposed to be either
developed with built form or landscaped.
4. Clarification is sought regarding the dimensions and proposed street section of
Sussex Street. Additionally, if the street must encroach into private property, which
properties would be affected and how could we mitigate this.
5. The crèche does not require relocation.
6. The proposal retains all open space.
7. The space at the northern entry to the Basin Reserve could be redesigned as a plaza
while accommodating a local traffic lane.
8. The proposal for the school drop‐off and bus zone is safe and includes 1 lane for
school bus lane and stop and 1 lane for private vehicle drop‐off.
9. The processional route remains as existing.
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7.4

Urban Form Assessment

7.4.1

Mitigation and Effect Ratings
‐ More information is required. If clarification is unable to be attained, assumptions will be listed.
‐ Mitigation is required/has been proposed.
‐ Outstanding issue that requires greater mitigation.
‐ Severe issue that may require redesign.

Ratings are used to determine absolute effect. Numbers will then be assigned to each criteria so that it is possible to understand overall where on the range
of effects the scheme is located. Notes have been kept brief within this assessment. If further clarification is required they can be expanded. Any
suggestions for mitigation of effects will be noted in the mitigation table following the assessment. The following effect ratings apply:










Severe Negative
Significant Negative
Moderate Negative
Minor Negative
Insignificant
Minor Positive
Moderate Positive
Significant Positive
Substantial Positive

‐4
‐3
‐2
‐1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
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Table 14: Urban Form Assessment
Principle
Criteria
Environment and
Ecology

Protects existing
vegetation.

Provides
opportunities for
treating storm
water in an
environmentally
sensitive way.

Improves
protection from
wind.

Minimises
overshadowing of
open space.

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Primary impact on vegetation is to the east of
the Basin adjacent to St Josephs Church. All
vegetation surrounding Basin reserve is
retained, and additional landscape that reflects
the original ‘wetland’ is introduced.

The ramp access requires removal of one or
more trees behind the Vance Stand on Sussex
Street, and a tree is likely to be removed from
the Kent/Cambridge median to allow two more
traffic lanes to cross that.

All existing vegetation remains in this scheme.

Minor positive

Moderate negative

Insignificant – no change

+1

‐2

All storm water from proposed bridge is to be
treated through a combination of charcoal
filters and rain gardens.

There is potential for storm water to be treated
using low impact design.

Minor positive

Minor positive

+1

+1

0

Storm water may be able to be routed to
vegetated areas in locations such as north
eastern corner of Basin Reserve adjacent to
Ellice Street or other locations depending on
the falls. However, where there are increased
numbers of traffic lanes there are limited
opportunities
for
treating
stormwater
sensitively due to lack of space within the
streetscape.
Insignificant

0

The bridge is unlikely to have any wind impacts
at ground level, and additional trees along
Dufferin Street will contribute a minor degree
of shelter to the drop‐off, pick‐up area here.

The proposed elevated pedestrian structure
would be relatively exposed to wind. The
impact at ground level would probably be
neutral, but green space along Dufferin Street
provides potential for trees for wind shelter.

Likely to preclude extensive street trees which
might provide shelter on the streets around
the Basin due to the extent of lane width
required.

Insignificant – no change

Minor Positive

Minor Negative

0

+1

‐1

Overshadowing will occur in some locations to
the underside and south of the bridge location.
The primary public space impacted will be the
plaza/entry to the Basin Reserve. Locations of
the bridge to ensure primary areas of shading
are over road spaces.

Overshadowing will occur at the proposed
open space to the west of the Basin Reserve.

There is no overshadowing of open space from
this proposal.

Minor negative

Moderate negative

Insignificant – no change

‐1

‐2

0
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Principle

Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Environment and
ecology

Responds to the
potential for
landform and
topography to
structure the
experience.

The introduction of a bridge impacts both the
way people use and view this space. However,
the bridge responds to topography by
connecting existing high points, and will
promote recognition of level changes for
observers on the ground and on the bridge.
Potential to be at grade or elevated, provides
choice of experience for users.

The proposal uses the elevated topography
near Tory Street to create a pedestrian bridge
adjacent to the R A Vance Stand. The
experience from the ground level at Kent and
Cambridge terrace will be dominated by this
structure, which is also likely to preclude
generous pedestrian access up to Memorial
Park from Cambridge Terrace . This will impact
the way people use and view this space.

This proposal retains all streets at grade.
Retaining streets at grade allows users to
understand the natural topography.

Minor negative

Moderate negative

Insignificant

(continued)

Culture and
heritage

‐1

Environment and
ecology overall

Insignificant

0

Minor negative

Conserves
heritage fabric
and places.

The proposal retains the Basin as a traffic
roundabout, but with local streets rather than
a state highway around its edges.
The major physical impact is requiring
relocation of the crèche. The addition of the
elevated structure changes the setting for the
Basin Reserve as a place of heritage and
cultural significance, although it does not
impact on any buildings.
Studies show potential for compromise to
batter sightlines unless mitigation is
undertaken.

‐2

‐4

0

Insignificant ‐1

The radical change to street layout significantly
alters the urban structure here, including the
way Kent and Cambridge Terraces connect
spatially to the Basin. The addition of a
prominent ramp form accentuates the change
from symmetry to asymmetry.
It is not indicated on the plans where the
crèche is to be located, but relocation will be
required. The pedestrian bridge and stairs will
provide some obstruction to the north of the
Basin Reserve, and on the basis of previous
graphic analysis, it is likely that pedestrian
movement will have an effect on the vision of
the batsmen from within the Basin Reserve.

This proposal retains the crèche in its current
location. However, accurate modelling of
Sussex Street indicates that there will have to
be some demolition/amendment of the canopy
on the museum stand in order to
accommodate four lanes in this location. This
requires further clarification.

The four lanes indicated on Sussex Street may
need to be accommodated by encroaching into
some space within the Basin Reserve. Whether
it is appropriate to remove the canopy on the
Museum Stand would need to be considered if
this was to be investigated.
Moderate negative

‐2

Significant negative

‐3

Insignificant

0
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Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Culture and
heritage

Protects and
enhances sites of
national
significance.

The crèche is proposed to be relocated in close
proximity to its original site, and to align with
the termination of Sussex Street. Landscaping
is proposed surrounding the building.

The bridge structure would have a negative
impact on the visual connection between Kent
and Cambridge terraces and the Carillon, and
by routing State Highway traffic along the
north side of the Basin, precludes at‐grade
connection from the north into the Basin. This
is likely to lead to the redundancy of the
heritage Dempster Gate, even if it does not
need to be removed.

As all streets are retained at grade there are no
obstructions created for sites of national
significance.

(continued)

The bridge itself is positioned to avoid the
Basin Reserve. However, there are some issues
in terms of functionality of the cricket ground.
It is proposed that this be resolved by
constructing a building so that moving vehicles
can’t be seen from the ground.
The proposed building will also act as a new
entry way to the Basin but does involve the
removal/relocation of the heritage Dempster
Gate.
The proposed landscape treatment for a plaza
space to the north of the basin Reserve will
improve the experience of this area.
Moderate negative
Facilitates
‘legible’ access
and experience of
elements of
cultural or
heritage
significance.
(‘Legible’ refers to
how easy a place
is to understand
visually. Put
simply: can
people easily see
where they want
to go, and can
they go there? Or

‐2

The elevated bridge structure adjacent to the
Dempster gate may reduce legibility, but at the
same time frames the entrance from the north.

Minor negative

‐1

The crèche is not indicated on the drawings.
However, it is assumed that the position is
similar to Option A.
The additional lanes that cross the
Kent/Cambridge median compromise access
from the city to the Basin.

Moderate negative

‐2

Option X has a series of roads at the northern
side of the Basin Reserve. The at‐grade
connection into the Basin would be difficult;
however there is provision for a pedestrian and
cycling over bridge, although stairs down into
the Basin preclude cycle access there. The
proposed tunnel from Sussex street through to
Taranaki Street would allow for good
pedestrian access to the relocated crèche, the
Carillon and Hall of Memories.
Moderate negative

Insignificant – no change

0

All access is retained. However, additional
lanes of traffic movement can be difficult for
pedestrians to navigate. The width of
additional lanes may reduce the ability for
footpaths to be included in some areas such as
Sussex Street and Rugby Street west.

‐2
Minor negative

‐1
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Culture and
heritage
(continued)

Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

The proposed Option A impacts on the Kent
and Cambridge Terrace median and the entry
to the Basin Reserve. Land to the north‐east of
the Basin is negatively impacted. However
planned mitigation to Dufferin Street
compensates to an extent for the negative
effects of the bridge undercroft in the north‐
eastern quadrant.

Option X increases the movement of traffic at
the northern entry of the Basin Reserve. It is
proposed that entry to the Basin Reserve is
gained through the pedestrian over bridge.
This changes the relationship between Kent
and Cambridge Terraces and the Basin Reserve.

This option preserves all existing cultural and
community infrastructure. Further information
is required to understand if any enhancements
are intended.

do the structures
or other aspects
of the built
environment
make the place
confusing or get
in their way?)
Preserves and
enhances existing
cultural and
community
infrastructure.

Minor negative

Urban Structure

St Josephs church and the area to the east of
the Basin Reserve remain relatively unchanged
apart from the introduction of a pedestrian
over bridge. The legibility (see definition,
previous page) and convenience of access to
and from Government House, Wellington
College, and St Marks School is significantly
compromised.
Moderate negative

‐1

Culture and
heritage overall

Moderate negative

‐6

Repairs and
improves the
urban structure.

Approximate alignment with the city grid
occurs on the northern edge of the Basin
Reserve.
The insertion of a bridge into the urban
environment will have a negative impact on
close range views to the Basin.
The urban structure of streets and blocks is
eroded at the eastern edge of the Basin where

Moderate negative

‐2
‐9

Option X proposes a greater concentration of
roads in some areas and more open space in
other areas. This fundamentally changes the
urban structure of this part of the city. While
generally the introduction of more open space
is considered positive, in this case the proposal
does not assist in repairing or improving the
structure of the area. The primary negative

There is one potential conflict with the
provision of footpaths in Sussex Street;
confirmation of street section dimensions is
required.
The crèche is not required to be relocated.

Insignificant

0

Insignificant

‐1

This proposal retains the structure of an
important part of the street network.
However the increased number of lanes
around parts of the Basin and increase of
traffic flow over time, the likely removal of
edge car parking and compromise to footpath
width leads to minor degradation. While the
street structure remains, with the ongoing and
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Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Urban Structure

it meets Mt Victoria.

impacts are:

(continued)

Balancing this, removal of state highway traffic
from two and a half of the four sides of the
Basin allows these to become reclaimed and
enhanced as local streets.

increasing traffic flows around this, there is
degradation rather than repair.



The decrease in legibility (see definition,
previous page) of the grid structure that
is an important part of the character of
Wellington.



The concentration of roads at the
Cambridge/Basin Reserve junction and
the unusual ground levels would be
difficult for pedestrians to use, even
though there is the provision of an over
bridge.



The proposed Dufferin Park is greening
over a residual space that lacks the
access and activity necessary for a
successful open space. Being behind the
Basin embankments, its location is
arbitrary, and it is poorly shaped. It lacks
vibrant activity at its edges and the
likelihood of this changing is minimal due
to St Mark’s school being located here.
Access to schools in the south‐east is
compromised.



Pedestrians are forced to use over
bridges which can make the at‐grade
street devoid of pedestrian activity and
potentially unsafe when they do choose
to use it.

The primary positive outcome is:


Moderate negative

‐2

The removal of the bridge structure as
proposed in Option A would be beneficial
for Kent and Cambridge Terraces.

Severe negative

‐4

Minor negative

‐1
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Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Complements the
scale and
character of the
local built
environment.

The bridge, as a large scale piece of roading
infrastructure, does not have a strong
relationship with the built environment of Mt
Victoria. However as a road, it can be
compared with existing roads and the existing
cutting of Paterson Street.

The pedestrian bridge structure does not have
a strong relationship with the surrounding built
environment, being organic rather than
orthogonal. It is proposed that the bridge
would be a ‘landscape’ element. This would
need to be designed very carefully in order to
be successful.

The only change is the increase in the number
of lanes and the arrangement of these. This is
in keeping with the local built environment.
However remains a lost opportunity to reduce
traffic flows around three sides of the Basin so
that the street environment is of a character
more compatible with that desirable in a
developing mixed use growth area.

Moderate negative

Insignificant

The bridge relates more clearly to the scale of
the larger buildings such as the R A Vance
Stand at the Basin Reserve, the larger
apartment buildings found in Mt Victoria, and
the larger buildings along Adelaide Road and
Kent and Cambridge Terraces.
Moderate negative
Retains the type
and character of
key streets.

‐2

‐2

The proposal makes the integration of the
smaller scale streets (in the adjacent
neighbourhoods) and the State Highway more
difficult such as Ellice Street.

Option X proposes a dramatic change to the
way Cambridge and Kent Terraces intersect
with the Basin Reserve. The character of this
street is significantly altered.

The character of views at the southern end of
Kent and Cambridge Terraces will be impacted.

There are significant changes to Dufferin
Street, which is now proposed as a park. There
are significant changes to the layout of Rugby
Street and Adelaide Road intersection in order
to gain access to St Marks and Wellington Boys
College.

The character of Ellice Street is compromised
at the intersection of Dufferin Street by the
increased complexity of the vehicle and
pedestrian/cycle bridges overhead.

0

The proposal retains type and character of
most streets except for where there is not
enough street width to accommodate
additional lanes. In these locations the existing
character would be compromised.

However, the existing streets around the Basin
are dominated by through traffic which
conflicts with local traffic and compromises the
activities along the edges. The removal of
significant amounts of traffic is positive.
Minor negative

‐1
Moderate negative

‐2

Minor negative

‐1
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Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Preserves and
enhances the
open space
network.

The introduction of ‘wetland’ gardens between
the crèche and Cambridge Terrace provides a
relevant addition to the Open Space network.

The proposed design of the street network at
the northern edge of the Basin Reserve does
not provide a clear at‐grade termination of the
park with built form. The over bridge aims to
joint the park space with the Basin and beyond
to Government House grounds and the Town
belt. However the experience of the Memorial
park for pedestrians would be compromised by
the complexity of the street layout, and the
proposed Dufferin Street space is poorly
connected and can be expected to result in
safety problems.

The proposal retains all open space, and makes
connections between Memorial Park and the
Basin Reserve and Kent and Cambridge
Terraces easier for people to follow.

Moderate negative

Minor positive

Proposed planting adjacent and underneath
bridge structure are not considered to be part
of the quality open space network.

Minor positive
Provides a
coherent grain
and density to
built form.
(‘Put simply,
‘grain’ refers to
building scale.
Fine grain means
narrower
buildings; coarse
grain means
bulkier buildings
(such as big box
retail).

+1

‐2

The surrounding area has a diversity of ‘grain
and density to built form’.

It is unclear from the information what
opportunities there are for built form.

The introduction of an elevated highway in this
location may not encourage a grain of
development that is consistent with the
existing in nearby parts of Mt Victoria.

Built form structure is visually prominent and
out of keeping with all buildings in this area.

The structure of the over‐bridge and its
location mean that one existing house is
removed and some additional surface car
parking is provided near St Josephs church. This
is detrimental to the built fabric of the
residential area.

The extensive road network to the west and
north‐west of the Basin compromises the
opportunity for a tighter urban grain.

+1

As there are only minor changes to lane
arrangements and kerb lines there will be no
detrimental change to the opportunity for
development of built form, except that
frontages around the Basin will be
compromised by heavier traffic flows over
time, and access precluded with removal of
street‐side car parking.
Primary built form opportunities are the corner
of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street, and the land
to the west of St Josephs Church.

Development in Kent and Cambridge Terraces
is mixed in scale with many large buildings, and
various setbacks, so the proposal is consistent
with the pattern there. The proposed
undercroft building, while lacking height,
serves to spatially define the corner of Kent
Terrace.
Removal of SH1 through traffic from Dufferin,
Rugby and Sussex Streets offers opportunity to
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Criteria

Option A

Option X

over time develop finer grain activity there,
including in the vacant sites fronting Rugby
Street.
Insignificant
Reinforces
precincts, zones
and elements
critical to defining
urban structure.

0

The State Highway 1 corridor marks the
southern edge of the city. Greater definition of
entry points into the city is required, and this
may be achieved with the design of the
streetscape on Dufferin.
With the exception of the area at the base of
Ellice Street, a change to local status for the
roads around the Basin provides better local
access and higher amenity, and is likely to over
time lead to more intensive development at
the street edge, defining and engaging with the
street edge.

Quality of Space

Moderate negative

This is a significant change to the urban
structure without a compelling logic.

Moderate negative

Urban structure
overall

Minor negative

‐5

Significant negative

Provides high
quality and well
integrated
additions to the
open space
network.

The area proposed to the north of the Basin
reserve that includes wetlands is a positive and
high quality contribution of open space to the
network.

Significant positive
Minimises the
quantity of
undesirable

+3

The proposal reduces the quality of open space
under the structure which is primarily road
space.

Insignificant

0

The RR proposal reinforces the urban structure
of the Basin Reserve and its surrounding edges.
While buildings can define the edge, they can
only engage with difficulty given the traffic
dominated environment and frontage access
difficulties.
Because high through traffic flows compromise
access to and from activities around the edges
of the Basin, it somewhat compromises
opportunity
for
regeneration
and
development.

‐1

The redesign of the entry plaza in the median
will improve access to the Basin.

‐2

The proposal aims to bridge the green space of
Memorial Park with other open space. This
attempts to create a new green structure, but
does not reinforce the existing arrangements.

Minor negative

Other areas of planting provide minor benefits.

Option RRA

‐2
‐14

The proposal provides additional open space to
the network. The location of the space may
make it suitable for ecological or green
corridors but not for people, due to the
potential safety issues. Specifically, it is at risk
of being underutilised and unsafe because of
reduced/unviable edge activity at the proposed
park site.
Moderate negative

‐2

The
proposal
introduces
a
complex
arrangement of roads that occupy a large
portion of land at the north‐western side of the

Minor negative
Insignificant

‐1
‐2

The proposal does not show specific additions
to the open space network. However, there is
some indication that the entry to the Basin
Reserve could be redesigned to make a better
connection with the central median of Kent
and Cambridge Terraces.

Insignificant

0

There is no residual space in this proposal.
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Option A

Option X

residual space.

The proposal creates residual space on the
eastern area adjacent to Ellice Street, which is
primarily proposed as an extension of existing
at‐grade car parks here.

Basin Reserve. This makes land use in this area
difficult.

Minor negative

Severe negative

Quality of Space
(continued)

Preserves or
enhances the
quality of the
public domain.

Provides grade
separation and
convergence
zones of optimal
quality.

‐1

Option RRA

Dufferin Park increases the amount of open
space but this may be difficult to use safely.
‐4

Insignificant

The presence of the elevated structure makes
it difficult to improve the quality of the public
domain under. However, the proposal
introduces an enhanced northern entry to the
Basin, provides for enhancements to Dufferin
Street, and the quality of design and materials
proposed is an improvement on the existing
quality.

The level of detail provided is not sufficient to
evaluate this fully. However, the arrangement
of streets and over bridges suggest that the
quality of public domain will not be improved.

Minor negative

Moderate negative

‐1

The western connection gives a direct and
easy‐to‐see connection into Memorial Park at
the same level as the park, so is optimal.
The eastern road and elevated cycle way
connection also benefits from the bridge
flowing into the rising contours of Mt Victoria.
The cycle and pedestrian connection to ground
is more complex here but well resolved, with
the path connecting to the Ellice St
intersection. This has been mitigated through
landscaping and the addition of architectural
detailing.
Minor negative

‐1

‐2

0

Quality of the public domain is compromised
around the Basin.
In areas where additional lanes are added the
road corridor is widened. This will reduce the
amenity of the area. Opportunities to fix the
access to St Marks school and Wellington
College, and introduce wider footpaths or
street trees should be considered, but with
corridor space constraints are unlikely to be
readily achievable.
Moderate negative ‐2

The convergence of many lanes at differing
grades and with different travel directions
creates a complex zone for people to navigate
through.

This proposal suggests that grade separation is
not required as long as north‐south and east‐
west flows are able to be separated through
use of lane markings and two sets of traffic
lights.

Significant negative

Insignificant

‐3

0
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Option A

Option X

Option RRA

The provision of car parking facing on to Ellice
and Dufferin streets is a negative impact,
although with the exception of one small
building to be removed, the area is currently
characterised by car parking.

In the drawings provided, no private properties
are impacted except for the Basin Reserve. The
layout at the north‐east corner of the reserve is
altered to accommodate a greater number of
traffic lanes. It is difficult to determine the
severity of this impact without further
information, however four lanes of State
Highway traffic where there are currently two
will have a negative effect.

This proposal enables privately owned sites to
remain untouched, except for a potential
conflict at Sussex Street. This potential conflict
requires further clarification.

Quality of Space

Preserves and
enhances quality
of spaces on
adjacent and
privately owned
sites.

(continued)

The addition of an elevated bridge has a major
negative impact on adjacent properties
adjacent to Hania and Ellice Streets, although
both of the building frontages are surface car
parking.
Removal of through traffic from around the
Basin enhances the quality of environment for
activities around the edges, reducing noise,
providing for streetscaping, and enhanced
access.
Minor negative

Quality of space
overall

Insignificant

‐1

‐1

Sussex Street will be compromised
increased, two way local traffic there.

Minor negative

‐1

Significant negative

‐12

Retaining state highway traffic around the
Basin retains the existing compromise of noise,
air quality and restricted access to these
spaces.

by

Minor negative

‐1

Minor negative

‐3
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Criteria

Option A

Connectivity

Facilitates
multimodal
connections
north/south,
east/west and
between the
Basin and
neighbouring
properties –
particularly
public,
community
places.

Grade separation improves
connection for public transport.

north‐south

Separation of the eastbound traffic will enable
local movements around the Basin to become
easier.
Primary east‐west pedestrian and cycle
movements are to be accommodated on a
bridge structure. Users have a choice of going
down to ground level or using the bridge. If
they use the bridge they can move right
through to Memorial Park without having to
descend and climb, and without having to stop
to cross Kent and Cambridge Terraces.
A north‐south pedestrian/cycle route through
the Basin Reserve.
Local movements from Mt Victoria south use
signalised crossing points.
Pedestrian and cycle movements from
Adelaide Road into the city are proposed to use
Sussex Street, Tasman Street, Memorial Park
and Tory Street, and this is facilitated by
removal of state highway traffic from those
streets.

Option X

Option RRA

The proposal separates the east‐west and
north‐south directional flows by rerouting
streets.

The proposal seeks to separate the north‐south
and east‐west traffic by the provision of
additional lanes, arrangements and the use of
traffic lights. However, this strategy fails in the
southern arm of Dufferin Street where the
traffic must overlap, or wait, and capacity is
further limited by the need to provide for
school drop off and pick up.

The proposal uses a pedestrian/cycle over
bridge to gain access from Memorial Park into
the Basin Reserve as the many roads at grade
in the north‐west of the Basin would make
access at the current location difficult.
Pedestrian and cycle movement east‐west
would be circuitous and illegible.

Buses are accommodated in dedicated bus
lanes at Dufferin Street, Adelaide Road and
Cambridge Terrace with shared lanes in Kent
Terrace, Ellice Street west, Rugby Street west
and Sussex Street.

The access to properties on the south‐east
corner is severely compromised, now through
a cul‐de‐sac/roundabout and large intersection
at Adelaide Road/Rugby Street. It is not
desirable to create a cul de sac in an inner city
block.

Bus priority signals will also be used to allow
buses to move into correct lanes ahead of
other traffic.

Buses have a dedicated north‐south lane with
the use of bus priority signals.

The traffic assessment indicates that bus
operation may be constrained.

There is a significant negative impact on
pedestrians moving from Mt Victoria in an
east‐west direction. There would be a number
of separate roads to cross with varying levels.

Dedicated cycled lanes are proposed within the
Kent/Cambridge median, however from there
cyclists must contend with the state highway
traffic around the Basin.
Existing pedestrian and cycling facilities are
intended to be retained and strengthened,
however removal of parked cars along the
edge of Rugby and Sussex street will expose
pedestrians to the proximity of the state
highway traffic, compromising perceptions of
safety.

Shared pedestrian/cycle paths are generally
provided, however cyclists will also be able to
continue to use the local streets around the
Basin, which will become more amenable to
cycle use with removal of highway traffic.

Some conflict may occur on Sussex Street – this
requires clarification.
Substantial positive

+4

Severe negative

‐4

Significant negative

‐3
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Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Connectivity

Optimises visual
connections to
key sites,
north/south,
east/west and
between the
Basin and
neighbouring
properties.

Negative impact on the view from Ellice Street
across the Wellington valley.

The impact of the pedestrian over bridge and
its relationship with the tunnel entrance is
detrimental to the visual connections to key
sites, especially from ground level near the
Basin and Ellice Street.

All visual connections remain as existing.

Moderate negative

Insignificant

0

Bus lanes
locations.

are

(continued)

Creates high
quality drop‐off
transit zones.

Potential for new northern entrance associated
with the potential new stand provides for a
broad view into the Basin from ground level at
the northern entry, a view connection that
currently does not exist.
Minor negative

‐1

Transit zones are provided, with altered
locations. Dedicated school drop‐off zone and
bus lane is also provided.

Moderate positive

+2

‐2

Detail on transit zones has not been provided.
Further detail is required to determine the
impact of this.
However this option suggests compromise to
access for drop off, and potential connection
from the Paterson Street exit from Wellington
College is not indicated.
Moderate negative

indicated

in

appropriate

School drop‐off zones have not been detailed
within the proposal but are indicated.

‐2

Insignificant

0
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Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Connectivity

Creates spaces
and connections
for processional
movement.

It is unclear from the information where the
processional route would be located in this
area. A processional route under a flyover
would not be appropriate.

The information provided does not state
clearly where the processional route would go,
however the assumption is that after Memorial
Park the procession come over the pedestrian
bridge, down around the back of the Vance
Stand and on to Sussex Street, or alternatively
inside the Basin and then out the southern
gateway towards Dufferin Park before heading
up into Government House.

Processional movement would remain as
existing, except that the space would be
relatively and increasingly traffic dominated.

(continued)

The flyover is avoided in the likely route via
Taranaki Street and Memorial Park, Sussex and
Rugby Streets. Removal of State Highway
traffic from Sussex and Rugby Streets enhances
these, and potentially allows for increased
footpath width.

Minor positive

Activity

+1

Both potential routes are complex and
convoluted and require significant changes in
elevation, undesirable on a pedestrian route
such as this.
Significant negative

‐2

Connectivity
overall

Moderate positive +6

Significant negative

Retains and
enhances existing
activity zones.

Type of activity to occur here remains as
existing.

Type of activity to occur here remains as
existing. However changes to traffic and
pedestrian movements may result in a lack of
viability in some instances, including
compromise to access to Government House,
and the schools here.

Viability or potential success of business
located here could be more limited due to the
elevated structure and changes to access
arrangements. State Highway, high speed
through traffic will not stop and shop here .
There is some compromise to activity around
Hania Street, however removal of through
traffic will assist with better access and a
higher quality street environment around the
west, south and south‐east of the Basin.
Insignificant

0

‐10

The proposed green space in Dufferin Street is
relatively inaccessible, is shown to provide for
drop off and pickup, is not well connected,
presents CTPTED challenges, so is not
necessarily an enhancement.

Moderate negative

‐2

Minor negative

‐1

Minor negative ‐4
Activity zones would remain, however with
widening of roads the pedestrian amenity may
decrease, which may make it difficult for
businesses that rely on foot traffic, parking, or
vehicle access off the street to locate here.
This will be a traffic dominated area with high
visibility to motorists, so there may be
commercial opportunities for billboards,
although that is not likely to be compatible
with other activities here.

Minor negative

‐1
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Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Activity

Provides
opportunity for
diverse ground
floor activities
that attract
pedestrian
activity.

Type of activity to occur here remains as
existing.

Type of activity to occur here remains as
existing.

It is unlikely that there will be an increase in
pedestrian based activities immediately under
the bridge due to the constraint of the
elevated structure.

It is unlikely that there will be an increase in
pedestrian based activities in this location due
to the constraint of the elevated structure.

Type of activity to occur here remains as
existing, however is likely to be compromised
by increased number of lanes, removal of
street‐side
parking,
and
unconvincing
resolution of school drop‐off and pickup.

(continued)

However, removal of state highway through
traffic offers potential on the Rugby Street
frontage, some of which is undeveloped.
The crèche relocation and upgrade has
potential to bring activity to this part of
Memorial Park. Careful consideration of
tenant of this building will determine
success.

the
the
the
its

The connection to Memorial Park is vital in
getting pedestrian and cycle movement in this
area.
Insignificant
Promotes safety
in accordance
with CPTED
(crime prevention
through
environmental
design) principles.

0

Lighting will be critical in improving the
underside of the structure.
Careful design will need to be incorporated to
ensure there are no safety issues.
‐1

the
the
the
it’s

The connection to Memorial Park is not legible
(that is, people might not easily see how the
Basin Reserve connects to the park) and may
not contribute to pedestrian vitality in this
area.

Moderate negative

The pedestrian/cycle bridge could be
considered a risk from a safety perspective as
because there is only one entry and exit point
it will be a movement predictor. However
there is an exit point to grade at the eastern
edge of the bridge, and the remainder of the
route is in view, and over much of its length
beside the vehicle carriageway which will help
to mitigate any risk.

Minor negative

The crèche relocation and upgrade has
potential to bring activity to this part of
Memorial Park. Careful consideration of
tenant of this building will determine
success.

‐2

The south‐eastern edge has little edge activity
and no slow vehicle movement that would
provide for informal supervision. It is secluded
behind the Basin embankment. With students
from 3 schools using the space, this is of
particular concern. The north‐western area
where there are over‐bridges, tunnel entries
and at‐grade roads will be an issue, appearing
to offer potential for occupation under the
pedestrian bridge or concealment behind solid
buttresses, and compromise to sightlines. It is
difficult to ascertain the degree of safety that
could be incorporated through design without
fuller detailed drawings.
Significant negative ‐3

Minor negative

‐1

There will be no impact on this aspect of
safety.

Insignificant

0
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Principle

Visual Quality

Criteria

Option A

Activity overall

Insignificant

Contributes to the
quality of views to
and from the
Basin Reserve and
National War
Memorial.

The bridge impedes the view north/south to
and from the Basin Reserve.

‐1

Option X

Option RRA

Minor negative ‐5

Minor negative

A pedestrian over bridge is proposed in
conjunction with a tunnel and surface roads.
The design and layout of these is complicated
and will have a negative impact on the visual
connection to the National War Memorial from
the east, and in views from the north towards
the Basin.

There will be no change to views.

‐2

The pedestrian bridge structure and the
associated stairs will be visible from within the
Basin Reserve.
Moderate negative
Contributes to
views from
surrounding
neighbourhoods.

Visual Quality
(Continued)

‐2

Areas that this proposal would impact are Mt
Victoria, the schools to the south‐east, and the
residential area on the west of the Basin
Reserve. Main negative impacts are the bridge
structure in the Hania, Ellice Street area, and to
a lesser degree some additional surface car
parking in the same area which is already
characterised by parking. High quality design is
proposed for the eastern end of Memorial Park
connecting to Cambridge Terrace. Additional
high quality open space and landscaping is
proposed for other areas where new structures
are introduced. Removal of significant volumes
of traffic from Dufferin, Rugby and Sussex
Streets will contribute positively to these being
seen as busy local arterials, rather than as a
state highway.
Moderate negative

‐2

Moderate negative

‐2

Areas that this proposal would impact are Mt
Victoria, the schools to the south‐east and the
residential area to the west of the Basin
Reserve. Main impacts are the tunnel, the
pedestrian over bridge and the network of
roads at the north‐west of the Basin Reserve.

Insignificant

0

There will be no change to views, except for
the addition of carriageways around parts of
the Basin that will further compromise the
quality of view from activities around these
edges.

The proposed park at the south‐eastern
quadrant will contribute some visual amenity
to that area (albeit with previously identified
problems), however Sussex and the west arm
of Rugby Street remain traffic dominated,
compromising outlook from frontages there.

Moderate negative

‐2

Minor negative

‐1
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Principle

Visual Quality

Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Contributes to
views from the
green belt.

Views towards the Basin Reserve will be
impacted only by the change in the bridge
structure and at‐grade car parking. The
proposed landscaping will improve the visual
impact.

Views towards the Basin Reserve will be
impacted by the additional pedestrian bridge
structure and the agglomeration of roads to
the north‐west of the Basin Reserve.

There will be no change to views.

Insignificant

Minor negative

0

Insignificant

‐1

Protects visual
prominence of
landmarks such
as: Basin Reserve;
National War
Memorial;
Carillon; former
Dominion
Museum;
Government
House;
Kent/Cambridge
Terrace median,
its green spaces
and monuments.

The visual prominence of the Basin Reserve is
impacted in mainly close range views along
from Kent and Cambridge Terraces by the
elevated bridge structure.

Retains and
enhances views
from SH1.

The views change with change to routing.
However the bridge structure will elevate the
view across the precinct and towards and over
parts of Te Aro for motorists entering the city.

The views change with change to routing. With
SH1 tracking underground just north of the
Basin, views for motorists entering the city are
compromised.

Minor positive

Minor negative

(Continued)

Visual
overall

quality

Government House grounds and buildings
entry is proposed to be landscaped with
additional trees along Dufferin Street creating
a boulevard effect.
Moderate Negative

‐2

+1

Moderate negative

‐5

There will be a negative impact on visual
prominence of Basin Reserve and Kent and
Cambridge terraces due to unusual street
layout that redirect view.

0

There will be no change to views apart from
the introduction of the portals to the tunnel
under Memorial Park.

There will be major impact on visual
prominence of Carillon when approaching from
the east due to the large bridge structure.
The Kent/Cambridge Terrace median is
compromised by new lanes of traffic crossing it
in two additional places.
Moderate negative

‐2

‐1

Moderate negative

‐8

Insignificant

0

There will be no change to views in the Basin
Reserve section of the project.

Insignificant

0

Insignificant

‐1
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Principle

Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Quality of
Experience

Enhances
significant view
corridors for the
city: SH1 through
Wellington; Kent
and Cambridge
Terrace.

Views are elevated and enhanced in some
locations and potentially blocked by structure
in other locations.

Views are elevated in some locations and
potentially blocked by structure in other
locations.

There will be no change to major views.

SH1 currently provides a poor view corridor,
and alignment of the Bridge along the north of
the Basin removes some of the complexity of
the view, with elevation allowing an increased
view to the city and giving motorists an
enhanced sense of their location within the
city. It therefore also assists legibility and in
particular, wayfinding for visitors.

Undergrounding SH1 at the Basin compromises
the view corridor.

However, additional lanes around parts of the
Basin make this a more vehicle dominated
route, with consequent degradation to
streetscape quality. Additional lanes also
occupy space that might otherwise be used for
street trees, thus compromising any potential
for future enhancement.

The bridge compromises the visual link to the
Basin as it becomes visible in short range views
along Kent Terrace (in long range views it is
obscured by highway signs), and in views along
Cambridge Terrace.
Quality of
Experience
(Continued)

Insignificant
Enhances
significant view
‘points’ for the
city: Mt Victoria
green belt and
ridgeline;
National War
Memorial;
Government
House; the Basin
Reserve.

0

The proposal adds additional large structures
including the bridge and the tunnel portals into
an urban area. This has negative effects for
views of the Basin Reserve from the north.
Views from Mt Victoria green belt and ridgeline
are most probably obscured by vegetation but
no specific assessment has been carried out.

Minor negative

‐1

The proposal adds additional large structures
including the bridge and the tunnel portals into
an urban area. However, this is obscured from
the Basin Reserve, but the bridge will be highly
visible in views of the Basin from SH1, and from
Kent and Cambridge Terraces.

Minor negative

‐1

There will be no change to views from these
points.

Views from Mt Victoria green belt and ridgeline
are most probably obscured by vegetation but
no assessment has been carried out.
The view from the National War Memorial may
be impacted by the pedestrian bridge.

Insignificant

0

Minor negative

‐1

Insignificant

0
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Principle

Criteria

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Provide a high
quality grade
separation where
it occurs
particularly to
optimise
experience under
structures and
along the journey.

Option A proposes a high level of quality in the
design of the under croft spaces. This includes
a building to convert open undercroft into
occupied internal space, and good quality
landscaping, including of buttresses to reduce
potential for tagging. However, it is difficult to
assess whether or not this promise of quality
will be retained through the detailed design of
the option.

Option X grade separation primarily occurs by
the north south flows using the corridor to the
west of the Basin Reserve and the east‐west
flows using the north‐eastern side of the Basin
Reserve. The result of this is many roads
converging in one location which leads to
constriction and complexity, and would make
the experience difficult for pedestrians.

No grade separation is proposed in this option.

Minor positive
Quality of
experience
overall

Insignificant

+1
+1

The proposed over‐bridge is problematic for
pedestrians, both those who climb up and over
it, and for any who may find themselves under
it.

Moderate negative
Minor negative

‐4

Insignificant

0

Insignificant

‐1

‐2
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7.5

Urban Form Assessment Summary

To provide an overall impact rating that brings together the 35 criteria, the following method was used:






Each absolute assessment is assigned a rating ranging between ‐4 and +4; these are then added to get an overall score for each section.
There are 35 criteria overall, which gives an overall range of scores between ‐140 and +140. ( 35 x ‐4 = ‐140 and 35 x +4 = +140)
There are 9 possible classifications within the range (From severe negative through to substantial positive)
The range below is derived from dividing the possible range (280) by the number of classifications (9).
Each classification has a range of 31.1

‐140 to ‐108.9

‐108.8 to ‐77.8

‐77.7 to ‐46.7

‐46.6 to ‐15.6

‐15.5 to +15.5

+15.6 to +46.6

+46.7 to +77.7

+77.8 to +108.8

+108.9 to +140

Severe negative

Significant
negative

Moderate
negative

Minor negative

Insignificant

Minor positive

Moderate positive

Significant positive

Substantial
positive

Table 15: Urban Form Assessment Summary
Principle

Option A

Option X

Option RRA

Environment and ecology

Insignificant

0

Minor negative

‐4

Minor positive

‐1

Culture and Heritage

Moderate negative

‐6

Moderate negative

‐9

Insignificant

‐1

Urban Structure

Minor negative

‐5

Significant negative

‐14

Moderate positive

‐2

Quality of Space

Minor negative

‐1

Significant negative

‐12

Minor negative

‐3

Connectivity

Minor positive

+6

Significant negative

‐10

Minor negative

‐4

Activity

Insignificant

‐1

Moderate negative

‐5

Minor negative

‐2

Visual Quality

Moderate negative

‐5

Moderate negative

‐8

Insignificant

‐1

Quality of Experience

Insignificant

+1

Minor negative

‐4

Insignificant

‐1

Overall

Insignificant

‐11

Moderate negative

‐68

Insignificant

‐15
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7.6

Conclusion

NZTA’s core objectives for Basin Reserve transport improvements include: increasing the efficiency
of through‐traffic between the Mount Victoria Tunnel and the Inner City Bypass and SH1; improving
passenger transport reliability between Kent/Cambridge Terraces and Adelaide Road; improving
safety for people using the streets around the Basin Reserve; maintaining or enhancing the present
level of service for local traffic between Kent and Cambridge Terraces and Adelaide Road and their
connections to SH1; and improving pedestrian and cycling access to and around the Basin Reserve,
particularly addressing the need for pedestrians to cross significant traffic flows.
Here, the urban design assessment is considered alongside these objectives. This assessment should
be considered alongside the transport assessments in Section 8.
7.6.1

Option A

Option A has some negative impacts on the urban environment due to the impact of the elevated
bridge, specifically in the region of Ellice and Hania Street. However, the proposal meets NZTA’s
objectives of improving movement flows and safety for all modes. Removal of state highway traffic
around the Basin Reserve will benefit the urban environment in these areas.
The negative urban design effects can for the most part be mitigated, as outlined in Section 10.
Where the impacts can not be mitigated, other offsets could be considered to get wider benefits for
the city. Examples are:



7.6.2

the landscaping of the central median of Kent and Cambridge Terraces to allow for
greater ease of movement and higher level of amenity for pedestrians; and
consideration of the future of Vivian Street and when this part of the state highway
network may be released to being a local city street; the Council recommends that NZTA
undertakes a study to examine the potential future solutions for Vivian Street.
Option X

Option X takes an alternative approach to balance the demands of traffic movement and urban
form. Part of this approach seems to be about changing the nature and character of this part of the
city to be more open, and connected to a green network. This option was considered by the NZTA
(with input from WCC officers) in 2009, and it was determined that there are negative impacts for
both urban structure and connectivity. More recent analysis has confirmed this, and confirmed that
it is questionable whether the ‘open space’ approach is suitable for this part of the city.
Option X presents challenges of:


The elevated pedestrian structure which will be visually dominant, and functionally
flawed.
 The traffic effects of concentration of traffic on Sussex Street.
 It would be harder for people to find and get to the schools in Dufferin Street.
In addition, the Basin Reserve will be adversely affected and the current design outcomes wanted for
the Memorial Park would be compromised.
If option X was to proceed further, significant redesign would need to be undertaken. Even then it
may not achieve a positive assessment from an urban design perspective.
7.6.3

Option RR

Option RR seeks to maintain aspects of the status quo with an at‐grade solution. While this means
that elevated structures are not required, the consequence is compromised transport performance
and traffic‐dominated streets. Heavy through traffic on any route will compromise the pedestrian
environment around the Basin Reserve, and this in turn has an impact on access to private property
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and activity at the edge over time.
The traffic assessment shows that this scheme does not deliver the transport benefits required for a
more reliable public transport system or more efficient traffic flows in both the north‐south and
east‐west directions. There are also some issues about how Sussex Street is designed to integrate
with the edge of the Basin Reserve. While this issue could be resolved through the design process, if
the overall NZTA project objectives are not met by this proposal this has negative impacts on the
efficiency of movement for all modes within the city.
7.6.4

Overall Conclusions

From an urban design perspective, the preference would be for an at‐grade solution – that is, a
solution that does not require any elevated structures. However, it may not be possible to achieve
the required transport benefits with an at‐grade option.
In that case, the preference is for the simplest structure – one does not make this part of the city
harder for people to find their way around, or compromise access to neighbouring facilities.
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8

Transport Assessment

The transport assessment considers the impact of each option on active modes of transport (walking
and cycling); public transport; access to and from the transport network; and traffic volumes,
journey times, queue lengths and delays.

8.1

Active Mode Assessment

A summary of the existing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists is shown in Figure 22. It has been
assumed that Option RR would operate in a similar manner to the existing situation for pedestrians
and cyclists.
Figure 23: Existing Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities (“Do Minimum” and Option RR)

Signalised Pedestrian Crossings
Pedestrian and Cyclist
Signalised Crossings

Zebra Crossing

Signalised Pedestrian Crossings

Pedestrian and Cyclist
Signalised Crossings

The only difference between the “Do Minimum” option and Option RR is that there is an additional
traffic lane to cross at Kent Terrace.
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8.1.1

Option X – Active Transport Mode Assessment

Figure 24: Option X – Active Mode Proposals

North ‐ South through the Basin (Adelaide to Cambridge)
On the northern side of the Basin Reserve, Option X makes no provision for an at‐grade crossing of
SH1. Instead, a green bridge is provided, which passes over SH1 and local road traffic lanes. The level
difference between the Basin Reserve cricket ground and the top of the green bridge is
approximately 11m. This is a significant climb for pedestrians and cyclists. The current route is
virtually flat. A ramp via the car‐park west of the Stand is proposed as a more cycle friendly route
through the Basin Reserve. The gradient of this route would need to be 8% which is the maximum
grade for cyclists and wheel chair users.
The current footpath around the Basin Reserve on Sussex Street is narrow and not wide enough for a
shared cycle pedestrian path. Unless property along Sussex Street is purchased there are no
opportunities to widen this path. It has been assumed the route will therefore come down through
the Stand to the path circulating the Basin Reserve with access being maintained out of the Reid
Gate to the south of the grounds.
The gradient between the top of the green bridge and the existing pedestrian crossing on Cambridge
Terrace is approximately an 11m drop. To reach the maximum allowable gradient for pedestrians
and cyclists the ramp would have to extend at least 160m to the north of the existing pedestrian
crossing on Cambridge Terrace. This is considered a significant detour and it is likely that pedestrians
and cyclists would still cross at grade (with safety risks) unless barriers or an at‐grade controlled
crossing was installed as an alternative (impacting on the westbound SH1 traffic flow).
Mt Victoria Tunnel to Memorial Park and the City
In Option X, the route between Mt Victoria Tunnel and Memorial Park (and the City) is similar to the
existing situation. The key differences are that Option X provides a formal crossing point at Hania
Street, which currently operates as an uncontrolled crossing point. Option X also provides an
additional signalised crossing on Kent Terrace to accommodate the additional section of carriageway
provided under Option X. The “Do Minimum” scenario (and Option RR) has two signalised crossings,
one over Kent Terrace and the other over Cambridge Terrace. Option X proposes to relocate the
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signalised crossings to the north and therefore also introduce a longer deviation for pedestrians and
cyclists travelling between the Mount Victoria Tunnel and Memorial Park and the areas in the
southern CBD.
Kent Terrace to the schools
The existing uncontrolled crossing on Hania Street is upgraded to a zebra crossing along this route.
The number of lanes requiring crossing is also reduced under Option X.
Pedestrians and cyclists travelling between Kent Terrace and the schools would use a pedestrian
over bridge across Paterson Street in Option X. The soffit of the bridge would be at least 7m above
the traffic lanes. To reach this height and provide appropriate access for cyclists and wheelchairs the
grade would need to be no more than 8% which equates to ramps approximately 100m long. Ramps
100m long will have a significant impact on the surrounding urban landscape either as continuous
ramps or as a zigzag structure.
The horizontal distance also increases as pedestrians travel further to access the pedestrian ramps,
and travelling on the ramps themselves also increases the distance travelled. Pedestrian guard rails
could be required to channel people towards the pedestrian bridge and to prevent those seeking the
shortest and quickest route from jay‐walking across SH1.
McDonalds to the Schools
There is very little change in the route between McDonalds (on Adelaide Road) and the schools,
except that Option X creates additional lanes for pedestrians and cyclists to cross. The
Adelaide/Rugby intersection will continue to operate on three phases as existing.
8.1.2

Option A – Active Transport Mode Assessment

Figure 25: Option A – Active Mode Proposals

Multiple changes and enhancements are planned and only some of the major ones are highlighted in
this report.
Shared Path on Bridge
It is proposed to provide a shared path on the northern side of the bridge, creating an east west link
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between existing shared facilities on Buckle Street and the Mount Victoria Tunnel. This facility is
proposed to be 3m wide and designed to be separate to the traffic lanes in accordance with NZTA’s
guidelines for a shared pedestrian and cycle facility.
Shared Off Road facilities
There are a number of links within the project area that are proposed to be upgraded to shared
facilities for pedestrian and cyclist use. These links will further enhance the walking and cycling
network in the area.
Shared Space
A raised platform will be constructed in the link road in front of the northern entrance to the Basin
Reserve. The area will be clearly signposted as shared space with priority given to pedestrians and
cyclists.
New Footpaths
No footpaths will be removed as a result of the project, however additional footpath links are
proposed. These footpath links include a:


Footpath link on the northern side of Sussex Street between the Sussex/Buckle intersection
and the Cambridge Terrace crossing. Spurs off footpath are proposed to connect to shared
paths in the War Memorial Park. The footpath provides a link for pedestrians crossing at the
informal crossing point at the Sussex/Buckle intersection.



Another footpath link is proposed through the War Memorial Park also connecting to shared
paths in the eastern section of the park.

Formal Crossings
There are a number of changes to existing formal crossings in the project area including the upgrade
of existing signalised crossings to pedestrian and cyclist signalised crossings, the provision of new
zebra crossings and also the removal of a zebra crossing.
Informal Crossings
Improvements to Ellice Street and Sussex/Buckle.
Intersections
As well as the upgrade of a number of signals to pedestrian and cyclist signalised crossings, there are
also changes proposed to signal phasing and geometry.
These include Dufferin/Paterson, Adelaide/Rugby, Taranaki/Karo, and Vivian/Kent/Cambridge/Pirie
Option A – Active Transport Modes Summary
A significant reduction in at‐grade traffic flows which will:







8.1.3

reduce severance and improve the environment;
create a shared facility along the northern side of the bridge;
provide for a number of intersection improvements for both pedestrians and cyclists;
improve existing crossings and create new ones;
create a number of shared paths and new footpaths; and
establish facilities that are designed and constructed to meet the most up to date
standards and guidelines for persons with disabilities.
Number of crossings

Table 16 shows the number of controlled and uncontrolled crossings under each option. While other
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factors can come in to play, in general the fewer crossings there are the better this is for people who
are walking or cycling – in terms of convenience and safety. As can be seen, Options A and X have
fewer crossings than the other two options.
Table 16 – Number of Crossings: All Options
Description

Variable

“Do Minimum”

Option RR

Option X

Option A

North ‐ South
through the
Basin (Adelaide
to Cambridge)

Controlled
crossings

4

4

3

3

Uncontrolled
crossings

0

0

0

1

Lanes to cross

8

8

4

6

Controlled
crossings

2

2

4

0

Uncontrolled
crossings

3

3

4

0

Lanes to cross

10

11

11

0

Controlled
crossings

2

2

1

3

Uncontrolled
crossings

3

3

2

1

Lanes to cross

9

9

5

7

Controlled
crossings

1

1

1

1

Uncontrolled
crossings

3

3

1

3

Lanes to cross

6

6

4

6

Controlled
crossings

1

1

0

0

Uncontrolled
crossings

3

3

2

4

Lanes to cross

5

5

4

5

Controlled
crossings

2

2

2

2

Uncontrolled
crossings

0

0

0

0

Lanes to cross

4

4

6

4

66

67

52

46

Tunnel to
Memorial Park

Kent Terrace to
Schools

Massey to
Adelaide

Tory St to
Adelaide

McDonalds to
Schools

Total

27

27

Additional traffic lane on Kent Terrace to cross.
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8.2

Public Transport Assessment

8.2.1

Option X – Public Transport Assessment

Compared with the “Do Minimum” option:


Option X provides for a single, legible corridor, which allows for the consolidation of
infrastructure with one set of supports for the overhead trolley‐bus wires.
 Bus priority measures are required to get southbound buses into the correct lane on
Kent Terrace, crossing SH1 eastbound.
 The Kent Terrace bus stop (known as Repco) could be relocated to the central median;
however, this would require passengers to cross SH1 if they are accessing Mt Victoria or
Wellington East Girls’ College.
 The southbound route has one less intersection to traverse than under the “Do
Minimum” scenario. Bus priority will be required to allow buses to get into the
appropriate lane, crossing eastbound SH1.
 The elevated structure to and from Sussex Street provides sufficient clearance for trolley
buses, but the clearance is unlikely to be sufficient for light rail if this was to be delivered
on the Adelaide Road corridor.
 The northbound route has the same number of crossings and intersections as the “Do
Minimum” option.
 There is a school drop off area and bus parking provided on Rugby Street east, with a
roundabout provided for buses to negotiate out of the area, back onto either Rugby
Street west or Adelaide Road south. Although there will be reduced traffic on Dufferin
and Rugby with the closure of the Dufferin/Paterson intersection, Option X will still
require children to cross the road (at the proposed zebra crossing) to get to school.
 The bus parking provided on the southern section of Rugby Street east allows students
to access these services without having to cross the road (the same as in the “Do
Minimum” scenario).
 During drop‐off and pick‐up times, Rugby Street east and Dufferin Street will become
congested with vehicles and buses turning at the roundabout into and out of the closed‐
off area.
 Wellington East Girls’ College buses, which currently exit on Ellice Street, would be
forced to travel back through Mt Victoria to head south, east or north of SH1. This was
identified as a significant concern for bus operations, and would also result in significant
delays for students travelling on buses that drop off at Wellington East and then go on to
St Mark’s in the morning.
 The stops on either side of Adelaide Road at the northern end are very busy now. Option
X would not address the issues identified with the current southbound stop. However,
space could be made available to increase the footway width in this location.
Overall, buses are likely to be better off than under the “Do Minimum” option, with the removal of
SH1 conflicts and the provision of bus lanes. However, there are a number of concerns for school
buses and passenger access, while there remains uncertainty over the ability for Option X to
safeguard the corridor for light rail should it be implemented.
8.2.2

Option A – Public Transport Assessment

Travel Time
The graphs in Figure 25 show improved bus travel times through the Basin Reserve in 2021 under
Option A, when compared with the Do Minimum option.
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Figure 26: Travel Time Forecasts – Option A versus “Do Minimum”

‘Project’ = Option A. IP = Inter Peak

It can be seen that Option A improves passenger transport travel time for both southbound and
northbound movements in all peak periods, when compared with the “Do Minimum” option.
Southbound journey times improve by approximately one minute in the PM peak. 28
Journey time variability in the “Do Minimum” scenario is up to 26 seconds for southbound journeys
and 30 seconds for northbound journeys 29 . Journey time variability will be reduced under Option A.
The improvements are achieved through reductions in general traffic delay and congestion around
the Basin Reserve. Introduced bus priority measures also help improve the operation of buses in the
project area.
Bus Priority
The existing bus priority signal, at the Kent Terrace pedestrian crossing closest to the Basin Reserve,
will be retained in conjunction with the relocated crossing facility. The facility will however be
upgraded to ensure better bus detection, and to ensure buses travelling in convoy get priority if
required.
The reduction in vehicle conflict and delay at the Dufferin/Patterson Street intersection is critical to
the improved operation of this facility, as this will ensure buses can gain access to the bus lane and
get priority in a southbound direction. This cannot currently be achieved.
Option A – Public Transport Summary
Option A will improve travel time and journey time reliability50 for both state highway and local road
networks. These improvements, which would not be implemented independently of the project, will
be experienced by buses using the Adelaide/Kent/Cambridge route in particular, while other coach
and out‐of‐service buses will also experience improvements on the state highway.
The predicted change in travel time for buses on the Adelaide/Kent/Cambridge route results in up to
a 41% 30 decrease, while journey time variability will be reduced.

28

Based on the 2021 Paramics model for bus movements between Kent Terrace and Adelaide Road, predicted journey times.

29

Based on 2021 Paramics model for Kent Terrace to Adelaide Road, predicted journey time variability difference 1min 17sec

30

Based on the 2021 Paramics model for bus movements between Kent Terrace and Adelaide Road, predicted journey time reduced by
59sec
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8.2.3

Public Transport Assessment ‐ Summary

“Do Minimum” and Option RR don’t provide an environment for enhanced public transport services
through the Basin Reserve precinct.
Both Option X and Option A deliver improved outcomes, but for Option X those will be less than
Option A as there are more crossings to traverse. There are also questions over the suitability of
Option X for light rail as a future option.
Therefore, Option A delivers the best mix of current and future public transport outcomes.

8.3

Accessibility and Severance

‘Accessibility and severance’ refers to ease of access to and from the transport network and
community facilities; literally, can users access facilities and the transport network, or are they
severed from it?
The existing traffic volumes that circulate the Basin Reserve sever local communities, schools, and
public facilities. With traffic volumes forecast to increase, the “Do Minimum” option and Option RR
further exacerbate this.
Access to and from Mt Victoria in the “Do Minimum” option and Option RR will deteriorate further
in the future.
8.3.1

Option X – Transport Accessibility and Severance

Option X changes the way in which land around the Basin Reserve will be accessed. The removal of
SH1 through traffic from Buckle Street (Memorial Park Tunnel) will improve general connectivity for
pedestrians and cyclists. Extending the tunnel under Option X to near the Cambridge/Kent/Ellice
intersection will provide further benefit in this regard.
The increased tunnel length provides improved amenity for park users and reduces severance. The
provision of the Dufferin Street Park is also a benefit to schools and Government House as well as
providing additional amenity for the area.
The proposed Dufferin Park has a risk of being under‐utilised, dysfunctional, and potentially unsafe.
This is due to reduced/unviable edge activity at the proposed park site. This is something that would
need an urban design and CPTED assessment.
In Option X there are also access restrictions for motorists on Kent Terrace wanting to access
Tasman Street (and the proposed supermarket on the corner of Rugby/Tasman). These motorists
will have to travel through the Adelaide/Rugby intersection to use the roundabout in front of St
Mark’s School, then travel back through the Adelaide/Rugby intersection to access Tasman Street.
Option X also results in access restrictions for Mount Victoria residents. Access will be limited to ‘left
in’ and ‘left out’ onto SH1 eastbound. There would therefore be a requirement to upgrade the Pirie
intersection to improve access for Mount Victoria residents, similar to that proposed for Option A.
There are also access restrictions for vehicles travelling from Adelaide Road to the Mt Victoria
Tunnel in an eastbound direction. This would require motorists to carry out a hook turn between
Cambridge and Kent Terraces.
It should also be noted that vehicles travelling through the Mt Victoria Tunnel towards the CBD
would be forced to use Taranaki Street, Cuba Street, or Willis Street. This would place significant
pressure on these roads while Cambridge Terrace (the road with spare capacity) to the CBD would
be further underutilised. This change is likely to make access to the CBD more congested and
difficult. The 4‐5 lanes of traffic on Sussex Street sever the properties and businesses on the east
side; access to the Basin Reserve (RA Vance Stand) would also need to be reversed.
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8.3.2

Option A – Transport Accessibility and Severance

Proposed access changes at Hania/Ellice Street will have some impact on Mt Victoria residents, but
these are likely to be insignificant. Changes include making Hania/Ellice Street ‘left in’ and ‘left out’,
with vehicles only being able to access SH1 eastbound or the link road connecting onto Paterson
Street near the Paterson/Dufferin intersection. The proposed changes are predicted to cause some
vehicle re‐routing; however, it is predicted that this will have a positive outcome as a result of the
proposed mitigation associated with the Pirie/Kent/Cambridge/SH1 intersection, discussed in further
detail in Section 10 Mitigation. The Council is happy in principle with the mitigation; however, it does
have other minor effects, such as loss in parking, including during peak periods on Vivian Street and
5 spaces lost permanently on Pirie St.
The restriction in access from Sussex Street to Taranaki Street is the most significant change as a
result of combining the Memorial Park and Basin Reserve projects. This will result in traffic travelling
from Sussex Street, which currently turns right at Taranaki, having to use alternative links into the
CBD via Cambridge Terrace, Taranaki Street or Willis Street.
Changes associated with the Project and the wider Tunnel‐to‐Tunnel project being developed by the
Wellington Tunnels Alliance will improve access and efficiency of movements on these alternative
links identified above.
No other access will be affected by the project and there will be significant access improvements as
a result of the project for pedestrians, cyclists, passenger transport and local road users.
8.3.3

Accessibility and Severance – Summary

Option X generates a number of concerns over access and severance, particularly on the eastern and
northern sides of the Basin Reserve (some of these are addressed in more detail in the urban
assessments).
Both options create issues for Mount Victoria residents.
Because Option A retains and in some instances enhances multi‐modal access around the Basin
Reserve, it has a positive impact in accessibility and reduces severance.

8.4

Traffic Assessment

An assessment of data extracted from the SATURN models for “Do Minimum” option and Option RR
has been used to complete this assessment. Data extracted has included traffic volumes and journey
time information.
Data from modelling runs using SATURN for Option X and Option A have also been included so
results across that range of parameters may be comparable.
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Table 17: Traffic Volumes 2021 and 2031 – SATURN Modelling for All Options
2021

2031

Location

Do Min

Option RR

Option X

Option A

Do Min

Option RR

Option X

Option A

Kent Terrace

28,900

29,000

35,000

31,500

34,400

34,500

41,300

37,500

Cambridge Terrace

11,500

11,100

10,300

11,200

14,300

14,200

11,700

15,200

Buckle Street (MPT)

21,200

21,200

29,200

24,000

21,300

21,300

34,300

30,600

Dufferin Street (SH1EB)

30,500

31,200

17,500

17,800

35,900

37,600

23,200

23,200

Patterson Street

38,300

38,200

39,100

39,100

46,200

46,200

50,400

54,200

Sussex Street

33,000

33,000

31,300

18,800

35,200

35,200

31,800

21,600

Rugby St (east)

31,200

34,400

2,300

18,600

33,100

33,200

2,500

21,200

Adelaide Road

25,600

23,500

25,900

27,200

25,600

23,300

26,000

26,300

Taranaki Street (south)

17,700

17,700

16,900

15,700

21,600

21,600

18,700

18,400

Around the Bays

16,300

16,300

15,900

15,800

13,400

13,400

12,500

11,600

Table 17 shows that traffic flows for Option RR are comparable to the “Do Minimum” flows. Traffic on Dufferin Street remains at current levels in front of St
Mark’s School in both the “Do Minimum” and Option RR.
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Table 18: 2021 Journey Times (seconds) – All Options
Route

Peak Period

Do Min

Option RR

Option X

Option A

AM

482

484

424

426

PM

481

477

346

352

AM

388

386

391

389

PM

440

442

415

424

AM

190

190

200

181

PM

183

183

179

174

AM

222

219

205

200

PM

211

208

200

195

Peak Period

Do Min

Option RR

Option X

Option A

AM

539

535

408

383

PM

572

566

324

296

AM

329

331

274

287

PM

474

471

367

431

AM

180

180

193

171

PM

178

178

215

166

AM

210

206

187

183

PM

202

199

184

183

Taurima to Willis (SH1 WB)

Willis to Taurima (SH1 EB)

John to Elizabeth (Local northbound)

Elizabeth to John (Local Southbound)

Table 19: 2031 Journey Times (seconds) – All Options
Route
Taurima to Willis (SH1 WB)

Willis to Taurima (SH1 EB)

John to Elizabeth (Local northbound)

Elizabeth to John (Local Southbound)

Tables 18 and 19 show that journey times for Option RR and the “Do Minimum” option are very
comparable for both the 2021 and 2031 model years.
8.4.1

Option X – Traffic Assessment

Under Option X, when compared with the “Do Minimum” option:








Traffic volumes are higher on Kent Terrace; in the Memorial Park Tunnel; Paterson
Street; and Adelaide Road.
Traffic volumes on Kent Terrace increase due to improved access to the SH1 and the
Memorial Park Tunnel westbound.
Traffic volumes increase on Paterson Street and within the Memorial Park Tunnel,
which can be attributed to the removal of the conflict point at the Dufferin/Paterson
intersection and the restriction to traffic wishing to access the CBD via Cambridge
Terrace.
Although there is a reduction in flow on Sussex Street, which operates as two‐way
local road with the removal of SH1 traffic, the flows remain high.
There is an increase in traffic volumes on Adelaide Road, with could be attributed to
access arrangements at the Basin and the reduction in conflict associated with the
grade separation of SH1 westbound.
Traffic volumes also decrease on Taranaki Street, which is due to the extra pressure
placed on Taranaki Street associated with access to the CBD from the Memorial Park
Tunnel.
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Journey times decrease for the SH1 westbound route, with the most significant
reduction being in the PM peak period.
 SH1 eastbound journey times are slightly higher in the AM peak when compared to
the “Do Minimum” scenario; however, in the PM peak the journey time is lower.
 The northbound route through the Basin Reserve has longer journey times for the
AM peak; however, journey times in the PM peak are marginally shorter.
 The southbound route through the Basin Reserve results in lower journey times for
both the AM and PM peak periods.
In general, Option X improves journey times for SH1 movements. However, there are some
instances of increased journey times on the local road network, which in turn is likely to impact
on public transport journey times. The potentially significant detrimental impact of Option X on
the local road network warrants further detailed analysis if this option were to proceed any
further. For example, further consideration is needed on northbound access from Adelaide Road
to Mount Victoria, northbound access from Sussex to Rugby Street (and the newly consented
supermarket development), ands northbound access from Cambridge Terrace from Mount
Victoria Tunnel. Providing these links will increase costs but they are necessary local connections.
Other journey times, such as those between the Mt Victoria Tunnel and Cambridge Terrace, are
predicted to increase significantly as a result of road users being forced to use alternative routes
or diversions. The true impact of these diverted trips on other critical Inner City Bypass
intersections may also underrepresented the impact on SH1 westbound journey times.
8.4.2

Option A – Traffic Assessment

Traffic Volumes
Compared with the “Do Minimum” option, Option A results in:












An increase of 3700 (19%) vehicles per day on Vivian Street, resulting from
increasing the capacity on Vivian Street (between Tory Street and Cambridge
Terrace) during peak periods and improving the Vivian/Pirie/Kent/Cambridge
intersection operation.
An increase of 2600 (9%) vehicles per day on Kent Terrace. This increase can be
attributed to: more vehicles being able to get through the
Vivian/Pirie/Kent/Cambridge intersection; Hania/Ellice access changes resulting in
vehicles re‐routing to get onto Kent Terrace via the Pirie/Vivian/Kent/Cambridge
intersection; and less congestion at the Basin Reserve making this route more
appealing to road users.
A two way flow increase of 3400 (13%) vehicles per day on Adelaide Road, this
includes an additional 3300 vehicles per day on Adelaide Road southbound and 800
vehicles per day northbound. With a decrease in congestion around the Basin
Reserve Adelaide Road becomes more accessible.
A reduction of 12700 (42%) in vehicles per day on Dufferin Street, resulting from the
separation of state highway and local road traffic.
A reduction of 16200 (74%) vehicles per day on Rugby Street, resulting from the
grade separation of westbound SH1.
A reduction of 14200 (43%) vehicles per day on Sussex Street, resulting from the
grade separation of westbound SH1.
An increase of 2800 (13%) vehicles per day on Buckle Street, resulting from the grade
separation of westbound SH1 and reduced congestion around the Basin Reserve.
Other links such as Oriental Bay (as an alternative to SH1 via the Basin), Victoria
Street and Willis Street see only minor changes in traffic flow due to the introduction
of the Basin project.
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Journey Times



SH1 westbound has journey time savings up to approximately 7.5 minutes in the AM
peak.
SH1 eastbound has journey time savings up to approximately 1.1 minutes and in the
Saturday journey time variability is reduced for SH1 eastbound and westbound and
both northbound and southbound movements through the Basin Reserve.

Queue Lengths



There are significant queue reductions in the AM peak on Vivian Street (53%) at the
intersection with Kent Terrace, Paterson Street (76%) at the intersection with
Dufferin St, and no queues on Rugby Street at the intersection with Adelaide Road.
There are significant queue reductions in the PM peak on Paterson Street (78%) at
the intersection with Dufferin St and again no queues form on Rugby Street at the
intersection with Adelaide Road.

Intersection Improvements








8.4.3

The Vivian/Cambridge/Kent/Pirie intersection will be improved by new phasing with
reallocated green‐light time for vehicles exiting Pirie Street. The geometry of the
intersection will also be modified.
The Paterson/Dufferin intersection will be improved with the provision of pedestrian
and cyclist signalised crossing facilities connecting to shared facilities, phasing
changes to provide priority for vehicles travelling from Kent Terrace to Adelaide
Road and the provision of a dedicated bus lane.
The Rugby/Adelaide intersection will be improved by changing phasing from three
phases to two, allowing pedestrians and cyclists to cross on demand. The crossing
distance will also be reduced on Rugby Street from three lanes to two.
There are negative effects associated with access changes at both Hania and Ellice
Streets. These effects have been mitigated through intersection improvements at
the Vivian/Kent/Cambridge/Pirie intersection (see Section 8, Measures to Avoid,
Remedy or Mitigate Adverse Transport Effects for further details).
There are negative impacts at Hania and Ellice Streets, with access restrictions onto
the network. There will be re‐routing as a result of the intersection changes and are
mitigated by the intersection improvements at Pirie Street (see Section 8, Measures
to Avoid, Remedy or Mitigate Adverse Transport Effects for further details).
Traffic Assessment – Overall Summary

The “Do Minimum” and Option RR proposals produce almost identical traffic outcomes.
Both Option X and Option A offer improved travel times over the other options, with Option A
overall being marginally better that Option X.
Under Option X traffic volumes on Sussex Street remain high as this becomes a two‐way street.
Option A significantly reduces the traffic volumes on Rugby Street.
From the state highway transport perspective, Option X performs at a similar level to Option A
but there is evidence to suggest that more detailed modelling of the impact of Option X on the
local road network would show some major dis‐benefits.
From a Wellington City perspective, and taking into account aspirations for mode shift and
improved public transport services, Option X is not favoured.
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8.5

Transport Assessment – Overall Summary

The Basin Reserve Transport improvements have been developed with consideration of the
aspirations of NZTA, WCC and GWRC to facilitate walking, cycling, public transport, emergency
services, and traffic improvements that separate east‐west from north south movements.
“Do Minimum” and Option RR Overall Transport Assessment

8.5.1

The modelling has shown that the “Do Minimum” option and Option RR perform similarly. They
maintain the existing high traffic volumes around the Basin Reserve, which impact on levels of
congestion and journey time reliability. Option RR does little to reduce journey times.
If traffic volumes remain high around the Basin Reserve, this will continue to impact on the
amenity for other road users such as pedestrians and cyclists; it will continue to sever local
communities, schools and other facilities within the area.
Option RR does nothing to facilitate growth and economic development associated with the
Urban Development Strategy, the growth spine, the Wellington Airport Master Plan and other
areas of development planned for the southern and eastern suburbs. It will also have
implications for the development of the PT spine. Overall, it does not provide a transport
improvement over the existing situation.
8.5.2

Option X Overall Transport Assessment

The transportation modelling shows that modifying the layout of the Basin Reserve as proposed
under Option X does provide significant transport benefits to the state highway. It removes or
reduces conflicts at currently constrained intersections, the most significant of these being the
Paterson/Dufferin intersection. The benefits are further helped by the direct access to SH1 from
Kent Terrace in a westbound direction.
However, there are a number significant issues or unresolved questions with Option X. These
include:


How the network operates to maintain and improve access, in particular:
o It does not provide full access to planned and consented New World
supermarket on Rugby Street.
o Traffic from the Mount Victoria Tunnel would not be able to turn onto
Cambridge Terrace to access the CBD.
o It restricts access to the Basin Reserve stand and parking facilities and
properties on Sussex Street.
o It forces traffic wishing to head south out of Mt Victoria to access via Pirie
Street (as well as traffic from Adelaide Road as access via Ellice Street is
severed).
o It does not provide access from Adelaide Road/Sussex Street to Ellice Street.
 Safety concerns associated with local road movements/access, bus operation and
pedestrian and cycle provision;
 Provision of grade‐separated facilities for walking and cycling, which are likely to
result in unsafe at‐grade crossing behaviour.
 The lack of provision for future light rail options.
 Negative access and parking implications with the changes to the layout around the
Basin Reserve.
The modelling has shown that Option X does provide significant transport benefits, especially for
SH1 and those wishing to access SH1 from Kent Terrace. It also offers the potential for:



Less traffic in the Dufferin/Rugby Street corner providing additional green space;
Access directly from Kent Terrace to SH1 northbound; and
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Additional grade‐separated pedestrian/cycling connections to the Basin Reserve
(Paterson Street).
There are concerns with how the network will operate, and also the design of the
Adelaide/Rugby intersection under Option X. The option introduces a different arrangement at
this intersection and care would need to be given to ensure that levels of congestion are not
exacerbated. The restriction of the movement from SH1 to Cambridge Terrace impacts on WCC
strategic road hierarchy and as a result may not have the desired effect in terms of traffic
reduction around the bays following Mt Victoria tunnel duplication.
Significant road safety concerns remain. The proposal for Sussex Street is a significant safety
concern. Consideration needs to be given to ensure there is sufficient room for adequate
geometric design. Geometric considerations include lane widths for buses and general traffic,
footpath facilities, the provision of a central median to prevent right turns into Rugby Street
west, the provision of sufficient clearance into adjacent properties, the need for shoulders or
parking, and most significantly the lack of at‐grade provisions for pedestrians and cyclist, which
are likely to result in the need for physical barriers or at‐grade crossings.
There are serious concerns with the pedestrian and cycle linkages. The proposed green bridge
and the pedestrian and cyclist facility over Paterson Streets create sections where pedestrians
and cyclists have to climb grades and cover additional distance to continue their journey. In the
“Do Minimum” scenario these links are mainly at grade and therefore considerably easier for
pedestrians and cyclists.
There are also access problems created for southbound motorists wanting to access
Rugby/Tasman Street, those accessing schools and Government House and those wishing to
travel eastbound on SH1 from Adelaide Road and Sussex Street.
Option A Overall Transport Assessment

8.5.3

For Option A, the following outcomes are achieved:









Traffic volumes increase on Vivian Street by 3700 (19%), Kent Terrace by 2600 (9%),
Buckle Street by 2800 (13%), and Adelaide Road by 4100 (18%) vehicles per day.
Traffic volumes decrease on Dufferin St by 17300 (54%), Rugby Street by 12600
(42%), and Sussex Street by 14900 (43%) vehicles per day.
Links such as Oriental Bay (as an alternative to SH1 via the Basin), Victoria Street and
Willis Street see only minor changes in traffic flow due to the introduction of the
Basin project.
Journey times for SH1 westbound decrease by as much as 447 seconds and for SH1
eastbound by 64 seconds. There are also other journey time savings in the project
area, including Kent Terrace to Adelaide Road with a reduction of 61 seconds in the
PM peak, and 114 seconds in the AM peak for Adelaide Road to Cambridge Terrace.
All bus routes have journey time savings up to 41%.
There are also reductions in queue lengths within the project area including on
Paterson Street, Rugby Street and Adelaide Road during all peak periods.
Significant improvements will be made to the Vivian/Cambridge/Kent/Pirie,
Paterson/Dufferin, Rugby/Adelaide intersections including pedestrian and cyclist
signalised crossings and changes to phasing to make the intersections more efficient.
Although freight volumes are relatively low through the Project area, these
movements will be subject to the same improvements experienced by general traffic
and this should in turn help to encourage the use of SH1 and the
Kent/Cambridge/Adelaide Road corridor instead of alternative local road
movements.
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Table 20: Summary Transport Assessments
Do Min

Option RR

Option X

Option A

Active Mode

No Change

Slight decrease

Some
improvements and
negatives

Improved
opportunities

Public Transport

No
opportunities
for improvement

No
opportunities
for improvement

Some
improvements may
not work for LRT

Improved
travel
times & reliability

Accessibility & Severance

No Change

Decreases

Some
improvements and
negatives

General
improvements

Traffic

No
improvement
Congestion
increases

No
improvement
Congestion
increases

Good for SH but
problems for local
roads

Capacity & journey
times improve
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9

Economic Assessment

A high‐level economic assessment has been carried out, based on results from SATURN
modelling. Although this assessment is consistent with best practice, it has not been as detailed
as the economic assessments completed previously for the Basin Reserve Option A. The benefits
calculated here only consider travel time, and emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOC)
and carbon dioxide (CO2).
A full economic evaluation (such as that carried out previously for Option A) would include
benefits such as crash savings, public transport, walking, cycling, route reliability, route security,
and other factors. Benefit‐cost ratios have not been calculated as costs and benefits have not
been fully assessed and quantified.
9.1.1

Estimated Economic Benefits of Each Option

Table 21: Economic Benefits (30 year assessment period) Compared to the “Do Minimum” Option
Benefit Type
Option RR
Option X 31
Option A 32
Travel Time
$‐1.58M
$54.1M
$52.91M
VOC
$‐0.22M
$6.2M
$5.12M
CO2
$‐0.01M
$0.2M
$0.20M
Total
$‐1.81M
$60.5M
$58.24M

Option X has very similar levels and very slightly higher benefits to that of Option A. Should
important local road connections and adequate pedestrian/cycling facilities be provided then the
transport benefits would be less than Option A.
Option RR provides small benefits during the peak hours AM and PM only (specifically, $267K
benefits in 2021 PM peak hour). This is due to the existing congestion in the study area being
dominated by the constrained intersections conflicts, while the capacity of road is not
considered to be a significant issue.
During the off‐peak and inter‐peak periods, the extra traffic lane on Kent Terrace and Ellice
Street is not giving any benefits and making access in and out of the side streets (Hania, Ellice
(east and west)) more difficult. As a result, there was a $243K dis‐benefit in 2021 inter peak). It is
these dis‐benefits which are resulting in an overall dis‐benefit for Option RR.
In an adapted Option RR, which includes bus lanes around the Basin Reserve, the benefits
decreased significantly as a result of reduced vehicle capacity. As a result, the total dis‐benefit
increased to $‐15.16m.
9.1.2

Estimated Costs of Each Option

The “Do Minimum” option has no significant capex costs attributable.
Option RR requires the creation of additional lanes at specific locations. The biggest impact is
that four lanes of satisfactory widths will not fit in Sussex Street as it is currently configured. The
two options are to take land from the Basin Reserve or to acquire property on the western side
of Sussex Street. Both costs have been determined on the basis of detailed cost estimates for
Option X. They are very approximate at this stage. The cost range is $6.2 to $19.5 million:



Widen road into Basin Reserve ‐ $6.2 million
Wide road to west of Sussex Street ‐ $19.5 million

31

These benefits relate to the operation of the state highway network. A more detailed analysis of the impact on the local road
network is required as these are thought to be significantly negative.
32

The benefits calculated are not discounted and do not include a number of other benefits that would be calculated when preparing
a project BCR (they are purely for comparative purposes).
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A detailed cost estimate for Option X has been prepared. The estimate is based upon the Option
X tunnel being constructed at the same time as the Memorial Park Underpass. If this was not to
happen, the cost of Option X would be significantly higher, if indeed it could be retrospectively
built at all. 33
Therefore, the cost estimate for Option X is presented in the context of the following high level
assumptions:


Option A estimate is unchanged from the 2012 estimate.



The Memorial Park Underpass estimate is unchanged from the 2012 estimate.



Option X has been estimated to ensure consistency and comparability with Option A and
the underpass, and as such includes a scope similar to that used during preparation of
the 2012 estimates.



Option X has been assumed to be constructed in conjunction with a revised Memorial
Park Underpass (i.e. not retrofitted at a later date).
In order to compare the cost of Option X with those of Option A, the costs of the Memorial Park
Underpass Project have been added to Option A and these are summarised in the table below.
Table 22: Cost Comparison of Option X against Option A (Including Memorial Park Underpass)
Option X

Memorial
Park
Underpass

Option A

Option
A
+
Memorial Park
Underpass

Difference between Option X and
combined total of Option A + Memorial
Park Underpass)

Base

$166.8 M

$55.8 M

$76.0 M

$131.8 M

$35.0 M

Expected

$216.3 M

$71.5 M

$90.0 M

$161.5 M

$54.8 M

95%ile

$254.1 M

$83.5 M

$106.0 M

$189.5 M

$64.6 M

The comparison shows that Option A is between $54.8 million and $64.4 million cheaper than
Option X.

33

The Memorial underpass would need to be increased in height and width to accommodate the safety requirements of a tunnel of
sufficient length to enable Option X to be built. In reality this would require the Memorial underpass to be deepened and there are
challenges with underground services in doing so.
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10

Mitigation Options

Where negative impacts have been identified, those impacts may be reduced or offset by
mitigation measures. Table 22 sets out mitigation measures already identified by NZTA, and
additional proposed measures (proposals are italicised). In some instances, it is not possible to
mitigate the effects and redesign would be required.
The Urban Form assessment summary positions each option along a continuum ranging from
severe negative through to substantial positive (see Section 7.5). While this gives an overall
score, it does not reflect the fact that in some areas there are significant negative localised
impacts that will require mitigation, even though there may be an insignificant overall rating.
In the table, shaded panels indicate that further mitigation is needed beyond what has already
been proposed. Each of those shaded panels contains a description of the issue that needs
mitigation and, in italics, a description of possible options for or approaches to mitigation.
Table 23: Adverse Impacts and Possible Mitigations
Effect
Overshadowing
open space

of

Option A

Option X

Landscape design is being used to
introduce a hardscape with rain
gardens and plants that will thrive
in the shade.

There is
mitigation.

Areas that are to be shaded are
not primary open space.

Impact
experience
landform

on
of

The bridge is proposed to be
structured into a series of
experiences based on being at
ground level, moving away from
ground level at the abutments,
then being above ground level
near the Basin Reserve, then back
to wards ground level. This
experience is mainly for people
driving along the bridge.
For the pedestrian a continuous
level of the bridge is the key
feature as it is will be less visually
disruptive, and look more
integrated with the surrounding
built environment than any
variation in level.

Impacts on culture
and heritage

Landscape works surrounding the
crèche and integrating with
Memorial
Park
should
be
considered mitigation for the
relocation of the building and the
change of the relationship
between the building and the

Option RR
no

proposed

No mitigation required

The overshadowing occurs
primarily at the eastern end
of Memorial Park.
Mitigation could include a
new landscape proposal for
the ground level that
addresses
the
complex
levels,
planting,
and
structure the experience for
people in this space.
Design of the pedestrian
over bridge is crucial in
making this a plausible
option. There are many
examples
overseas
of
successful land bridges; they
require exquisite design to
integrate
with
the
landscape.

No mitigation required

The design of the street
layout at the north‐west
corner of the Basin requires
further
thought
on
simplification to try and
reduce the number of
different
grades
which
disrupt the natural ground
plane.
The
impact
on
the
connection of Kent and
Cambridge Terrace, and
perception of access to the
crèche, and the National
War
Memorial
are

The modelling shows
that there is conflict
with the street layout at
Sussex Street and the
Museum Stand at the
Basin Reserve. A plan for
how the street, including
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Effect

Option A

Option X

Option RR

street. From an urban design
perspective relocation to grade, on
the axis of Sussex Street makes the
building more visually prominent.

considerable.

footpaths works with
the existing buildings is
required
before
mitigation
can
be
identified.

The impact of the bridge structure
on the functionality of the Basin
Reserve is to be mitigated by the
provision of a building on the
northern edge. However the
impacts on the heritage of the
reserve in doing this also require
consideration, and are reported to
be acceptable. If the Dempster
Gate is to be removed, this change
should be reflected in the new
proposal.

Impacts on
structure

urban

The bridge has a negative impact
on some aspects of the urban
environment and the structure of
it. Some mitigation measures are
proposed such as the architectural
quality of the bridge, the simple
and streamlined design and the
quality of spaces and lighting
underneath it.
However, consideration should be
given to how the area could
accommodate west‐east State
highway movement in the future
so that Vivian Street can return to
its original function as a local city
street.
The incorporation of buildings into
some of the under croft spaces of
the bridge would have a positive
impact on the street.

Impact on character
of streets

Proposed works on Dufferin Street
and the related part of Rugby will
help to reintegrate these as good
quality local streets for local
traffic.
The character of Ellice Street is
impacted by the introduction of
formalized at‐grade parking. This
area should ideally have buildings
that reflect the scale of the local
Mt Victoria neighbourhood.

A redesign of the north‐west
corner and the integration
of the pedestrian bridge is
required.
How such a change can be
integrated without radical
deviation from the Option X
concept is not readily
apparent.
A plan for how Sussex Street,
including footpaths works
with the existing buildings is
required before mitigation
can be identified.
The effects on urban
structure from the proposal
are not able to be mitigated
easily. Work on redesigning
the proposal using the same
principles would be required.
The scheme proposes a
‘new’ urban structure that is
defined
by
open
space/landscape. For the
impacts of the structures
and layout proposed to be
mitigated this scheme would
need
to
be
fully
implemented to make the
proposed structure integrate
with the city. Further work is
required to be able to assess
whether this proposed urban
structure is suitable for this
part of the city.
A
complete
landscape
treatment for Kent and
Cambridge Terrace would be
required.

The introduction of
additional lanes on
streets will make it more
difficult for pedestrians
and cyclists to use the
area.
Amenity
treatments such as
street trees, landscaping
and built form in
appropriate
locations
should be included as
part of the option.

Streetscape
works
would be required.

Streetscape work for Sussex,
Rugby, Dufferin Streets and
Adelaide Road would need
to be carried out.
The access to the schools
requires further design.

The impact on Kent and
Cambridge Terrace could be
further mitigated by the landscape
treatment of the median to
connect people in the north‐south
direction from the Basin to
Waitangi Park.
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Effect

Option A

Option X

Option RR

Impacts on quality of
space

High quality landscape
hardscape design including:

Mitigation
should
be
proposed that addresses
that complex layout of
streets and residual open
space.

Streetscape
works
would be required.

Ensure that pedestrian and cycle
access at grade is continued to be
catered for. A pedestrian and
cycling bridge is planned to the
north of the vehicle bridge. This is
to connect east‐west between Mt
Victoria tunnel and Tory Street.

This would require redesign.

Streetscape
works
would be required.
Detail study of how the
crossing points work for
pedestrians will be
crucial.

The provision of a building on the
northern side of the Reserve is
proposed. This must screen
movement on the bridge from
players at the crease. The
structure must also provide a
termination of the view from Kent
and Cambridge Terraces. The
building must have a use and can
not be a screen or blank wall to
the street.

Proposals for how activities
and uses will work in this
area are required.

No mitigation required.

Investigate whether the
impact of the pedestrian
bridge on the Basin Reserve

No mitigation required.

and



New entry plaza to Basin
Reserve



Rain garden approach to
Memorial Park



Incorporation of built
form on Kent Terrace
and Patterson Street
Corner



Landscape design to
north of bridge as part
of the ‘entry’ to
Memorial Park

Some landscape treatment to the
area north‐east of the Basin at
Ellice Street has been shown. The
landscape structure of this area
and how it connects to the
Dufferin Street layout is important
as there is no strong built form.
Connectivity

Activity

Provision for multi‐
modal access including
for cyclists, and pick‐up
and drop‐off at the
schools on Dufferin
Street needs to be
shown.

There is a proposed building on
the corner of Kent Terrace and
Ellice Street underneath the
bridge. A suitable use for this must
be found and tenanted as part of
the mitigation. It would be
detrimental to have a new
building that was vacant in this
area.
Impacts
quality

on

visual

The provision of a building on the
northern side of the Reserve is
proposed. This must screen the
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Effect

Option A

Option X

movement on the bridge from
players.

needs to be mitigated.

The high quality design of the rain
gardens at the eastern end of
Memorial Park is proposed.
The impact of the bridge on the
view south towards the Basin
Reserve must be mitigated for its
entire length with high quality
design, which must be realised in
construction.

Option RR

As stated above a redesign
of the complex street layout
and ground levels is required
to mitigate the impact on
the urban environment.

High quality design at the
intersection of Sussex Street with
the bridge and the north‐west
corner of the Basin is required.
Clarification on levels and
pedestrian lines of site in this area
are required.
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11 Summary and Conclusions
11.1

Conclusions

Based upon the summary of assessments in Table 23, it is possible to conclude that:
1. There is a transport congestion problem at the Basin Reserve, and that congestion is
forecast to worsen over time as Wellington City and Region grows.
2. If transport congestion is lessened, this not only alleviates a traffic problem but also
provides an opportunity to leverage a future more aligned to the Council’s strategic
vision for the City.
3. If a pure benefit/cost approach were to be applied in assessing options, the result could
be an outcome that satisfies the state highway needs but severely compromises the local
transport network across all modes. Therefore, the multi‐criteria approach to
assessment used for this report delivers more balanced outcomes to a wider range of
stakeholders.
4. The at‐grade solutions assessed (including do minimum) will not deliver improved
transport outcomes. While they have no adverse impact on urban form, they are poorly
aligned with strategic priorities: specifically, they will not support the provision of a high
quality public transport spine, and will not cater for future urban development along
that spine.
5. Grade‐separated options provide the most optimal transport outcomes. They reduce
traffic congestion, provide for a high quality public transport spine, and increase support
for active modes.
6. Grade‐separated options involve the provision of large scale infrastructure and this does
negatively impact on urban form.
7. Option X has a significant negative impact on urban form (Memorial Park in particular)
and it may not be possible to deliver adequate mitigation. It provides transport benefits
to the detriment of the local roading network as compared with Option A.
8. Option A also has an impact on urban form for which a range of mitigation options may
exist but delivers on the multi‐modal outcomes sought by the Council best.
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Table 24: Overall Summary of Assessment Results
Overall Good or favourable but may have some aspects
which are neutral. (1)

Overall neutral but may have some aspects which
are good and offset by others which are not so
favourable.(0)

Overall not favourable but may have some aspects which
are neutral and offset by others which are un favourable(‐1)

Assessment

“Do Minimum”

Option RR

Option X

Option A

Strategic fit

Inhibits the delivery of range of
national, regional and local outcomes (‐
1)

Inhibits the delivery of range of
national, regional and local outcomes (‐
1)

Delivers most strategic and policy
outcomes but denigrates both safety
and the attractiveness of active mode
shift. Could also impose limitations on
public transport spine. (0)

Best fit against a range of strategic and
policy outcomes (+1)

Urban Form

No impact other than lost opportunity.
(+1)

This proposal has some minor impacts
(access to property and pedestrian
amenity with no offsetting positives
the urban impact is overall slightly
negative (0)

Option X uses an alternative approach
to finding a solution for vehicle
movement and built environment. Part
of this approach seems to be about
changing the nature and character of
this part of the city to be more open,
and connected to a green network.
There are negative impacts for both
urban structure and connectivity. As
more analysis is undertaken on Option
X it becomes questionable whether
this approach is suitable for the
context of this part of the city.

Option A has some negative impacts on
the urban environment; however the
proposal does meet the required NZTA
objectives of improving movement
flows and safety for all modes.

(‐1)
Transport
and
Economic Benefits

Maintains the existing high traffic
volumes around the Basin Reserve
which impact on levels of congestion
and journey time reliability. Also
continues severance to the local
communities, schools and other
facilities within the local area.
Does nothing to facilitate growth and
economic development associated

Maintains the existing high traffic
volumes around the Basin Reserve
which impact on levels of congestion
and journey time reliability. Also
continues severance to the local
communities, schools and other
facilities within the local area.
Does nothing to facilitate growth and
economic development associated

The transportation modelling shows
that modifying the layout of the Basin
Reserve as proposed under Option X
does provide significant traffic
benefits. This is due to the existing
congestion in the study area being
dominated by the constrained
intersection conflicts being reduced or
removed, the most significant of these

The negative urban design effects can
for the most part be mitigated as
outlined in the assessment and
mitigation table. Where they can not
be mitigated, there are other offsets
that could be considered to get wider
benefits for the city. (+1)

Provides significant transport benefits.
This is due to the existing congestion in
the study area being dominated by the
constrained intersections conflicts
being reduced or removed.
Facilitates the establishment of high
quality public transport spine and
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Assessment

Mitigation

Average Ranking

“Do Minimum”

Option RR

Option X

Option A

with the Urban Development Strategy,
the growth spine, the Wellington
Airport Master Plan and other areas of
development planned for the southern
and eastern suburbs. It will also have
implications for the development of
the PT spine. (‐1)

with the Urban Development Strategy,
the growth spine, the Wellington
Airport Master Plan and other areas of
development planned for the southern
and eastern suburbs. It will also have
implications for the development of
the PT spine.
Option RR does not provide a transport
improvement over the existing
situation. (‐1)

being
the
Paterson/Dufferin
intersection. The benefits are further
helped by the direct access to SH1
from Kent Terrace in a westbound
direction.

improves opportunities for activity
modes.

No mitigation required (+1)

No mitigation required (+1)

Negative urban design impacts are
significant and may not be possible to
mitigate. (‐1)

The negative urban design effects can
for the most part be mitigated as
outlined in the assessment and
mitigation table. Where they can not
be mitigated, there are other offsets
that could be considered to get wider
benefits for the city.(0)

‐0.5

+0.75

0

‐0.25

Option X does make active modes less
safe and more difficult than current
particularly to the north of the Basin
where cyclists need to cross multiple
trafficked lanes in order to make any
change in route direction. Pedestrian
crossings in to the north east are
convoluted and unattractive.
The
pedestrian /cycling over bridge at
Sussex corner provides an option but
this is steep and entails diversions from
more direct routes. (0)

Reduces severance and enables fuller
movement of pedestrians and cyclists
through the Basin than current. (+1)

(No weighting)
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12 Recommendations
Based up the findings of this report future it is recommended that:
1. No further work is required to be done on either the “Do Minimum” option or Option
RR.
2. Should there be support in principle for Option A then a package of mitigations and
offsets be developed and negotiated with NZTA. The list below is the start point for that
process.

Table 25: Mitigation Options as Identified from NZTA documents
Mitigation Proposed

NZTA

WCC

Comments

Development of rain gardens and
planted areas

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design

New Plaza entry to Basin Reserve

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design

Landscaping around crèche and
integration of Memorial Park

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design

Building on corner of
Terrace/Patterson Street

Kent

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design

Building on northern edge of Basin
Reserve ‐ Stand

Proposed

Supported

WCC and Basin Reserve Trust
input.

Relocation of Dempster Gate

To be determined

Supported

WCC and Basin Reserve Trust
input.

Incorporation of buildings into some
of the under croft spaces beneath
Bridge

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design

Architectural features of bridge to
ensure simple streamlined design
including lighting.

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design

Pedestrian and Cycle bridge to North
of main bridge

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design

Numerous improvements to shared
walking and cycle ways

Proposed

Supported

WCC input into detailed design
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Table 26: Additional Mitigation Options
Mitigation Proposed

Comments

Further mitigate the impact on Kent & Cambridge by
landscape treatment of median Basin to Waitangi Park

WCC input into detailed design

Commitment to consolidating state highway traffic
away from Vivian Street and into single east‐west
corridor

Medium to long term outcome which delivers positive urban
design outcomes and returns Vivian Street to local road.

Consideration as to how consolidating state highway
traffic away from Vivian Street can be accommodated.

Medium to long term outcome which delivers positive urban
design outcomes and returns Vivian Street to local road.

Commitment to Adelaide Road Improvements when
Council is ready to proceed

An integral part of the Basin improvements identified in the
Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan and Regional Transport
Strategy

Improvements to streetscape in Karo Drive

Address long standing visual amenity issue

Mitigate view from Ellice Street/Mt Victoria towards
Basin Reserve

Soften the visual impact of the Bridge from this perspective

Other
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Appendix A – Key Historical Studies
A Scoping Report produced by Opus International Consultants Ltd (Opus) in January 2010 provided a list of
the key historical studies. These studies are summarised here as:












Comprehensive Transportation Plan for Wellington New Zealand, De Leuw Cather and
Company, August 1963 and 1966;
Wellington Urban Motorway Extension (WUME), (Ministry of Works). The WUME scheme
was under consideration from the 1970’s to the mid 1990’s, to extend the motorway form
the south portal of the Terrace Tunnel to the west portal of the Mount Victoria Tunnel;
A traffic arterial from the Terrace Motorway Tunnel to Mount Victoria Tunnel, by RW Burrell,
1980. Commissioned by the National Roads Board and WCC;
During the early 1990’s various options were considered which led to the development of the
Inner City Bypass and NZTA taking over responsibility of the city streets and in so doing to
extend the state highway network to the Airport. Initial studies considered creation of a
trench from Willis Street through to the Basin Reserve (known as Tunnel Link), and then later
evolved to development what is now known as the Inner City Bypass;
Light Rail Transit Feasibility Study, by Works Consultancy Services (now Opus) and MVA
Consultancy, 1995. Commissioned by WCC. This feasibility study investigated providing a
light rail system from the railway station to Courtenay Place and concluded that the
preferred route was the Golden Mile;
Interim Scheme Assessment Report, by Meritec December 2000;
SH1 Basin Reserve Long Term Transport Solutions, Scheme Assessment Report, by Meritec,
March 2001. Commissioned by Transit New Zealand (now NZTA);
Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Strategic Study (2006 – 2008) leading to the Ngauranga to
Airport Corridor Plan, October 2008; and,
Summary Report on the Basin Reserve Workshop, by Urbanism/TTM Consulting, 2008.

The options that have been considered in the above studies have included fly‐overs, underpasses,
tunnelling, various forms of public transport (including buses, light rail and transit systems), and the use of
road space for other modes of transport including pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. While the
specific solutions to improve transport links around the Basin Reserve have varied, each of the studies has
identified that the east‐west traffic needs to be separated from north‐south traffic flows. More recent
studies have identified that the public transport links across the City needs to be improved and this
includes the north/south public transport corridor at the Basin Reserve.

De Leuw Cather Transportation Plan (1963 and 1966)
In the late 1950’s the Ministry of Works, on behalf of the National Roads Board (the name of the Roading
Authority at the time), investigated various routes in order to determine how road links into the City could
be improved. In the early 1960’s the Wellington Regional Planning Authority (its functions now rest with
GWRC) requested De Leuw, Cather & Company, an American transportation consultant, in conjunction
with Rankin & Hill Consultants, to prepare a Transportation Master Plan 34 for Wellington City.
The Transportation Master Plan looked at three main roading options:




A surface street system
A foothills motorway
A waterfront motorway.

In each case the Thorndon to Ngauranga Motorway was taken as a necessary given and thus was assumed
to be completed (and was later constructed in the 1970s). The report recommended the construction of

34

Comprehensive Transportation Plan for Wellington, New Zealand – August 1963; De Leuw, Cather & Company & Rankin and Hill
Consulting Engineers
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the foothills motorway as the preferred option. The report recommended that the motorway should be
constructed in 3 principal stages at approximately 5 year intervals but with some overlapping as follows;




Stage 1 – Aotea Quay to Hill Street plus the duplication of the Mount Victoria tunnel
Stage 2 – Hill Street to Ghuznee Street and the Vivian Street on ramp
Stage 3 – Ghuznee Street to Mount Victoria

The total cost of Stage 1 was indicated to be £20 million (1963) which would equate to about $700 to $900
Million in 2007 dollars.
The foothills motorway design was based on a limited access highway with a design speed of 50 miles/hr
(approx. 80 km/hr). The proposed motorway, with two twin Terrace Tunnels, stayed below ground and
passed under the local city streets of Ghuznee, Vivian, Willis, Cuba and Taranaki Street, before emerging
near Tory Street.
Significantly, the proposed motorway then passed over Cambridge and Kent Terrace before tying‐in on the
western approach to the Mount Victoria tunnel. A duplication of the tunnel was also proposed. The
design also included extending Cambridge/Kent Terrace through the Basin Reserve at ground level to link
directly with Adelaide Road, with nearly half of the Basin Reserve occupied by an interchange to connect
this north/south route with the east/west highway.
The alignment also intruded into the north eastern corner of the Basin Reserve and occupied about half of
the city block enclosed by Ellice/Brougham/Rugby and Paterson Streets, while retaining the western end
of Paterson Street to provide access to Wellington College (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: De Leuw Cather Transportation Plan, Plan of Proposals near the Basin Reserve
In 1966, a final report titled the “Wellington Regional Transportation Study” for the Wellington Regional
Planning Authority – August 1966 was completed by De Leuw Cather and Company. This report was based
upon field studies undertaken throughout the region in 1965 and other gathered information.
In 1968, the National Roads Board adopted the De Leuw Cather report recommendations east of Willis
Street. In 1969 a Middle Line Proclamation between McDonald Crescent and Taranaki Street was
gazetted.
The recommended De Leuw Cather foothills motorway was included in the proposed Wellington District
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Scheme in 1966 and made operative in 1972. However, the adopted scheme layout in the district scheme
significantly modified the original De Leuw Cather scheme (presented in their 1963 report) between
Taranaki Street and Mount Victoria Tunnel. Notably the adopted layout ramp connections and mid‐block
sections were modified and the north/south link through the Basin Reserve and the interchange was
deleted (see figure 8 below). The scheme still proposed use of the northeast corner of the Basin Reserve
and use of the city block bounded by Ellice/Brougham/Rugby and Paterson Streets for roading purposes.
There were some modifications to Paterson Street. Purchase of the land needed for this scheme
commenced shortly after the proposed Wellington Urban Motorway was confirmed in the district scheme.

Figure 2: De Leuw Cather Plan of Proposals between the Terrace and Mt Victoria Tunnels
Wellington Motorway – Ngauranga to Terrace Tunnel Construction
The first phase of the Wellington Urban Motorway between Ngauranga and Aotea Quay was opened in
1969. During the 1970’s the Urban Motorway was progressively developed and extended from Aotea
Quay through to Ghuznee and Vivian Street by 1978. This included the sections of Hawkestone Street and
Tinakori Road that were completed by 1974.
The extension of the Urban Motorway also included the controversial section through the Bolton Street
cemetery and the construction of the Terrace Tunnel. However, the original De Leuw Cather proposal was
pared back with the Bowen Street interchange being abandoned and the second Terrace Tunnel delayed.
This necessitated that the single Terrace Tunnel become bi‐directional (2 lanes north, one south), with a
modified “temporary” layout between Bowen Street and Willis Street.

The Burrell Report
In 1980 the “Burrell Report” 35 was published, which was commissioned by the National Roads Board and
the Wellington City Council. This report considered alternative proposals for the extension of the
Wellington Urban Motorway from the Terrace Tunnel exit at Ghuznee Street to Mount Victoria, based on a
traffic arterial at a standard less than a full motorway. Seven options were reviewed including a full
35

A Traffic Arterial from The Terrace Motorway Tunnel to Mt Victoria Tunnel – April 1980; R.W.Burrell
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motorway (located within a trench), an at‐surface boulevard, and a ‘one‐way pair’.
One option considered included a motorway in a trench to Victoria Street, a boulevard to Sussex Street
and no grade separation at the Basin Reserve (but at the expense of reduced traffic movements at the
Basin Reserve) with vehicles transferring from Adelaide Road / Kent and Cambridge Terrace to Taranaki
and Wallace Streets.
The report recommended a Composite Scheme which was based on a 70 to 80 km/hr design speed, with
the arterial passing under Willis Street and the Victoria Street Extension, over Cuba, Taranaki Street and
Tory Streets and back to grade at the Basin Reserve. The Composite Scheme included a new realigned link
with two‐lane flow between Cambridge/Kent Terrace and Sussex Street passing over the arterial and a
direct ramp connection from Kent Terrace to Mount Victoria, as it rises to connect to the tunnel(s) (see
Figure 3 below).

Figure 3: The recommended Composite Scheme from the 1980 Burrell report showing
proposals around the Basin Reserve
Further work was undertaken on the Composite Scheme and reviewed using a new WCC transportation
traffic model (Micro Trips) in 1987 followed by a study on the social and environmental aspects of the
scheme (the SEIAG Report) in 1989.
Amongst other issues the SEIAG report recommended a less obtrusive visual option be considered. The
updated traffic data also showed serious traffic and geometric issues with the Burrell Composite Scheme
(figure 9 above).

Independent Review Panel
In early 1990, a Scheme Assessment Report which assessed 10 options was completed. It recommended a
“trenched option”, known as the “Tunnel Link”. The Tunnel Link scheme was submitted to an Independent
Review Panel (the Panel), who were appointed by the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment to
carry out a wide ranging review.
In addition to the review by the Panel, a major public information exercise was carried out on the “Tunnel
Link” proposal on behalf of WCC and Transit in late 1990 (see Figure 4).
In its 1991 report the Panel unanimously recommended that the extension should proceed and made a
number of detailed recommendations associated with the project.
As a result of this process Transit resolved in November 1991 that the extension should proceed promptly,
subject to the resolution of a number of issues with WCC.
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Figure 4: Wellington ‘Tunnel Link’ Concept Sketch as presented for public consultation
In July 1992 Transit and WCC approved in principle a covered trench design for the proposed Wellington
Motorway Extension.

Medium Term Options Assessment Report 1995
Following a thorough review of the costs and benefits of the project, Transit decided in February 1994 that
it could not fund the “Tunnel Link” trench option beyond Ghuznee and Vivian Streets, (the then exit and
entrance to the Terrace tunnel), and to defer construction of the motorway extension.
A “study team” consisting of Transit’s consultants (Opus, then called Works Consultancy Services) and
WCC was convened to investigate short term and long term solutions. A total of 34 routes were
investigated and seven options were costed and modelled using the Trips Transportation Model.
In September 1994, WCC voted to support Option 2B, which was later known as Stage 2, of the now
constructed Inner City Bypass.
In late 1994, Transit also confirmed support for the implementation of the Stage 2 bypass option, subject
to WCC agreeing to the early implementation of Stage 1 (Option 3B).
In early 1995, environmental issues were scoped, assessments undertaken, with consultation with the
general public beginning in April 1995.
A Memorandum of Understanding was developed between WCC and Transit in September 1995 and
established a process at WCC request for Transit to become responsible for the arterial roads providing a
link through to the Airport. The MoU established a process which entailed improvements to the existing
road network in a three stage process to develop what is known as the Inner City Bypass. The process for
the forming ICB and is described in the following section.

12.1

Wellington Inner City Bypass: Stage 1, 2, and 3

Stages 1, 2 and 3 of the Wellington Inner City Bypass project are illustrated in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Wellington Inner City Bypass. Diagram of Stages 1, 2, and 3
Stage 1 construction was completed in October 1995. At the same time Transit NZ (now NZTA) took
responsibility for the city streets involved, which extended the state highway through to the Airport.
Stage 2 included a new section of highway for westbound traffic between Taranaki Street and the Terrace
Tunnel and reversed the direction of traffic on Vivian Street, between Willis Street and Taranaki Street, to
cater for eastbound traffic, with Ghuznee Street reverting back to a 2 way local street.
Engineering and environmental investigations were carried out in early 1995 and consultation with the
general public began in April 1995, with a series of “Open Houses” held in June 1995.
In April 1996, Transit NZ lodged a Notice of Requirement with Wellington City Council under the RMA, to
designate land for the state highway route. In addition a Notice of Requirement to alter the motorway
designation for Stage 3 of the proposed Motorway/Inner City Bypass in the Transitional District Plan was
also lodged. This was required to reconcile the land area required for Stage 3 in the Transitional District
Plan with that required for Motorway designation in the Proposed District Plan.
The ICB Stage II designation hearing was held in September 1996 in front of independent commissioners.
The designation recommendation was announced in November 1996 that the project could proceed,
subject to a number of conditions, including consideration of the use of Abel Smith Street. This
recommendation was broadly accepted by Transit New Zealand in its decision. Four appeals were lodged
against this decision. A series of meetings were held, between representatives of Campaign for a Better
City (the main objector), City Council officers and Transit NZ to see if agreement could be reached.
No agreement was reached so the Notice of Requirement was heard in front of the Environment Court in
August/September 1998. In May 1999 the Environment Court decision dismissed the appeals against
plans for the construction of the Inner City Bypass Stage 2. Historical Places Act consents were
subsequently applied for and then appealed (by Campaign for a Better City) to the Environment Court in
2002.
In parallel with the Historical Places Act approvals Transfund New Zealand approved design funding which
began in 2001. The contract for the construction of Stage 2, the Inner City Bypass, was let in September
2004 with construction commencing at the end of 2004.
In December 2006 the northbound lanes were open and in March 2007 the Ghuznee Street off ramp was
closed and the traffic directed to the new Vivian Street off ramp with the opening of the southbound
lanes.
Transit accepted the Commissioner’s recommendation during the Inner City Bypass (Council) hearing that
the Stage 3 designation be uplifted. This responded to concerns raised by the commissioners in respect of
the environmental and urban design effects of the stage 3 proposal.
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12.2

Basin Reserve Scheme Assessment Report 2001

A detailed study 36 of transport options around the Basin Reserve was investigated in 2001 by consultants
Meritec (now AECOM). Meritec investigated over ten options before recommending (what was then
known as) Option H as the preferred option. Option H (refer to Figure 6 below) provided for:




A two‐lane westbound bridge from Paterson Street to Buckle Street.
An underpass for Sussex Street traffic to Cambridge Terrace.
An underpass for Kent Terrace traffic to Adelaide Road.

This arrangement provided a direct link for westbound traffic from the Mount Victoria Tunnel to Buckle
Street and eastbound traffic from Kent Terrace to the Mount Victoria Tunnel. The arrangement reduced
the amount of weaving around the Basin Reserve. The scope of this study was limited to the issues of the
Basin Reserve and did not extend to the capacity issues of the Mount Victoria Tunnel.

Figure 6: Option H form the Meritec Report
12.3

Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan (2008)

The Ngauranga to Airport Strategy Study (Strategy Study) commenced in 2006 and investigated a range of
options for improving the transportation network within Wellington City. It was a multi‐modal study that
examined options on how to best solve existing transport issues and to provide for the future growth of
the City. This study entailed significant public consultation exercises as well as workshops with
stakeholders.
The resultant Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan (Corridor Plan) was adopted by the Regional Transport
Committee 37 (RTC) in October 2008 following a period of public consultation and a hearing. The RTC
comprises representatives from a range of transport stakeholders, including local authorities, GWRC, and
the NZTA.
The Corridor Plan provided a vision for the corridor that has subsequently been included in the Regional
36

NZTA SH1 Basin Reserve Long Term Solution, Scheme Assessment Report, prepared by Meritec, 2001

37

Members of the RTC are listed on the GWRC website: http://www.gw.govt.nz/regional‐transport‐committee/
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Land Transport Strategy 2010 ‐ 2040 38 as follows:
“Along the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor, access to key destinations such as CentrePort,
Wellington City CBD, Newtown Hospital and the International Airport will be efficient, reliable, quick
and easy. Priority will be given to passenger transport through this corridor, particularly during the
peak period. Passenger transport will provide a very high quality, reliable and safe service along the
Wellington City growth spine and other key commuter routes. The road network will provide well for
those trips which cannot be made by alternative modes and will allow freight to move freely through
the corridor. Traffic congestion through the corridor will be managed at levels that balance the need
for access against the ability to fully provide for peak demands due to community impacts and cost
constraints. Maximum use of the existing network will be achieved by removal of key bottlenecks on
the road and rail networks.”
The Corridor Plan aims to strengthen the four key transport elements in the city, four of which include:





A high quality and frequency passenger transport spine between Railway Station and
Newtown;
Highly accessible and attractive ‘activity’ or shopping streets;
A reliable and accessible ring or bypass route for vehicles; and,
Interconnected and convenient local street, walking, cycling and passenger transport
networks.

The City’s aspiration for concentrated future population growth along the Growth Spine 39 is dependent on
the achievement of the above elements.
The separation of strategic traffic from local traffic helps to achieve the first of the above objectives, to
achieve a high quality passenger transport corridor. Thus, the Corridor Plan develops a strategy that will
firstly separate traffic at the Basin before delivering public transport improvements. The study that
underpinned the Corridor Plan recommended that grade separation at the Basin be achieved by means of
a bridge (Option B3). This bridge was similar to that recommended by Meritec in their 2000 Scheme
Assessment Report (refer to 2. 9 above) and is similar to that being currently progressed.
The public transport component is currently being advanced through the Wellington Public Transport
Spine Study 40 . This Study is significantly advanced and following public consultation will make
recommendations on a high quality public transport spine between Wellington Railway Station and
Kilbirnie. It is expected that this project will to be implemented following completion of the Basin Bridge
project. The Basin Bridge project proposes north‐south bus lanes and bus priority at key interchanges
around the Basin Reserve on the assumption that this solution is progressed from the Spine Study. Should
an alternative solution be chosen instead technical review by the Spine Study team shows that the Basin
Bridge Project will not hinder that development. That review shows that it will be possible to
accommodate the emerging preferred public transport options including the possibility of light rail.
The Corridor Plan has become part of the Wellington Regional Land Transport Programme (RLTP). The
RLTP details the indicative funding for Wellington’s land transport over a period of ten years.

38

Appendix 4: of the Regional Land Transport Strategy

39

Transit orientated intensification of employment and housing along a spine of growth, as identified in Wellington City Council’s
adopted Urban Development Strategy (2006).

40

The Spine Study project team is coordinating with the Basin Bridge team in order to ensure that public transport solutions
proposed are not being compromised by the proposed Basin Bridge design solution. Design files of the Basin Bridge have been
supplied to the Spine Study Team to verify horizontal and vertical clearances and to consider how the public transport options might
be integrated.
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Appendix B – Strategic Context
The context for current proposals for transport improvements at the Basin Reserve is often quoted as
having its origins in the Wellington City Council “Transport Strategy 2006” and “The Ngauranga to
Wellington Airport Corridor Plan 2008”.
To an extent this is correct though often under estimated are the broader strategic drivers articulated at a
regional level through the Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy (update 2010) and then more
locally in the Urban Development Strategy (adopted by Council 2006) and the aspirations articulated in the
Towards 2040: Smart Capital Strategy. Also there are national level strategic drivers captured through the
Government Policy Statement on Land Transport.
Nevertheless transport concerns at the Basin Reserve extend back many years with some of the earliest
references being in the 1960’s.

Strategic Drivers
National Context
The Business Growth Agenda is a Government programme aimed at supporting New Zealand businesses to
grow, in order to create jobs and improve New Zealanders’ standard of living. The Business Growth
Agenda focus is to deliver initiatives and policy reforms that will help create a more productive and
competitive economic environment in which the economy can grow.
The Business Growth Agenda focuses on six key “ingredients” businesses need to grow: Export markets,
innovation, infrastructure, skilled and safe workplaces, natural resources, and capital. Each of these has its
own programme of work.
In a quote from the Minister of Infrastructure Mr English “Resilient, efficient and coordinated
infrastructure networks are vital to a well‐running economy. They help the movement of people, goods and
information around our country and around our world.”
Sitting beneath the Business Growth Agenda is the National Infrastructure Plan.

Government Policy Statement (On Land Transport Funding)
This is a statutory requirement imposed on Government through the Land Transport Management Act to
produce a statement of investment priorities for a three year period using funds from the hypothecated
Land Transport Fund.
The New Zealand Transport Agency is in turn required to give effect to that statement. The Regional
Transport Strategy must take “into account” the relevant Government Policy Statement while the Regional
Land Transport Programme must be consistent with both the Government Policy Statement and Regional
Transport Strategy.
Since the first 2009‐2012 Government Policy Statement there has been a very clear Government focus on
Roads Of national Significance. Consistent with the Business Growth Agenda the focus in the Wellington
Region has been on the “Levin to Airport” corridor. The programme of work to underpin this has come
from the Transit New Zealand State Highway Strategy, the Wellington Regional Transport Strategy and
from the various corridor plans.
Given that the New Zealand Transport Agency is compelled to give effect to the Government Policy
Statement it is also important to recognise the tools and processes that they have available to deliver
those outcomes.
Within the programme the key themes that underpin approved activities are:





Value for money
Supporting economic growth and productivity
Improving safety
Providing a range of travel choices

The priorities derived from the Government Policy Statement are:
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Achieve more efficient freight supply chains through integrated land use and transport
planning across the Upper North Island in particular, and the rest of the country
Reduce the number of deaths and serious injuries through the creation of a safe road system
Ease severe congestion, and improve journey time reliability in our main urban centres
Ensure that existing capacity is maximised to deliver value for money solutions to transport
issues
Offer more transport mode choices through multi‐modal transport planning, including more
effective public transport, and walking and cycling
Realise the full benefits from investment in major network packages, including roads of
national significance, through effective linking with the wider network

Regional Context
The Wellington Region has primarily an urban population. Of the 400,000 people living in the Region, 94
percent live in urban areas containing more than 1,500 people.
Although many of these urban areas may be regarded as physically separate communities, many
settlements in the Wellington Region are functionally linked by a complex web of physical, social, cultural
and economic interrelationships. Activities or changes in one part of the built environment can often have
significant and sometimes unexpected consequences for other areas.
Transport is not an end in itself but a means of undertaking social, economic, cultural, recreational and
other activities. The key question relates to the optimum way of meeting regional (and national) needs for
the movement of people and goods. The optimum solution is one that provides, now and in the future,
good accessibility to many different places for as many people as possible.
The topography of much of the Region severely limits the corridors available for transportation networks
to meet community needs for accessibility. Decisions or actions that lead to the removal or blockage of
such corridors would inevitably lead to lower levels of accessibility and economic inefficiencies.

Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy 2010 ‐ (Regional Transport Committee)
The vision is:

To deliver an integrated land transport network that
supports the region’s people and prosperity in a way that is
economically, environmentally and socially sustainable.
“The regional transport network will provide a high level of access, reliability and safety for both
passengers and freight travelling within and through the region to support economic development and
improve productivity.”
Despite the current economic downturn the region’s economy is expected to continue to grow at a
modest rate, driving an increasing demand for travel and freight movement. The efficient movement of
people, goods and services along key regional transport corridors and local roads is crucial to ensure
continued economic growth and prosperity nationally, regionally and locally.
The region’s transport network is multi‐modal, incorporating private vehicles (including taxis and freight
vehicles), public transport (buses, trains and ferries), walking and cycling. Improving the roads, rail lines,
cycle‐lanes and footpaths in the region increases access to these markets and opportunities. It also lowers
the financial costs of travel in time and fuel for both people and freight. Mobility is improved by faster,
safer and easier travel, as well as more reliable journey times with less congestion and more choice of
travel mode.
The Wellington and Regional economy relies on effective and reliable transport networks to function.
Improved access and mobility encourages and facilitates economic growth. Better access and choice of
travel also makes the region and its economic centres more attractive to business and people. (As set out
in the Government Policy Statement, the government’s priority for land transport funding is to increase
economic growth and productivity in New Zealand. Scheduled investment on the Wellington RoNS is a
cornerstone of the Government’s strategy to facilitate regional and national economic development.)
The Wellington Regional Strategy signals a desire for increased growth and highlights the need for the
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Regional Land Transport Strategy to support this growth. Around a third of the region’s jobs are in the
Wellington City CBD. The need for a strong central business district and regional centres, and the
importance of links to CentrePort and Wellington International Airport is recognised by both Strategies.
Access to these areas is currently impacted by congestion problems and a lack of investment across the
transport infrastructure.
Reliability is a significant issue for the region, affecting public transport, private vehicle users and freight
movement. Journey time reliability is especially important for time sensitive activities to occur, such as
flight and other inter‐modal connections, opening hours and appointments. The development of more
sophisticated supply chains and the reduction in inventories in retail stores is also placing an increasing
premium on delivery within constrained time windows.
The key routes into Wellington’s CBD by road are subject to relatively high variability in ‘expected’ travel
times, affecting both private vehicles and bus services. This is because even a reasonably minor event can
cause significant delays due to congestion levels and lack of alternative routes to avoid the trouble spot. In
March 2010, AM peak travel times on the strategic road network varied by 27% with PM peak variability at
19%. “
Ensuring the sustainability of the region’s strategic transport network requires an approach that includes
all elements of the network, including integration between land use and transport planning.
The need to travel can be reduced by encouraging mixed use development, encouraging businesses to
locate in areas close to the workforce, promoting more compact urban development and by ensuring
critical infrastructure and services are located in high density residential areas.

Wellington City Context
Wellington City is unique in a number of ways. It is the primary residential and economic centre for the
region and also has the distinction of being the centre for Government in New Zealand. It is also the key
transport hub linking New Zealand’s north and south islands. Its geographical constraints have provided a
foundation for a compact and highly liveable city. However, those same geographical constraints that help
shape the city also restrict options for transportation corridors driving the need to ensure their
performance is optimised.

Towards 2040: Smart Capital Strategy
This Strategy developed in consultation with the community is underpinned by four goals:





People Centred City
Connected City
Eco‐City
Dynamic Central City

As a connected city, Wellington’s people, places and ideas access networks –
regionally, nationally and globally. Connections will be physical, allowing for ease
of movement of people and goods; virtual, in the form of world‐class ICT
infrastructure; and social, enabling people to feel connected to each other and their
communities.
The strategy adopts a holistic interpretation of “connectedness” but does recognise the need for efficient
and effective infrastructure to connect Wellington to the rest of the world. Physical connections – by sea,
air, rail and road – will continue to be vital to the flow of goods, people and services in and out of the city.
Though not explicit in this strategy, infrastructures, and the services it provides, are essential to underpin
the achievement of goals which meet the social, environmental, economic and cultural well‐being of the
community. Transport, in its many modes, is one of those vital infrastructures.
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Urban development drivers
Urban Development Strategy 2006
The strategy sets out a long‐term approach for managing the location and quality of new growth and
development in the city. It aims to delivers on multiple objectives including a city that is more liveable,
more sustainable, better connected, more prosperous, compact, safer, and has a strong sense of place.
The strategy:





takes a long term approach, looking ahead 30‐50 years
integrates land use planning with transport planning and investment so that future
residential and employment growth is located where it delivers greatest benefits for the city
(i.e. to areas that are already well‐connected, offer high levels of amenity and have some (or
all) of the supporting infrastructure)
seeks to concentrate growth in key nodes along a ‘growth spine’ from Johnsonville through
the CBD to Kilbirnie town centre and the airport, supported by a high‐quality public transport
system and improved roads.

The growth spine concept calls for a shift in emphasis from outer suburban greenfields development and
infill housing, to more comprehensive brownfields redevelopment within the growth spine. As such, higher
residential densities are encouraged in and near key centres and transport routes where supporting
infrastructure already exists or is planned – this includes the key growth nodes of Johnsonville, the central
city, Adelaide Road and Kilbirnie.
The strategy’s strategic objectives are supported by a suite of detailed policies and plans including the
Centres Policy, District Plan, town centre plans and the Central City Framework.
The Urban Development and Transport strategies outline an integrated land use and transport vision for
the city. A key driver has been to ensure that transport infrastructure improvements and investment are
provided in tandem with new growth and development. The strategies have directly influenced the
directions of subsequent formative plans including the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan.
This strategy identifies the challenge as:

To ensure that future growth and change reinforces the physical
and spatial characteristics that make Wellington so distinctive;
focuses on high quality urban design and development; and
contributes to the stimulating and intense urban experience
Wellington offers.
The solution offered in this strategy is to direct growth to areas already well connected, offering high
levels of amenity and having some (or all) supporting infrastructure.
These conditions exist in and around the city centre, some suburban centres, and some specific parts of
the northern suburbs and along key transport routes. In effect a “growth spine”.
The Strategy proposes a number of outcomes with the most relevant to this report being:
1.1 (c) Better connected: Wellington will be easy to get around, pedestrian‐friendly and offer
quality transport choices on a highly interconnected public transport and street system.
Good access from homes to shops and services, places of work and recreational destinations is
essential in any successful city economy. This will be reliant on recognising the roles of all types of
transport (car, bus, train, cable car, ferries, commercial vehicles, walking and cycling). Ensuring
the city is better connected will mean:
• an increasingly pedestrian‐ and cycle‐friendly city, where more trips can be made safely
using active modes
• ensuring that local, city‐wide and regional road and passenger transport systems
function effectively for people and freight.
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Transport Drivers
Wellington City Council Transport Strategy 2006
The strategy identifies a series of interventions required to address needs in a city with increasing
transport demand. It acknowledges a multi modal transport future, a future which has perceived to have
been compromised by historical under investment.
“Imbalances exist within our strategic roading network, resulting in choke points from the
Ngauranga to the CBD in the north and between the airport and CBD in the south. The historic
under investment in roading infrastructure that has occurred nationally is nowhere more apparent
than in Wellington where we have not had a major new road build since the motorway in the
1960’s. Road space in our CBD is at a premium, and choices need to be made about competition
for that space amongst private cars, buses, cyclists and pedestrians.”
and
“Future issues will be:




Increasing congestion providing challenges to maintaining levels of service and travel time
reliability on arterial roads to and through the city.
Increasing competition for road capacity from buses, cars, pedestrians and cyclists
Providing better access to our port and airport”

with
“Things to do:





Develop the state highways and main arterial roads as the primary means of moving large
volumes of traffic and freight to and through the city.
Develop public transport systems as the main means for the movement of people along the
Urban Development Strategy growth spine
Ensure continued access to the CBD for commuters
Develop the port and airport as major contributors to the city and regional economy”

This Strategy was adopted by the Wellington City Council in 2006.
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The Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan 2008
Following on from the Wellington City Transport and Urban Development strategies the themes identified
were expanded upon in a series of corridor plans. The corridor plans were a means of breaking down into
manageable portions a broad suite of improvements envisaged to various parts of a regionally significant
and integrated network. Each corridor plan in turn represents a series of “packages” presented as
interdependent projects.
1.

In summary the Plan is a series of integrated multi modal transport interventions aimed at
improvements in efficiency, reliability and safety within the corridor. A number of projects
(packages) are identified in the plan and include travel demand management, public transport,
walking & cycling, and road network management. The Basin Reserve measure is “…to improve
passenger transport, walking and cycling by separating north‐south flows from east‐west
traffic…”

2.

Council adopted the corridor plan on 29 October 2008

3.

The general principles and packages in this Plan have been reinforced by subsequent Council
decisions to continue investment. For example these were signalled in the 2009/19 LTCCP, the
2012/22 LTP and the 2010/40 Regional Land Transport Strategy.

4.

A current example of this investment is the co‐funding by Wellington City of the Passenger
Transport Spine Study.

5.

20 April 2011 Council convened an Extraordinary Meeting where it considered a recommendation
to reaffirm its support for the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan and resolved that:
“…Agree to the following statements that reflect Wellington City Council’s current policy position
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on the Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan:
(a) The Council supports the underlying premise that the transport issues within
Wellington City can only be addressed by the implementation of a multi‐modal package
that includes improved state highway roading capacity as well as improved public
transport and the effective implementation of walking and cycling measures.
(b) The Council supports the delivery of peak period lanes on State Highway 1 between
Ngauranga and Aotea Quay, and improvements around the Basin Reserve to separate
north/south flows from east/west traffic.
(c) The Council supports, subject to confirmation of need and design options, delivery of
improvements to Wellington Road, Ruahine Street, and the duplication of the Mt Victoria
and the Terrace Tunnels.
(d) The Council supports the provision of public transport improvements, and travel
demand management, walking and cycling measures….”
On 6 October 2011 Council approved a submission to the “NZTA Basin Reserve Options” consultation
process also referred to as the “Proposed Improvement to Inner City Transport Network”. The approved
Council submission makes the following points on the Basin Reserve:
“5.2. The area is also a significant intersection, with a high volume of traffic both north‐
south and east‐west. Grade separation was identified as a high priority project in
the N2A Corridor Plan, and the current Regional Land Transport Programme
similarly identifies it as a high priority project from a regional perspective. Council
confirms its support for grade separation.
5.3. The appropriate mechanism for achieving grade separation is to tunnel the state
highway from Buckle Street to the approach of Mount Victoria Tunnel. This is
necessary to preserve the character of this nationally important area, and the
integrity and heritage of the National War Memorial, the Basin Reserve and
Government House.
5.4. Of the two options proposed by NZTA, the Council prefers Option A on the basis that,
while the transport benefits of the two options are similar as both separate north‐
south traffic from east‐west traffic, Option A:
5.4.1. aligns the proposed bridge structure with the original city grid, which is
preferable to creating a structure that interferes with the built fabric
further north;
5.4.2. has a lesser negative impact on the proposed design of Memorial Park;
5.4.3. has a less negative impact on Mt Victoria;
5.4.4. provides a better alignment for a walking and cycling route;
5.4.5. has less curves and therefore contributes to overall safety.”

Public Transport Spine Study
The Wellington Public Transport Spine Study will be carried out from August 2011 through to early 2013.
This study looks at the feasibility of options for a future high quality, high frequency public transport spine
through central Wellington between the Wellington Railway Station and Newtown.
The indicative timetable for key milestones of the study is:
Milestone

Due date

1. Completion of inception and scoping phase

February 2012

2. Completion of international review

February 2012

3. Completion of long‐list evaluation and identification of
April 2012
medium list
4. Completion of medium‐list
identification of short‐ list

evaluation

and

June 2012
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Milestone

Due date

5. Completion of short‐list evaluation

October 2012

6. Completion of spine study

Summer 2013

7. Full public consultation on options to take forward

Early‐mid 2013

41

The first study objective is:

To determine the desirable characteristics of a “high quality public transport
system” in the context of the Ngauranga to Airport corridor.
The study has proceeded on this basis through to milestone 5 and is on track for a revised completion date
for milestone 6 by end of April 2013.
The evaluation and benefits of each of the shortlisted options (bus rapid transit, light rail or bus priority) is
predicated upon the presumption that there will be a physical separation of north‐south, east‐west traffic
at the Basin Reserve. Furthermore it has been assumed that other RoNS projects (contingent upon the
Basin Reserve separation of traffic occurring) will also happen and so routes dependant upon this (such as
the Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication and Ruahine Street improvements) have been included in the Study.
Modelled benefits integral to developing the business case for a step change towards improved public
transport along the growth spine are very much dependant upon the interdependencies between reduced
travel times, population growth and increased patronage.
Without a robust business case demonstrating tangible benefits it is difficult see how a persuasive case can
be developed to bring about investment in improved infrastructure.

41

Wellington Public Transport Spine Study – Inception & Scoping Report AECOM 29 February 2012
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Appendix C – Overall project objectives
Overall project objectives
The overall project objectives identified by NZTA are as follows:






Increase the efficiency of through‐traffic between the Mount Victoria Tunnel and the Inner
City Bypass and SH1 motorway.
Improve the reliability and level of service of passenger transport services between Kent and
Cambridge Terraces and Adelaide Road.
Improve safety for those who use the streets around the Basin Reserve.
Maintain or enhance the present level of service for local traffic between Kent and
Cambridge Terraces and Adelaide Road and their connections to SH1.
Improve pedestrian and cycling access to and around the Basin Reserve, particularly
addressing the need for pedestrians to cross significant traffic flows.

Factors that the project team must have due regard to:










Creating options that are economically efficient.
Ensuring the improvements around the Basin Reserve is consistent with the previously
agreed Ngauranga to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan.
Ensuring the improvements around the Basin Reserve achieve a good strategic fit with the
Government’s RoNS.
Considering the Basin Reserve and the surrounding area which contain defining features such
as the Basin Reserve itself, Government House, the planned NZ Memorial Park and the
National War Memorial, education facilities and churches, buildings and spaces of high
heritage character and value that create a unique sense of place.
Retaining the multi‐functional nature of the area, including its social and community focus,
and its role as a centre for recreational use, as well as the immediate roading network.
Recognising that the streets around the Basin Reserve hold a pivotal position in the state
highway network (both within and beyond Wellington City), Wellington’s urban growth and
Wellington’s arterial transport network.
Maintaining the urban design quality of the area.
Recognising the relationship to other projects including the Mount Victoria Tunnel
refurbishment, the development of Adelaide Road and Buckle Street.
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Appendix D – 2040 Goals
The four goals of Wellington 2040 are below:

People‐centred City
Wellington’s people are the city’s greatest asset. Wellington’s shape and character will continue to reflect
the people who live in, work in, and visit the city. Wellington’s People‐centred City will be healthy, vibrant,
affordable and resilient, with a strong sense of identity and ‘place’ expressed through urban form,
openness and accessibility for its existing and future population.

Connected City
As a connected city, Wellington’s people, places and ideas access networks – regionally, nationally and
globally. Connections will be physical, allowing for ease of movement of people and goods; virtual, in the
form of world‐class ICT infrastructure; and social, enabling people to feel connected to each other and
their communities.

Eco‐City
Developing Wellington as an eco city involves a proactive response to environmental challenges. It
recognises the importance of Wellington taking an environmental leadership role as the capital city of
clean and green New Zealand. Wellington’s many natural assets give the city a head start and
opportunities as part of a green economy.

Dynamic Central City
As a city with a dynamic centre, Wellington will be a place of creativity, exploration and innovation. The
central city will be a vibrant and creative place offering the lifestyle, entertainment and amenity of a much
bigger city. The central city will continue to drive the regional economy.
The objectives of the Central city Framework are as follows:










Create a prosperous central city
Accommodate growth and change
Make our streets green
Build the city in response to the local setting
Create an eco inner city
Ensure connections are easy to make
Create inner city neighbourhoods
Tell our stories
Strengthen character and coherence
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Appendix E – Urban Design Criteria
The established criteria for urban design assessment are as follows:

1. Environment and Ecology
Principles




Contribute to ecological sustainability and biodiversity.
Maximise appropriate amenity in Wellington’s climate.
Respond to the natural and urban topography in a meaningful way.







Protects existing vegetation.
Provides opportunities for treating storm water in an environmentally sensitive way.
Improves protection from wind.
Minimises overshadowing of open space.
Responds to the potential for landform and topography to structure the experience.

Criteria

2. Culture and Heritage
Principles




Conserve heritage and cultural elements that provide historical significance.
Ensure the relevance of heritage elements to the present through improved access,
adaptation and interpretation.
Reinforce and promote historical or cultural narratives through design.






Conserves heritage fabric and places.
Protects and enhances sites of national significance.
Facilitates legible access and experience of elements of cultural or heritage significance.
Preserves and enhances existing cultural and community infrastructure.

Criteria

3. Urban Structure
Principles



Maintain and enhance the form, experience and legibility of ridgelines, grids, axes, and
movement patterns.
Preserve and enhance the open space network.








Repairs and improves the urban structure.
Complements the scale and character of the local built environment.
Retains the type and character of key streets.
Preserves and enhances the open space network.
Provides a coherent grain and density to built form.
Reinforces precincts, zones and elements critical to defining urban structure.

Criteria

4. Quality of Space
Principles




Provide a range of high quality and accessible public spaces.
Reinforce a diverse sequence of spaces within the city.
Provide active and safe environments.






Provides high quality and well integrated additions to the open space network.
Minimises the quantity of undesirable residual space.
Preserves or enhances the quality of the public domain.
Provides grade separation and convergence zones of optimal quality.

Criteria
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Preserves and enhances quality of spaces on adjacent and privately owned sites.

5. Connectivity
Principles





Improve connectivity within the study area and to the surrounding city.
Maximise multimodal transport options including high quality and high amenity public
transport, pedestrian and cycle links.
Reinforce and repair visual connections.
Strengthen the processional route through the city.

Criteria





Facilitates multimodal connections north/south, east/west and between the Basin and
neighbouring properties – particularly public, community places.
Optimises visual connections to key sites, north/south, east/west and between the Basin and
neighbouring properties.
Creates high quality drop‐off transit zones.
Creates spaces and connections for processional movement.

6. Activity
Principles



Retain the existing range of positive uses and activities.
Complement the existing with a greater diversity of activity.





Retains and enhances existing activity zones.
Provides opportunity for diverse ground floor activities that attract pedestrian activity.
Promotes safety in accordance with CPTED (crime prevention through environmental design)
principles.

Criteria

7. Visual Quality
Principles



Preserve views to landmarks
Contribute to local and distant views.



Contributes to the quality of views to and from the Basin reserve and National War
Memorial.
Contributes to views from surrounding neighbourhoods.
Contributes to views from the green belt.
Protects visual prominence of landmarks such as: the Basin Reserve; National War Memorial;
the Carillon; former Dominion Museum; Government House grounds and buildings;
Kent/Cambridge Terrace median, its green spaces and monuments.
Retains and enhances views from SH1.

Criteria






8. Quality of Experience
Principles



Reinforce the dramatic experience of the journey through Wellington.
Contribute to views within the city.



Enhances significant view corridors for the city: SH1 through Wellington; Kent and Cambridge
Terrace.
Enhances significant view ‘points’ for the city: Mt Victoria green belt and ridgeline; National
War Memorial; Government House; the Basin Reserve.
Provide a high quality grade separation where it occurs particularly to optimise experience
under structures and along the journey.

Criteria
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